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Editor's Page

Europe's
New Conflict
Efforts to abolish registration

in Britain set an alarming pre-
cedent for European architects.

TOP: Even the European Parliament
faces a conflict over architecture. The
legislative body recently moved into a
glass behemoth in Brussels.
ABOVE: A more civic-minded building,
designed by the French firm Architec-
ture Studio, has been proposed for a
site in Strasbourg. It may become the
Parliament's permanent headquarters.

Behind the gleaming, well-composed
facades of the new European archi-
tecture featured in this issue lurks an

upheaval in Europe's construction industry.
Like their American counterparts, architects
in the European Community are coping with
a recession, stiff competition from related
construction specialists, and diminishing pro-
fessional stature. Most alarming is the cur-
rent movement in Britain to abolish archi-
tects' registration altogether.

Last year, in the spirit of deregulation, the
British government commissioned a review
of its Architects Registration Acts. The re-
view recommended scrapping the Architects
Registration Council of the U.K. (ARCUK), If
the ARCUK were abolished, the term "archi-
tect" would no longer be a title protected by
law, and architects would share the same
nonregistered status of structural engineers,
cost estimators, and other construction in-
dustry professionals. Instead of being "regis-
tered" with the ARCUK after passing a profes-
sional practice examination, architects would
only be "chartered" as members of the Royal
Institute of British Architects (RIBA). This
proposal is akin to abolishing the National
Council of Architectural Registration Boards
in this country. The elimination of an inde-
pendent registration body would undermine
the credibility of the profession.

In other countries, such as Spain and Ger-
many, efforts are underway to abolish fee
scales set by architects; in Sweden, architects
face competition from construction man-
agers, who increasingly run large projects;
and throughout Europe, the multinational
contractor is becoming a more dominant
force within the construction industry.

Opposing these trends, the General As-
sembly of the Architects' Council of Europe
(ACE), a group comprising all of the profes-
sional institutes in the European Commu-
nity, such as the RIBA, voted in May to
protest Britain's deregistration attempts.

The council is now investigating the estab-
lishment of a single registration body for all
architects in Europe and is studying uniform
standards for educational requirements and
professional conduct. The ACE must take a
more proactive approach to protecting the
interests of architects in Europe.

Given the ominous developments in
Britain and elsewhere, European architects
are organizing to pool their resources and
promote their business interests through
grass-roots networks. Designers Interna-
tional, for example, was established two years
ago and now comprises nine firms, ranging
in size from 12 to 200 architects, with prac-
tices in London, Brussels, Copenhagen, Ams-
terdam, Lisbon, Madrid, Stockholm, Dussel-
dorf, and Paris. But more must be done.

American architects should be aware of
these European efforts in the face of the cur-
rent skirmishes on their own professional
front. In addition to increasing practices such
as design/build, the expertise of U.S. archi-
tects is not only being undercut by related
disciplines but by professions outside the
field as well. For example, Jerome Filer, pres-
ident of AIA Florida, reports that a group of
Florida attorneys has been lobbying for three
years to pass laws that prohibit architects
from presenting their own projects in public
hearings on zoning and large-scale develop-
ments, thus reducing the role of architects to
that of consultants or paralegals.

The AIA must work with local organiza-
tions to prevent such action in other states
and monitor the potentially damaging devel-
opments abroad. The battles in Europe
should serve as a warning signal of what
could happen at home.
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Herman Miles Trucking Inc., El Paso, Texas, 8,500 sq. f t . ;
Architect: Joe M. James, AIA; Structural Engineer: Pedro Herrera; General
Contractor: Balboa Enterprises, Inc.; Steel Fabricator: Area Iron & Steel



1000 SMALL
•VERY MONTH.

As the country's largest supplier of steel joists, joist girders and steel
deck, we've pulled off some pretty big productions in our time. But that's
actually a small part of what we do.

Day in and day out, the average Vulcraft project is relatively small, about
15,000 square feet. And we take on more than
30 such projects a day; that's more than 1,000
each month, more than 12,000 a year. In short,
small projects are a very big part of our business.

As such, we treat each and every one of
them to the same quality products, service and
expertise that we'd offer on a million square
foot project. That's
something smaller

Independence Point Office Park, Charlotte,
North Carolina, 17,000 sq. ft.;

Architect/Enginner: Overcash/Demmitt;
General Contractor: D. A. Davis Construction Co

Steel Fabricator: Steelfab, Inc.;
Steel Erector: Dixon Industries

Tony Ingoglia Salami & Cheese Co.,
Sacramento, California, 25,000 sq. f t . ;

Architect I Engineer: Edward A. Bonelli & Associates;
Gcrneral Contractor: Holdener Construction Co.

joist suppliers just can't do.
Extremely efficient manufacturing means

that Vulcraft is uniquely able to respond to
the tightest delivery schedules.

We have the
experience and the
personnel to solve design problems that might
otherwise stand in your way.

And with six joist plants across the country,
Vulcraft is incredibly convenient.

All of which means shorter lead times and
cheaper freight for you.

So the next time you've got a little some-
thing in the works, give us a call, or consult Sweet's 05100/VUL and
05300/VUL. Because no one else brings such vast Ifl II f PAf T
experience and superior resources to the party. A Division of Nucor corporation
PO Box 637, Brigham City, UT 84302, 801/734-9433; PO Box 100520, Florence, SC 29501, 803/662-0381;
PO Box 169, Fort Payne, AL 35967, 205/845-2460; PO Box 186, Grapeland, TX 75844, 409/687-4665;
PO Box 59, Nor/oik, NE 68702, 402/644-8500; PO Box 1000, St. Joe, IN 46785, 219/337-5411.

Circle 38 on information card

Station KMSP-TV, Eden Prairie, Minnesota,
36,000 sq. ft.; Architect: Korsunsky K-rank

Erickson; Consulting Engineer: Nekon-Rwdie &
Associates; General Contractor: Kraus-Anderson

Construction Co.; Sted Fabricator: Central
Minnesota Fabricating; Sted Erector: Amerect, Inc.



Preserving the Salk
Robert Venturi and Denise Scott
Brown make a good argument
against the unfortunate addition to
Louis Kahn's Salk Institute (July
1993, pages 41-45). But I must take
issue with their expansion of these
thoughts into a homily on American
urbanism. The unending avenue
does not have an infinite horizon,
but a diminishing one. And the hu-
man need for closure is universal and
is part of all cities and neighbor-
hoods. Cities and their component
neighborhoods should be civilized by
a park or a view, and there are many
design tools that can help us achieve
this civilization: The terminated
vista is one of them.

I would not describe Venturi and
Scott Brown's "eternal frontier" of
our post-war suburban growth as
nonhierarchical and an expression of
American democracy. It is, in fact,
the expression of corporate economic
interests, which have no stake in the
communities in which they develop
and hence produce the same formu-
laic boredom from one end of the
country to the other.

When this suburban growth
happens, the creative entrepreneur-
ship of each community vanishes—
as does the open space that should
be America's birthright. This is the
unsentimentalized essence of what
Americans call "sprawl."

To use one's intellectual gifts to
make some sort of American ideal
out of this mess is disreputable. We
should be seeking a vision of respon-
sible planning and community de-
velopment for city and suburb.
Richard Bono, AlA
Richard Bono &• Associates
York, Pennsylvania

Dr. Brian Henderson's remarks on
the Salk Institute are not an appro-
priate justification for an addition to
a building of the institute's stature.
Architects and preservation groups
have never questioned the Salk Insti-
tute's need to grow; however, the
stature of the Salk Institute should
not give it license to disfigure an
American cultural landmark.

At our meeting in June 1993,
Dr. Jonas Salk showed me two Kahn
drawings that are being used to jus-

tify the addition. One was an early
master plan that preceded the devel-
opment of the entry sequence, and
the other was a rough sketch of a
small pavilion in the grove. It is pre-
posterous to link these two drawings
with the current proposed scheme
and then say that the institute's ex-
pansion is historically based.

The issue at stake is that the ad-
dition will have an adverse effect on
the architectural integrity of Kahn's
masterpiece. And while it is true
that the institute sought and heard
opinions from groups for more than
two years, your article never men-
tions that many of the country's
leading architects met with Salk of-
ficials over that period, and for the
most part, their comments were ig-
nored. The great Modern buildings
in our country are totally exposed
to alterations. Our preservation
laws must be modified at once to
better protect not just those build-
ings that are old, but also those
that are masterpieces.
Stuart Emmons, AlA
Louis I. Kahn Preservation Group
Los Angeles, California
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Events September 10
Deadline for Intellex, a competition
sponsored by the Intelligent Build-
ings Institute Foundation. Contact:
(202)457-1988.

September 11-12
Society of Architectural Administra-
tors 1993 Eastern Shore Conference
in Uniondale, New York. Contact:
Stacey Maniatis, (516) 243-5005.

September 11-15
The 1993 Bureau International du
Beton Manufacture Congress in
Washington, D.C., sponsored by the
National Precast Concrete Associa-
tion. Contact: (317) 571-9500.

September 15-October 16
Berlin: Designing a Capital for the
21st Century, an exhibition at the
German Cultural Center in New
York. Contact: (212) 439-8700.

September 18-19
An exhibit and sale of drawings and
prints by renowned architects at the
Southern California Institute of Ar-
chitecture. Contact: (310) 305-1474.

September 22-23
Capital Design Week and Specifix,
an annual symposium on residential
and contract design at the Washing-
ton Design Center. Contact: (202)
479-4227.

October 1-3
The Society of Architectural Admin-
istrators 1993 Western Shore Con-
ference in San Diego, California.
Contact: (516) 243-5005.

October 7-10
Leadership Influence, the 1993 AIA
Western Mountain Regional Confer-
ence in Tempe, Arizona. Contact:
(602) 252-4200.

October 7-11
National Organization of Minority
Architects 23rd annual conference in
New York City. Contact: Cynthia
Coe, (703) 788-0338.

October 8-November 5
Second annual exhibition by the
Metropolitan Forum of Young Ar-
chitects in Washington, D.C. Con-
tact: (202) 333-2310.

October 19-21
1993 Architecture, Engineering, and
Construction Exposition held at the
New York Coliseum. Contact: Peter
Yakalis, (609) 987-9400.

October 21-2 3
Urban Waterfronts, an annual inter-
national conference held in Wash-
ington, D.C. Contact: The Water-
front Center, (202) 337-0356.

October 27-28
Home Sweet Office, hosted by the
International Facilities Management
Association at the International De-
sign Center in New York. Contact:
(718)937-7474.

October 27-29
Annual conference of the Metal
Construction Association in Dallas.
Contact: (617) 965-0055.

October 29
Registration deadline for Design:
Contributing to the Quality of
Healthcare, sponsored by the Na-
tional Symposium on Healthcare
Design. Contact: (510) 370-0345.

Announcing the new
E-size DesignMate.
DesignMate™ the first 8-pen A-D size design powerhouse for under $2,000* has

become the world's best selling wide format pen plotter. Now it's getting even bigger.

Introducing the new E-size DesignMate! For only $2,995, stand included.
Faster plot throughput, plus the same ease of use, outstanding plot quality and unsurpassed

reliability you've come to expect from the original.
Both DesignMate models offer compatibility with all major hardware platforms and software

packages - including Windows™ and AutoCAD® Plus a 1-year warranty and 30-day money-back

guarantee. From CalComp - the company that invented the pen plotter.

Step up to the big leagues. For more information, call your local CalComp

dealer. Or call CalComp at 800-445-6515, ext. 376.

Circle 4 on information card ^f^
A Lockheed Company

'List prices are in United States Dollars, do not include applicable sales tax or delivery charges and are subject to change without notice. All products are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective manufacturers. Plots courtesy of AutoDesk, Inc. © 1993 CalComp Inc.



Barton Mvers Associates did. The faint outline of a new performing arts center rising majestically from the landscape. Finding it took

remarkable group of architects. 4^^ And an equally remarkable computer. The Apple8 Macintosh? Why did they choose Macintosh? A Mayb

they wanted computers with the power to work quickly, efficiently and, above all, intuitively. Perhaps it was because our systems run critic

design applications, like AutoCAD, Adobe Photoshop and form-Z. |H Or because ours are the only computers able to read from and writ
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Architects Help in
Flood Recovery
Architects in the flood-stricken Mid-
west have joined relief efforts after
the month-long deluge, in which 50
people died and 70,000 lost their
homes or businesses. Damage esti-
mates reached $ 12 billion in a
flooded region stretching from the
Dakotas to the American Basin,
where the Illinois and Missouri
rivers converge with the Mississippi
near St. Louis, Missouri.

In mid-July, flood waters from
the Raccoon and Des Moines rivers
overran downtown Des Moines and
knocked out water supplies for 11
days. The AIA chapter in Iowa was
trying to work with the state's disas-
ter-relief office and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), assigning volunteer archi-
tects to inspect damaged buildings
for safety, but was getting no re-
sponse from the federal officials.

"We are a good example of need-
ing to get a disaster plan in place,"
admits Suzanne Schwengels, execu-
tive director of AIA Iowa. "We
thought it would never happen
here." Local architects are cooperat-
ing with Des Moines city officials to
tally commercial property damage
and are working with homebuilders
to assess residential losses.

At Iowa State University in
Ames, Professor of Architecture
Robert Findlay, who directs the stu-
dent practice group Iowa Commu-
nity Design, arranged with FEMA to
supply student expertise in rebuild-
ing flooded communities. Findlay's
community-assistance teams will fan
out to help resituate displaced resi-
dents, using a regional approach.
Relocation aid will be backed up by
architecture, landscape, and plan-
ning services, Findlay says.

The St. Louis AIA chapter is also
offering support for building inspec-
tion and reconstruction, according
to a local plan developed for earth-
quakes, says Katherine Hoester, ex-
ecutive director of AIA St. Louis.
"We're developing a workshop to
certify volunteer architects," Hoester
explains. The St. Louis AIA chapter
will then make volunteers' names
available to relief officials.

Despite concerns over liability,
individual firms in the Midwest are
also helping in the recovery efforts.
In St. Louis, employees of Hellmuth,
Obata & Kassabaum (HOK) were
given a paid day off to work in a
shelter for residents evacuated in

ST. LOUIS: Mississippi submerges Gateway Arch grounds and much of Eads Bridge.

STE. GENEVIEVE: Sandbags helped to save 1770 Bolduc House and its fence.

south St. Louis upon the threat of
unstable propane tanks, according
to HOK Public Relations Director
Dana Collins. HOK also set up dona-
tion banks for the Salvation Army
and the American Red Cross.

Most major buildings in St. Louis
remained safe behind a 5 2-foot flood
wall, but the flood's magnitude
could be observed in the water
creeping up to the collar of Eads
Bridge, an 1874 engineering land-
mark, and the steps to Eero Saari-
nen's Gateway Arch.

Fifty miles downstream, the
1770s French settlement of Ste.
Genevieve faced down the threat to
its historic buildings, among the
oldest in the former Louisiana Pur-
chase. The town's Creole houses, in-

cluding the Bolduc House and the
poteaux-en-terre Amoureaux House,
both from 1770—with an original
Norman-truss roof—barely escaped
destruction behind sandbags. Ste.
Genevieve, which has flown French,
Spanish, and American flags during
its history, comprises "the finest ex-
amples of French architecture in the
U.S. today," explains local preserva-
tionist Odile Stewart Meeker. "But
it's like a ghost town," Meeker ob-
served during the evacuation at the
flood's peak. "The flags are not fly-
ing ."—Bradford McKee

For more information on flood recovery,
call Jan Johnson or Pete McCall at the
AIA for a three-page advisory on assess-
ing water damage: (202) 626-7300.
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INSPECTION BOOTHS: Fabric canopies. MAIN ENTRANCE: Tensile fabric canopies over lobby are supported atop pylons and uplighted to present nighttime oasis.

CALEXICO STATION: Dworksy's limestone and concrete building. MAIN BUILDING: Customs (left) and immigration (right) are separated by tented lobby.

New Ports of Entry on
U.S.-Mexico Border

Spurred by growing numbers of
both legal and illegal immigrants
and the pending North American
Free Trade Agreement, the U.S.
General Services Administration
(GSA) is undertaking a $364 million
plan to beef up border security at 53
locations along the United States'
2,000-mile frontier with Mexico,
stretching from San Ysidro, Califor-
nia, to Brownsville, Texas.

These border posts comprise
shared quarters for officials of the
U.S. Customs Service, the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service, the
Drug Enforcement Administration,
and the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture. Over the past decade, un-
documented crossings, drug traffic,
and commercial trade in the South-
western United States have out-

stripped the government's ability to
keep tabs on transnational activity.
In response, the GSA intends to
build, renovate, and expand dozens
of border stations along the frontier
between the U.S. and Mexico.

GSA's plan significantly expands
48 existing border inspection posts
and calls for construction of 5 new
stations by 1996. Dworsky Associ-
ates has master-planned a new port
of entry in Calexico, California; DWL
Architects of Phoenix has designed a
new station at Naco, Arizona; Mar-
mon Mok of San Antonio is design-
ing a crossing at Pharr, Texas; Jones
& Kell of San Antonio with The Rio
Group in Austin completed design
of a Los Indies, Texas, station; and
Ford Powell Carson of San Antonio
is working with Dworsky Associates
on a new station in Brownsville.

Through these designs, the gov-
ernment intends to present a new

face along the Mexico line—to de-
part from the dour, pre-war concrete
slabs, for instance, that northbound
travelers have passed through be-
tween Calexico, California, and Mex-
icali in Baja California since 1931.
Buildings with a fresher attitude
could offer a tonic to the militarized
atmosphere of the border and even
inspire goodwill among travelers in
either direction, explains Tim Ar-
nade, border projects coordinator for
the GSA. The first step is ro move
border traffic away from congested
urban settings like Calexico, Arnade
says. Once that's done, the next step
is to build stations that look more
like thoughtful college campuses
and less like chilling checkpoints.

Calexico's old border station is
being replaced by Dworsky Associ-
ates' master plan for a virtually self-
sufficient oasis on 83 acres located
six miles east of Calexico. The barren

site lies at the southern end of the
Colorado Desert and is currently de-
void of utilities, potable water, and
sewage and storm drains.

"It's remote from existing urban
areas," notes R. Michael Walden,
project designer and principal at
Dworsky. "People assumed we
would have expanded the port in
Calexico, but there is no room."

Dworsky's $55 million border
station—planned to double in size if
necessary—will present a desert-
borne profile when completed in
1995. The station will comprise five
low buildings of concrete and Ka-
sota limestone, 12 lanes and booths
for passenger vehicles, and 100 com-
mercial truck docks. The docks will
likely process up to 800 trucks per
day at the outset, many requiring
inspection of exotic or hazardous
cargo. Travelers and their goods will
either be released by guards to pro-

26 ARCHITECTURE / SEPTEMBER 1993



NACO STATION: DWL Architects expands 1936 Pueblo Revival facility (left) with emulating structures, separated by stone wall.

INSPECTION BOOTHS: Copper-roofed canopies incorporate stepped parapets and battered columns of historic structure.

ceed northward, or "referred" to the
search, interview, and holding rooms
of federal authorities on this site.

Predictably, the government has
set ironclad specifications for the de-
sign of all of the border stations.
Driven by security issues, the sta-
tions must conform to a standard
layout of customs inspections and
immigration review areas. "The
functional layout of the buildings is
mostly GSA-driven," explains Robert
Newsom, project director and princi-
pal of Dworsky Associates.

Dworsky, however, elevated the
design of the Calexico station by roof-
ing the main building and adjacent
inspection booths with tensile struc-
tures of Teflon-coated glass-fiber
fabric, which resembles canvas. The
roofs pyramidal forms are intended
to echo the desert dunes. The glass-
fiber fabric will be stretched flat atop
the space frame of the secondary in-

spection building, as well as around
the pinwheel-shaped commercial im-
port building, daylighting their inte-
riors. The tent-shaped roofs also re-
solve air-quality concerns. Their
tensile geometry circulates air by
convection, drawing carbon monox-
ide up and away from people who
are working beneath them.

Outside, a north-south axis
through the main building will be
defined by 28-foot-high pylons;
three pylons march southward
through the pedestrian plaza, and
another two dozen proceed in the
opposite direction, "demarcating the
way north," says Newsom. The py-
lons, which will be uplighted at
night, lend a vertical dimension to
the site, which is extremely flat. To
bolster the nocturnal image of
Calexico station, the tent structures
will be uplighted as well to glow in
the desert like an oasis of light.

Another notable border station
design, by DWL Architects + Plan-
ners of Phoenix, will expand the ex-
isting port of entry at Naco, Ari-
zona, at a price of $3.3 million. The
original station at Naco was estab-
lished in 1902. A 1936 Pueblo Re-
vival inspection building on the site
was listed on the National Register
of Historic Places in 1991; DWL's
copper-roofed canopies over inspec-
tion lanes emulate the older building
with stepped parapets, battered
columns, expressed lintels, and
deeply recessed windows. A gently
sloping wall of natural stone will be
situated between the old and new
structures to provide a connection.

DWL's Naco station, like
Dworsky's Calexico port of entry, is
designed to expand. Officials at
Naco are expecting to process
24,000 vehicles a month upon the
station's completion in 1994.

Details

Fox & Fowle Architects and Richard
Gluckman Architects of New York
and En-Chuan Liu of Shanghai are
designing a 570,000-square-foot
Finance Center for the Industrial
and Commercial Bank of China in
Shanghai. Burt Hil l Kosar Rittel-
mann Associates of Pittsburgh is
redesigning four floors of Savior's
Hospital in Moscow. Haines Lund-
berg Waehler of New York is de-
signing the 48-floor Asia Pacific
Commercial Center in Haikou,
China. John Portman & Associates
of Atlanta is master-planning a
$1.3 billion, mixed-use develop-
ment in Hangzhou, China. Cesar
Pelli & Associates and Houston-
based Watkins Carter Hamilton are
designing a master plan for
Lutheran General HealthSystem in
Chicago; Pelli and van Dijk, Pace
Westlake & Partners of Cleveland
were selected to design the new
health-sciences center for the
Cleveland Clinic Foundation. Jane
Thompson and Benjamin Wood
have opened Thompson & Wood Ar-
chitects and Planners in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, following
the retirement of partner Benjamin
Thompson. NBBJ has been
awarded the commission to restore
Seattle's historic Paramount The-
ater. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
has been selected by George Ma-
son University as master-planner
of GMU's campus in Arlington,
Virginia, and as architect of the
university's new law school build-
ing. Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associ-
ates of New York has designed the
new American Indian wing at the
New York State Historical Associ-
ation's Fenimore House in Cooper-
stown. Centerbrook Architects of
Essex, Connecticut, has been com-
missioned to design the Quinnipac
College School of Law in Hamden,
Connecticut. JPJ Architects is
preparing a campus master plan
for Southwest Texas State Univer-
sity in San Marcos. Cooper Robert-
son & Partners of New York is de-
veloping a master plan for the
downtown St. Louis riverfront.
Richard Friedson of the Visions
Studio in Solana Beach, California,
has been named architectural di-
rector of Sasaki Associates in
Boston. Mitchell/Giurgola Archi-
tects has been selected to design a
90,000-square-foot health-sciences
complex for the Brooklyn campus
of Long Island University.
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FIRST PRIZE: Schultes/Frank model.

Scheme for New Berlin
Government Center
Awaits Final Approval

The Spreebogen International Com-
petition for a new government cen-
ter in Berlin represents the largest
competition ever held in Germany
and the most important urban plan-
ning competition of the late 20th
century. The competition called for
designing 5 million square feet of
new government buildings, includ-
ing the federal chancellery, the par-
liament and its related facilities, and
the federal council. It drew 835 en-
tries from 54 countries, including 93
submissions from American firms.

The judging for the international
competition extended from last No-
vember, when a 50-member pre-jury
analyzed the entries, to February,
when the jury selected 8 prize win-
ners and 14 honorable mentions.

First-prize choice was the scheme
by Berlin architect Axel Schultes
with his associate Charlotte Frank;
second prize was awarded to
Miroslav Volf of Saarbrucken, Ger-
many; and the competition's third
prize went to the team of Nick

Gartenmann, Mark Werren, and
Andreas Johri of Bern, Switzerland.

A small group of Bonn politi-
cians were displeased with the initial
results, and with Chancellor Kohl's
support, they commissioned a revi-
sion stage for the first-, second-, and
fourth-prize winners. Based on a
written critique of each of these
schemes, the three groups were
asked to present revised proposals.
The jury reconvened in June to con-
firm its decision to accept the rela-
tively restrained Schultes/Frank
scheme as the first prize.

With the exception of a few in-
spired entries, overall, the jury was
disappointed with the submissions.
The lack of innovative solutions
might be symptomatic of the times,
but upon further reflection, other
factors seemed to be at play.

The program, which took the
form of a 200-page book, was in-
deed impressive. Complete with
maps, charts, photographs, and his-
torical information in three lan-
guages, the book spelled out de-
tailed programmatic requirements
for the site's 5 million square feet.
The challenge of the competition

was to generate a scheme that was
both general enough to withstand
the evolution of a lengthy develop-
ment process and specific enough to
address the detailed aspects of the
various government buildings.

Few architects were able to suc-
cessfully mediate between these two
extremes; most erred on the side of
architecture rather than planning.
This point might also be taken to
illustrate the difficulty that many
American architects encountered
when developing a clear planning
strategy. In the United States, plan-
ning issues are often subjugated to
architectural concerns: In Germany,
this is not the case. As a result, only
one honorable mention was awarded
to an American firm, Morphosis.

The comprehensive program also
reflected a conservative approach to
the planning of a new, state-of-the-
art government center for Berlin.
There was no mention of the techno-
logical revolution, which has dra-
matically altered life in the late 20th
century and how, for example, com-
puter, video, and telecommunica-
tions systems might influence pro-
grammatic and spatial relationships.

Speeding bullet

You may think of something faster than
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FIRST PRIZE: Schultes/Frank's east-west spine of government buildings mediates between Platz der Republik and the Spree River.

HP DesignJet 600 HP DesignJet 650C

an HP DesignJet plotter.
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Another difficult aspect of this
competition was the complexity of
the site. The Spreebogen spans 140
acres adjacent to the existing Reich-
stag building, northwest of the
Brandenburg gate, at the bend in
the Spree River. Without having vis-
ited the site, it was impossible for
foreign architects to grasp the scale
and idiosyncratic nature of this area.

In addition, the site is charged
with historical meaning, from the
days of the Weimar Republic and
the megalomaniacal plans of Hitler
to its present condition, with the
lone Reichstag casting its shadow
over a vast empty plain. Therefore,
it is not surprising that the design
competition was won by Berliner
Axel Schultes and his associate
Charlotte Frank. Not only is
Schultes a prominent German archi-
tect, but he had also won second
prize in an earlier competition held
on this site several years ago.

The last consideration, and the
most important, was the issue of im-
age. What should a new govern-

ment center for unified Germany
look like? How should it work, and
what spirit should it convey? The
program was silent about this deli-
cate subject. The participants were
required to infuse their own mean-
ing into their proposals. The jury
discussed this issue at length and
was unable to articulate a consensus
about the ideal spirit of the competi-
tion. In fact, the jury was clear about
what it did not want, but not about
what it wanted. As it turned out,
many entrants simply ignored this
challenge, leaving their entries dry
and devoid of empathy. Others
served up commentary on the nature
of the competition, the most ex-
treme example being that of an un-
derground maze, poking fun at the
meaning of government.

Given the complexity of this
problem, it was all the more refresh-
ing to discover the elegant scheme
by Schultes/Frank, which won the
first prize. Designed as a linear strip
of buildings and public spaces, the
scheme stretches east to west, begin-
ning at the Freidreichstrasse station
in the urban center of Berlin, and
cuts across the site all the way to the

SECOND PRIZE: Miroslav Volf s design restores block typology around Reichstag.

'

-, ;

A "

SECOND PRIZE: Public spaces relate to Platz der Republik.
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northeast district of Moabiter
Werder. By establishing this east-
west link, the center is tied back to
the urban fabric of the city. The lin-
ear arrangement of the winning
scheme, sited north of the Platz der
Republik, respects the historical set-
ting without celebrating it. The
height of the government buildings
is set at the standard Berlin height of
22 meters, and the width of Schultes'
plan is established by the dimension
of a single courtyard building, thus
retaining a clear linear plan.

Schultes' proposed federal chan-
cellery is located on the western half
of the site, but placed to relate to
Platz der Republik along with its
counterparts, the parliament to the
east, and the federal council to the
west. In the center of the develop-
ment, a public forum mediates be-
tween the monumental space of the
historic plaza and the garden adja-
cent to the Spree River to the north.

Berlin is a "green" city, though
much of its landscape is undistin-
guished. Schultes/Frank's thin, mini-
malist composition exposes the exist-
ing natural landscape by cutting
straight through it. The buildings of

Berlin's new government center
bridge the river several times, allow-
ing access to the Spree. An allee of
trees north and south of the complex
provides pedestrian access back to
the city center and to the Freidrich-
strasse train station. The other major
pedestrian link is to the Tiergarten,
the most important park in Berlin.

Following the decision of the re-
vision stage jury in June, the Ger-
man Parliament must now approve
the scheme by Schultes and Frank
this fall. The planning and building
process is expected to last several
years. The administrative buildings
will be designed first, along with the
renovation of the Reichstag building
by British architect Norman Foster.
But given Germany's current reces-
sion and the $100 billion yearly
costs of unification, the new govern-
ment center may not be built until
the next century.—Karen Van Lengen

Karen Van Lengen, an architect based in
New York, served on the Spreebogen jury.
In 1989, Van Lengen won the competi-
tion to design the Amerika Gedenkbiblio-
thek, a 150,000-square-foot addition to
the existing Berlin Public Library.

THIRD PRIZE: Gartenmann, Werren, and Johri design is angled against city grid.

THIRD PRIZE: Proposal preserves Platz der Republik and Reichstag (bottom).

_*_

HP DesignJet 600 HP DesignJet 650C

But think fast

HP DesignJet plotters deliver
monochrome or color plots

faster than you might expect,
starting at just

$6,495!
An overstatement? Perhaps. But when it
comes to fast plotting, HP DesignJet plotters
make their own statement. In less than 3
minutes, the HP DesignJet 600 monochrome
plotter produces final-quality D-size plots. In
less than 5 minutes, the HP DesignJet 650C
gives you the same, but in color. And at our

competitive prices, fast plotting is
also affordable.

All DesignJet plotters use HP's pro-
prietary InkJet technology to
deliver clear, crisp 300-dpi or 600-
dpi-quality monochrome plots. In
addition, the HP DesignJet 650C,
starting at just $8,495* produces
brilliant colors to enhance your out-
put. And we offer Adobe's true PostScript'"
Level 2 software as an upgrade for the
HP DesignJet 650C.

So don't wait a moment longer for your
plots. Call 1-800-851-1170, Ext. 7568 for the
name of your HP demo dealer.'

Circle 6 on information card

HEWLETT
PACKARD

"'Suggested U.S. list price. Plot images courtesy of Autodesk, Inc. Adobe
and PostScript, are trademarks of Adobe Systems Inc. which maybe
registered in certain jurisdictions. 'In Canada, <:;;!! I-S'Jf)-oS7 3867, Ext. 75C
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News

PLAN: Ramps encircle collection.

Foster Designs
U.S. Air Museum

A 1.4-acre site on a former air base
in Duxford, England, will become
the new home of the American Air
Museum, designed by British archi-
tect Norman Foster to house the
museum's vintage American war-
planes. The new building will pro-
tect the aircraft—currently displayed
outdoors—from the elements, under
a parabolic concrete roof that echoes
the silhouettes of nearby hangars.

Visitors will enter the building at
eye-level with the cockpit of a B-52
fighter. Ramps will lead down into a
47,000-square-foot exhibition space
filled with American aircraft dating
from World War I through the Per-
sian Gulf War. The aircraft will be
displayed both on the ground floor
and suspended from the roof. The
exhibition space will be daylit by a
60-foot-high glazed wall. Aircraft
will be protected from ultraviolet
radiation through a thin protective
film layered between the panes of
glass. Construction is scheduled to
begin as soon as the $10.8 million
budget is secured.—Raul Bamneche

HANGARLIKE MUSEUM: Aircraft will be visible through 60-foot-high wall.

COMPUTER MODEL: 3D CAD plot reveals geometry of parabolic roof.

Intuitive 3D CAD
"With Design Workshop, the computer interface no longer gets in the way
of the creative process. This is the program for the architect who swore he
or she would never use the computer."

Neil Kleinman, Editor
Macintosh Scientific & Engineering Report

Sketch solid models in live 3D perspective • dynamic 3D viewing • 3D direct manipulation means
vastly fewer commands, much faster learning • create, move & resize openings as easily as rectangles
• floating-point precision with Mac-style ease ofu.se • hidden-line plan, elevation, poched section, and
perspective views • shaded and shadow cast renderings in 32-bit color • animated sun studies &
walkthroughs with QuickTime™ • multiple documents and windows • import & export Claris CAD,
DXF, Architrion 3D • only $895, with 90-day satisfaction guarantee • for more information, call us!

Artifice, InC. Box 1588, Eugene, OR 97440 • 503-345-7421 • 503-346-3626 fax
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And of all

architecture,

a home

evokes the very deepest emotion—

we live not aside it, nor near it,

but inside it. A home contains and

shelters those people and objects

that define our lives and bring us

meaning. It becomes part of us.

For the architect who designs each

house with heart and soul, there

is Grand Manor Shangle8 from

CertainTeed.

A Grand

Manor roof

creates instant

intrigue and makes a classic,

elegant statement on virtually

any upscale home. The natural

appearance of slate and wood

is created from triple-stepped

laminations and an exclusive

Super Shangle8 design* using two

full-size, one-piece base shingles

over an 8-inch weather tab. Once

applied, Grand Manor becomes a

breathtaking five-layer roof.

A durable one, too. Super

Shangle construction and

premium-grade materials mean

your client's roof is long lasting.

In fact, Grand Manor has a lifetime

limited transferable warranty (see

warranty for specific details and

limitations), plus extra protection in

the early years following application

guarantees 100% replacement

cost for labor and materials,

including tear-off and disposal

costs incurred during the first ten

years following installation.

Grand Manor Shangle. For

the architect whose homes create

not only a first impression, but

a lasting one. For more information

and a brochure, please call 1-800-

when manufacturing defects, /\/ \0 or visit your nearest

however rare, tend to / THE\d supplier.
/ROOFNCX
COLLECTION8

CertainTeed El

appear. SureStarTlO
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News

Philadelphia Unveils
New Convention Center

Convention centers have become a
profitable revenue resort for cash-
strapped cities. By 1994, 15.2 mil-
lion square feet of convention space
will have been built since 1988, ac-
cording to industry experts. Sixteen
new centers are under construction
in the U.S. from Providence, Rhode
Island, to Coachella, California, to
Kingsport, Tennessee. As part of
this trend, Philadelphia christened
its new $523 million Pennsylvania
Convention Center on June 26. De-
spite its vast size, the 1.4 million-

square-foot complex is a sterling ex-
ample of anticipatory urban design.

Architects Thompson Ventulett
Stainback & Associates (TVS) of At-
lanta, with the Vitetta Group and
Kelly/Maiello Architects & Planners
of Philadelphia, eschewed a site on
the margins of downtown Philadel-
phia. Instead, they inserted the two-
block building in the heart of the
city—adjacent to Chinatown and
only one block from William Penn's
perch atop City Hall.

Next door, the Victorian Read-
ing Terminal and its Renaissance
headhouse are currently undergoing
renovation and are scheduled for
completion by March 1994. A foot-
bridge spanning Arch Street will
connect the convention center to the
terminal, which will house meeting
spaces and a ballroom.

The center's limestone, brick,
and granite exterior gives back what
it gains from the streetscape, con-
cealing five football fields worth of
exhibit space in a shell lined with
human-sized windows on the first
level, locally derived bay windows
on the second, and rhythmic ridge
roofs on top.—B.M.

SOUTHWEST CORNER: Bay windows and ridge roofs fit into streetscape

CONCOURSE: Steel tracery, daylighting. CONCOURSE: Arcade, decorative carpet.

P I Z Z A Z Z
PRESENTATION!

Let us bring your presentation to life with VHS video computer
animation. Captivate and mesmerize with full motion video.

SPEED-EXPERIENCE... VALUE

Howard Associates, Animation OutSource
5800 Monroe Street Sylvania, Ohio 43560 Call (419) 882 7131

3Stic Interto/er

Monsanto



Sixty second guide to Belden Brick:

COLORS

Belden Brick is made in over 116 colors
that include 2 choices in black,
28 browns, 7 tans, 8 buffs, 3 creams,
18 grays, 16 pinks, 26 reds, and 8 whites.
In addition, it is made in 12 different
textures, although not all our brick is made
in the same range of textures.
Belden also offers a choice of extruded
brick or molded brick (with the character
of hand-made brick.) Each category includes
a wide range of colors and textures provid-
ing more than adequate design latitude.

SIZES .'

Belden Brick is predominantly made in
thirteen different sizes, representing the
spectrum of Belden Brick colors and tex-
tures. Your design opportunities are
broadened by the availability of virtually
every Belden Brick color choice as pavers.

SHAPES

We've made hundreds of different shapes
to provide special structure details, and a
week seldom passes without our custom-
making a new special shape to meet indi-
vidual design requirements. If you need
an "impossible" special shape to comple-
ment the brick structure you're planning,
call Belden. We've seen the impossible
become reality.

THE BELDEN BRICK COMPANY
700 W. Tuscarawas Canton, OH 44701
Telephone 216-456-0031

Circle 46 on information card
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News

UCLA: Divisive plan to split apart Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning is proposed.

UCLA Architecture
School to Reorganize

Under proposed cost-cutting mea-
sures, intended to save $8 million a
year, the University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA) is considering "dises-
tablishing" its Graduate School of
Architecture and Urban Planning
next year. The UCLA administration
is proposing to split the school into
two separate entities: Architecture
would become a department of the
School of Fine Arts, and urban plan-
ning would become part of a new
School of Public Policy. Master's de-

gree programs in both of these areas,
however, would remain intact.

This development follows the
demise of the architecture school at
the University of California, San
Diego (ARCHITECTURE, June 1993,
page 24), which will close at year's
end, owing to a lack of funds.

At financially troubled UCLA, fac-
ulty reaction is mixed toward the re-
organization plan, unveiled by Chan-
cellor Charles E. Young in June.
Critics fault Young and Executive
Vice Chancellor Andrea L. Rich for
not involving the architecture school
earlier in their restructuring plans.

Rich defended the move, contending
that if the architecture and planning
programs were maintained under ex-
pected budget cuts, they would
emerge "severely weakened."

Richard Weinstein, dean of
UCLA's Graduate School of Architec-
ture and Urban Planning, remains
optimistic despite the possible split.
Weinstein points out that the
school's more important develop-
ment is the arrival of new design fac-
ulty—noted architects Mark Mack,
Thorn Mayne, and Craig Hodgetts.
Anthony Vidler will be joining UCLA
as the new chair of the Art History

Department and will be developing
a joint program with architecture in
history, theory, and criticism.

John Friedman, longtime director
of UCLA's urban planning program,
however, opposes the plan to split up
the two areas. "Architecture and ur-
ban planning have a history of 25
years together here, and we are
about to launch a program for stu-
dents to work simultaneously on
master's degrees in both," Friedman
asserts. "The chancellor has been
dreaming about a School of Public
Policy, but it's the wrong place for
urban planning."—Dirk Sutro

When Barriers Prohibit
Wheelchair Traffic:

Look to the Accessibility
products from American
Stair-Glide.

The ideal solution to barriers
imposed by stairs, the CARRTER-
LUT Inclined Platform lift carries
a seated passenger or person in
a wheelchair up or down straight
run stairways or around corners
between two or more levels of
stairs.

PORCH-LIFT
VERTICAL PLATFORM LIFT

We offer a wide range of PORCH-
LEFT Vertical Platform lifts. Our
nineteen models are the largest
and most versatile line-up in the

industry. We offer 5 different pro-
duct groups with lilting heights up
to 12 feet. They are the alternative

to low-rise elevators and ramps.

4001 E. 138 th Street • Grandview, MO 64030
816-763-3100

FAX 816-763-4467 • TOLL FREE 1-800-925-3100
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Introducing the Bradley Express Lavatory System.
The classic look of stone. Durable perfor-

mance like stainless steel. The Express""
System offers both in a new bowl material
called Terreon"". It's just one of the time-
saving features that makes this modular
package a superior alternative to lavs.

One spec meets ADA codes and provides
hygienic electronic "no-touch" metering for
three users. Installation requires only 30
connections, compared to over 90 for con-
ventional lavs. And there's just one continu-
ous bowl surface to clean.

.
The Terreon™bowl material uses the most

modern solid surface technology available. It
resists stains, burns and impact—and is even
repairable.

A surface you take for granite in a
modular unit. Send or call for the full story.

Bradley©
roRix H i A i I O N mF ^^^W^

Always a step ahead of the crowd.'M
<)H)I Fountain Blvd., Menomonec Falls, WI 53051

jlev Corporation
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Art and Media Center
Dusseldorf, Germany
Zaha Hadid, Architect

Iraqi-born architect Zaha Hadid is
the latest of several architectural lu-
minaries, including Peter Eisenman
(ARCHITECTURE, July 1993, page
39), to design a building in Dussel-
dorf s revitalized harbor area—the
city's "creative mile," where numer-
ous artists and film, radio, and tele-
vision studios have relocated.

Hadid's scheme for the German
developer Kunst- und Medienzen-
trum Reinhafen is a 34,000-square-
meter complex comprising both of-
fice and studio space for an advertis-
ing agency and other creative busi-
nesses; restaurants; and cultural and
leisure facilities, including a 320-seat
cinema located below ground.

The site of the dynamic complex
is a parcel of city-owned land situ-
ated between an access road and the
Rhine River, along which Hadid has

created a large, open public plaza—
described by the architect as an "ar-
tificially modulated landscape." An
enormous triangular, metal plinth
projects into the site from the river,
slicing through a 90-meter-long slab
of offices and studios. The street fa-
cade of the slab will be crafted of
poured-in-place concrete, scored
with linear incisions, to protect the
plaza from traffic noise.

The advertising agency offices
will be housed in a cluster of five
towers, interconnected to form a sin-
gle building. The volumes will be
clad in a floor-to-floor, triple-glazed
curtain wall which allows the floor
slabs to be seen from the exterior.

The lobby is designed as a mini-
malist glass box surrounded by
large, triangular transfer piers, offer-
ing views from the street to the
Rhine. From the lobby, visitors will
ascend a grand staircase that perfo-
rates the exposed concrete floor
slabs.—Raul Barreneche
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SITE PLAN: Academic core at bottom.

National University of
Science and Technology
Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
Davis, Brody & Associates
with Tibbalds Monro and
Mwamuka, Mercuri, Architects

Davis, Brody & Associates has joined
an international venture to design
the new National University of Sci-
ence and Technology in Bulawayo,
Zimbabwe. The New York firm is
collaborating with Mwamuka, Mer-
curi Associates, selected in a univer-
sity-sponsored international design
competition, and London architect
Tibbalds Monro to develop a master
plan and building designs for the
495-acre university campus.

The architects created a radial
plan with two local centers—a core
of academic buildings to the south,
and student housing and recreation
facilities to the north—connected by
vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle
paths. Courtyards, gardens, and
playing fields will facilitate natural
ventilation of buildings and provide
land for future growth.

Davis, Brody developed design
guidelines for the campus to encour-

age small-scale buildings of up to
four stories, with a maximum length
of 60 meters. Rather than stylisti-
cally imitate the local buildings,
Davis, Brody recalls Zimbabwe's
vernacular through this scale, cli-
matic response, and materials. The
brick-clad concrete buildings will be
articulated with stone bases and pre-
cast concrete sun-shading devices.
Covered arcades, which will protect
pedestrians from the tropical heat
and sun, will be combined with nat-
ural ventilation to cool the buildings.

Local artists well-versed in the
stoneworking tradition of the region
will craft sculptures and paving pat-
terns throughout the campus. The
effort is intended to support local re-
sources and economies, and lend an
authentic African air to the techno-
logically modern campus.

Implementation of the master
plan will be phased, allowing for fa-
cilities to expand in response to the
expected growth in student enroll-
ment. Construction of the adminis-
tration buildings is scheduled to be-
gin this month; construction is
slated to begin next spring on the
science and faculty buildings.—R.B.

V- -

Granite has long been perceived as one of the
most beautiful and spectacular elements an
architect or designer can employ. Often
overlooked, however, is its remarkable cost-
efficiency.

Minimal maintenance and repair expense mean
granite simply cannot be beaten in the context
of life cycle cost over a typical 20-year span.

Whether for new construction, modernization
or renovation, Granite cladding will add
elegance and endurance Co both the client's
image and your design. Affordably.

If you are interested in the latest innovations
in Granite construction technologies, call
1-800-551-7502.

XZDl
•EBK9W

202 South Third Avenue Cold Spring, MN 56320 • 1-612-259-3400 • FAX 612-259-3452
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UPDATED VERNACULAR: Covered arcades and brise soleils distinguish classroom buildings and labs. Academic buildings are arranged around courtyards (inset model).

GET A CRIP
NT NORMBAU

Slylon Railing Systems
in

NEW and
Exciting Colors.

NT NORMBAU

Nylon Railing
Systems

byUJ&UI
W&W Sales Ltd.

300 Airport Executive Park, Spring Valley, NY 10977-5238
(914) 425-4000 (NYS) 1-800-452-7925 Fax: (914) 425-6156

W&W Sales Ltd. - West
3086 Gertrude Street, Riverside, CA 92506-4323

(909) 784-4718 Fax: (909) 784-8518
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Whatever the weather,
this coping stays put.

Features
•Innovative new gutter
splice plate

•Available in .040 - .125
aluminum and 24 ga. steel

•Finishes include Kynar 500f
anodized coatings and a
wide variety of custom
post-finished options

•Available in up to 14 foot
lengths

•Also available with metal
compression strip

•Produced at all three
Petersen locations

•Available with reinforced
hold down cleat for FM
1-60 and 1-90 approval

Ideally suited for use on industrial plants, schools,
hospitals and other types of commercial construction, the
Petersen TITE-LOC Coping System features a built-in
sealing mechanism incorporated into the splice plate. This
proprietary feature serves to add rigidity and insure a
weathertight joint.

And now TITE-LOC Coping is available with a reinforced
hold down cleat that has been Factory Mutual tested to
meet the rigid requirements of the FM 1-90 test for wind
uplift. Specify TITE-LOC Coping and you can rest assured.,
whatever the weather, this coping stays put!

4295 Hayes Avenue
Tyler, TX 75707
FAX: 1-903-581-8592
1-800-441-8661

Other Plant Locations:
Annapolis Junction, MD: 1-800-344-1400
Elk Grove Village, IL: 1-800-PAC-CLAD
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PRAGUE INFILL: Gehry's twin towers.

Nationale-Nederlanden Building
Prague, Czechoslovakia
Frank O. Gehry & Associates

Los Angeles architect Frank Gehry
has been commissioned by the
Dutch insurance company Na-
tionale-Nederlanden to design an
$8.5 million office building in
Prague. The building is located on a
small infill site along the Vltava
River (above) that was accidentally
bombed by Allied planes in 1942
and never rebuilt. Gehry's project is
the first building to be constructed
in Prague's historic center since the
"Velvet Revolution" in 1989.

The 55,000-square-foot building
will comprise ground-floor retail
space and six stories of offices,
crowned by a 5-star rooftop restau-
rant. The main facade, constructed
of poured-in-place concrete with
plaster finishing, is divided by hori-
zontal striations that graduate to an
irregular wave pattern, and are over-
laid with staggered windows. A pair
of towers—a solid, tapered cylindri-
cal volume matching the riverfront
facade, and a transparent, twisted
form sheathed in glass—punctuate
the corner of the site. The towers are
recessed from the main facade to
create a small entrance plaza.

Gehry's design, inspired in part
by surrounding Art Nouveau struc-
tures, has sparked much controversy
over its contextual response, but
Czech Republic President Vaclav
Havel, who lives in an adjacent
apartment building, supports the
scheme. Controversy over Prague's
new buildings promises to continue:
Visionary French architect Jean
Nouvel has been commissioned by
Nationale-Nederlanden to design a
much larger commercial complex on
a site across the Vltava River. Con-
struction of Gehry's project is sched-
uled to begin in January and be
completed by mid-1995. —R.B.

ELIASON® CUSTOM BUILT EASY SWING® DOUBLE ACTION DOORS
MINIMAL MAINTENANCE INTERIOR PARTITION DOORS

ALL ELIASON EASY SWING® DOORS COMPLY WITH THE
NEW ADA RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

SAFETY AND CONVENIENCE.

:J»

C O R P O R A T I O N

for use in...

STORES
SUPERMARKETS
RESTAURANTS
FOOD SERVICE
DRUG
DEPARTMENT
SHOPPING MALLS
HOTELS
HEALTHCARE
FACILITIES

Eliason Easy Swing® doors utilize gravity and offset pivots
to facilitate a safe, gentle swinging action. Just a light nudge
opens the door and the closing action is automatic with a slight
time delay. No springs, no cam castings, no mechanical
devices to fail. Doors can be specified in a variety of lightweight
tempered aluminum, rigid polymer core, solid core or foam
insulated models. Use in light, medium or heavy traffic
doorways. Many decor options and sizes available.

PURCHASE DIRECT
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-828-3655

OR SEND FOR YOUR NEW FREE
PRICE/SPEC CATALOG

P.O. BOX 2128, KALAMAZOO, Ml 49003, Ph: 616-327-7003, FAX 616-327-7006
P.O. BOX 1026, WOODLAND, CA 95776, Ph: 916-662-5494, FAX 916-662-5192
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Opinion

Back to the
Futurism
Deconstructivism is no more
than nostalgia for the early

20th-century avant-s.

The now-fashionable idiom of diagonal
intersections, glass shards, and asym-
metrical unbalance is compromising

the practice of architecture at the expense of
our public realm. This architecture is intellec-
tually fueled by a pure symbolic essence that
purports to reflect our times. Though it
would be unfair to lump all the buildings and
architects of contemporary angst, pain, and
turmoil into the single category of Decon-
structivism, the term is in widespread use,
and we can easily recognize the duck when it
appears in a full-color magazine spread. I do
not, however, employ the "D-word" here
with a broad brush to include all buildings
and projects with a similar quack; rather, I
refer to those architects who maintain that
the new architecture ineluctably and irrevo-
cably manifests the Zeitgeist. I argue that
Deconstructivism is no more "in step" with
our time than any other current ideology.

Deconstructivism supplants Postmodern
historicism with an architecture allegedly

grounded in the specific realities of today. It
is hyper-Modern and, as such, has pulled off
a terminology coup that parallels an earlier
one by proponents of the International Style
in the 1920s and '30s, who made architects
like Auguste Ferret, Paul Cret, Gio Ponti,
Peter Behrens, Willem Dudok, and Eliel
Saarinen seem as if they were not Modern
enough. Like their interwar counterparts,
Deconstructivist architects have usurped the
term "Modern," in this case to describe the
work of architects who favor multiple diago-
nals, tilt-out walls, and plan rotations. De-
constructivists overtly reject tradition, at
least in theory, and might well argue that the
exclusion of anything traditional and rational
is exactly what makes their architecture so
unique and unprecedented. These claims,
however, echo those of the Futurists. Decon-
structivism, like Futurism, is nihilistic; it
takes an essentially passive and uncritical role
toward the excesses of urban squalor and
technological pollution and, worse, accepts

AXONOMETRIC: Coop Himmelblau's Studio Baumann, Vienna.
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virtually anything that industrial develop-
ment and science fiction toss in our path.

If noted German sociologist and econo-
mist Max Weber's brilliant concept of the
three pure forms of legitimate political au-
thority—the rational, the traditional, and the
charismatic—could be related to architec-
ture, surely the contemporary avant-garde
would embrace only the charismatic. This
anti-rational, anti-traditional agenda is mani-
fested in numerous design studio projects and
methodologies within academe.

One of the more popular methods is for
students to make three-dimensional "concep-
tual" models of architectural ideas deriving
from fantasies about, for instance, literary or
filmic themes, or the Los Angeles freeway
system. In the past, students built abstract
models to portray real spaces and buildings;
today, they employ copper, brass, wire mesh,
wire glass, and a number of other materials
to form "meta-models" that adumbrate
"ideas." Figuration portrays abstraction:
Brass in the model doesn't mean brass in the
building; it just makes a shiny model.

The self-proclaimed avant-garde within
the academy envies the playwrights, novel-
ists, filmmakers, and performance artists who
evoke the uncertainties, chaos, and atomiza-
tion of contemporary life, just as artists from
Velasquez to Brecht to Godard have done;
artists who mirror the brighter side of con-
temporary life are dismissed as saccharine and
sentimental. It is difficult to imagine, how-
ever, that Brecht would have wanted his

house to convey what his plays did. Com-
pared to literature, film, and theater, archi-
tecture portrays angst poorly and cheaply: A
disintegrating masonry wall, a distorted and
rotated frame, and an unfathomable zigzag
mass are anemic and trivial when compared
to the themes of alienation in the novels of
Giinter Grass, the films of Werner Herzog,
or the plays of Samuel Beckett. Ironically, ar-
chitectural representations of angst-ridden
realities are pretty in a way that driftwood is
pretty; such images are extraordinarily pic-
turesque and directly accessible to a genera-
tion raised on television, Star Wars-style spe-
cial effects, and abstract art. In a society
inured to shock and jaded by an overload of
stimuli, such projects do not shock; they do
not test our assumptions or our sensibilities;
they do not question our "norms" and our
bourgeois lives; they merely titillate. Futur-
ism and Dada are a part of history: Their re-
vival is the ultimate in sentimentality.

Judging by the similarities of decorative
excess, both Postmodernism and Deconstruc-
tivism share a common ornamental point of
origin and differ merely in the source mater-
ial of their applique. Despite all the talk of an
ongoing technological revolution, they are
both scenographic rather than tectonic en-
deavors. Futurism, too, was predicated on
scenography, as well as charisma. The De-
constructivists, however, share the tectonic
ideal with some mainstream Modernists that
buildings should not be "veneered." Cladding
hides the "truth" of the construction process.

SITE PLAN: Daniel Libeskind's Berlin Museum addition.
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Yet for most buildings in most climates, cov-
ering the skeleton is as normal and as impor-
tant as covering the frame of an automobile,
an airplane, or a motorcycle.

Projects in schools of architecture make
Deconstructivism appear to be constructed
with the most advanced technology; propo-
nents argue that such technology is "the way
we build today." Actually, at the level of de-
tail these projects are presented, they would
be extremely expensive, hand-crafted build-
ings, more like the Space Shuttle than the
latest robot-built automobile. In reality, the
way we build today is not all that different
from 100 or 400 years ago, or even how the
Romans built: strong, cheap, and plentiful
materials underneath; durable, fancy, and ex-
pensive materials outside. Whatever the rela-
tionship may be between old and new con-
struction methods and materials, the
exigencies of the construction industry bear
little relationship to the forms of Deconstruc-
tivism, no more than they generated the Fu-
turist visions of Sant'Elia and Chiattone.

The difficulties and problems caused by
Modernism are urban rather than stylistic in
character. Architects, therefore, must move
beyond an emphasis on details and cladding.
While some of the theory of the past 20 years
has focused on the urban scale, little of that
theory has been put into practice; Decon-
structivism, as an extension of Postmod-
ernism, is an almost wholly stylistic move-
ment, completely ignorant of how to create
good cities through architecture.

One of the best examples was achieved by
the Amsterdam School in the 1930s, when
Dutch architects planned and executed a
modern city that still continues to function
beautifully, six decades later, throughout 60
years of technological changes.

There is good news, however, for main-
stream architects who are put off by the
avant-garde's lack of social agenda, disdain
for tradition, lack of order, and self-pro-
claimed absence of rationality. Like pure
sodium when it's exposed to the air, pure
charisma in architecture has a short life span
before it literally burns up; or else it com-
bines with other elements (like sodium with
chlorine) and becomes something as innocu-
ous as table salt, something that gives a little
more flavor to an already established
recipe.—Thomas L. Schumacher

Thomas L. Schumacher is a professor of architecture
at the University of Maiyland and author q/" Sur-
face and Symbol, Giuseppe Terragni and the
Architecture of Italian Rationalism (1991).
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SEPTEMBER 1993 ARCHITECTURE

EUROPEAN
Arch i t ec tu re

With expressionists and high-

tech bravura, architects help to

build a unified Europe. This month we present new buildings by some of the most skillful architects in
England, France, Germany, The Netherlands, Iceland, Italy, and Spain. As a
single portfolio, these projects manifest the realities of a unified Europe: They

share faith in the continuing power of Modernism as a tectontic ideal and demonstrate
how to build in old cities, without resorting to impoverished abstractions of historic
precedent. The most poignant example is Norman Foster's museum in Nimes, which
reinterprets and transforms the masonry heft of the ancient Maison Carree across the
street into a thin, skeletal steel frame. Jean Nouvel's addition to the Lyons Opera
House makes a similarly bold contrast, in this case with a crystalline barrel vault that
emerges from the Neo-Classical shell of the 1831 structure.

As magazine editors seduced by the curious other world depicted in Zaha
Hadid's paintings, we are no less compelled by the London-based architect's first
freestanding building, the Vitra Fire Station in Weil am Rhein, Germany, featured
on this month's cover. Though Hadid's long-anticipated transition from paper to
architecture has been fraught with skepticism, at last the startling clarity of her
work can be experienced concretely in three dimensions.
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Vitra Fire Station
Weil am Rhein, Germany
Zaha Hadid, Architect

ABOVE LEFT: Three "beams," designed
in forced perspective, house an exercise
room, meeting room, and baths.
FACING PACE, TOP: Cantiievered concrete
canopy rests on a stand of columns to
mark entry to fire station.
FACING PAGE, BOTTOM: Long, glazed wall
of exercise room leads to garage.

Z a h a Hadid
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Those who doubt the feasibility of Zaha
Hadid's eruptive visions, known only
through paintings and small-scale in-

teriors, might treat themselves to the next jet
to Basel. The structure the architecture world
has awaited since Hadid won the Hong Kong
Peak competition in 1983 has been built. On
the corner of a furniture factory, her five-
truck fire station commands its site through
powerful illusions conjured by masterful
sleights of forced perspective. Hadid has
raised ceilings, curved and tilted walls, and
flared volumes to freeze motion in concrete:
This building tricks the eye and body into
feeling sensations of Einsteinian speed.

The great French musician and teacher
Nadia Boulanger often told her students to
think of Chopin's musical phrases as long
rubber bands that had to be stretched and
stretched until finally hooked on distant
pegs. At the Vitra furniture factory outside
Basel, Hadid resorted to similar phraseology,
pulling long, concrete walls so tautly that she

stretches matter until the structure enters
what seem to be distortions of warp speed.

The results are not Classical proportions
and Euclidean geometries, but attenuated
and tapered forms that deliver the thrill of
high-speed travel without the rocket. Details
and joints disappear to heighten the illusion
of speed; the eye cruises the dynamic shapes
without stumbling on bolts, struts, and me-
chanical protrusions. At night, the building
comes alive when ceiling planes, detached
from wall planes, appear to float.

The beauty and power of the structure
should not obscure its role as an urbanizing
agent on the site. What is conspicuously ab-
sent from an otherwise enlightened factory
campus—with buildings by Frank Gehry,
Tadao Ando, Alvaro Siza, and Nicholas
Grimshaw—is an urban plan and strategy
larger than the sum of the space left over by
big, boxy structures. Hadid has conceived the
building as a set of walls, open to the entire
factory, that can be occupied by many uses.
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FACING PAGE: Walls lean and bend, as if
responding to a magnetic force.
PUNS: "Beams" on first floor (bottom)
contain locker rooms and exercise
room; meeting room is housed on sec-
ond floor (center). Roof plan (top)
reveals intersecting geometries.
BELOW LEFT: Folded roof covers five-
truck garage and rests on one of the
concrete walls that generate scheme.
BOTTOM; View from exercise room,
with wall of metal lockers (right),
reveals an outdoor court (left).



On the first floor, an exercise area doubles as
a room for lectures and meetings; the second
floor serves as a canteen or meeting room ad-
jacent to an expansive terrace.

Hadid designed the building as an exten-
sion of land-division patterns from local fields,
which cross lines emanating from nearby rail-
road tracks: Their crossing seems to precipi-
tate a Brownian tracery of layered walls with
screening and space-defining functions in
which activities are nested. Walls are punc-
tured, tilted, and broken according to func-
tional requirements. A force field, the build-
ing carves a corridor through the site, creating
a spatial event that pivots the campus.

The ground for Hadid is not simply a vi-
sual plinth for a piece of sculpture, but an oc-
casion to forge an urban strategy. Although
some of the walls of her original design, re-
grettably, were not built, the open, fragmen-
tary nature of the building constitutes an en-
ergy field for organizing the rest of the site.
Such walls could be extended anywhere on

the site, even penetrating existing buildings.
They suggest an urbanism that could dy-
namize Vitra's monofunctional grounds.

The power of the fire station projects be-
yond the boundary of the building and be-
yond Vitra as a presence in architecture's in-
tellectual landscape. The building may refer
to Soviet Avant-Garde architecture, but the
design supercedes its sources to become a
stunning original. It brings to mind such suc-
cinct Modernist statements as Mies's Barce-
lona pavilion, Le Corbusier's Citrohan house,
and Gehry's house in Santa Monica.

The Vitra fire station is all the more re-
markable because it is Hadid's first freestand-
ing building, and like Venus springing from
the shell, its concept and execution form a
complete vision. Its beauty overwhelms ini-
tial impressions, so its long-term stature may
be difficult to assess. But beneath the fearless
asymmetries of this incendiary pavilion lie a
literate intelligence, rigorous logic, and spir-
ited civic impulse. —Joseph Giovantiini
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FACING PAGE AND BELOW: Meeting room.
or canteen, on second floor or fire sta-
tion leads to long outdoor terrace and
opens to a root top view through a lou-
vered window (below).
RIGHT: Wall of lockers separates win-
dowed corridor (left) from changing
rooms and bathrooms. Recessed light-
ing underscores geometric conflicts.
BOTTOM: Corridor to exercise room and
changing areas leads to staircase to
meeting room and terrace above.
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Lyons Opera House
Lyons, France
Jean Motive!,
Emmanuel Cattani & Associates
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EAST-WEST SECTION

SECTION: Seven-level concert hall is sus-
pended above entry foyers. Offices and
studios are located under vault.
ABOVE: 1831 opera house is surmounted
by Nouvel's vaulted addition.
RIGHT: North elevacion reveals translu-
cent glass barrel vault at night.
FACING PAGE, TOP: Acoustic deflectors
hang from ballet studio under vault.
FACING PAGE, BOTTOM LEFT: Balconies
within concert hall are intensely spotlit.
FACING PAGE, BOTTOM RIGHT: Restored
1831 salon leads to orchestra level.
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The new opera house in Lyons presents
a smiling face to the outside world,
but harbors a heart of darkness. Situ-

ated across from Frangois Mansart's ornate
city hall, the arcaded, warm sandstone fa-
cades of the historic 1831 opera house have
been skillfully preserved by Parisian architect
Jean Nouvel, who won a 1986 competition
to expand the old building.

But while a clever vertical parti shows re-
spect for the building's history and its site,
two new darkened theaters inserted within
the landmark induce physiological discom-
fort and confusion for visitors.

Nouvel's intentions were laudatory: to ex-
pand the historic building to twice its size by
excavating a full six stories below the Classical
volume, crowning it with a barrel-vaulted
glass addition. From a three-story lobby,
opera-goers either ascend to a 1,300-seat,
horseshoe-shaped theater or descend to a
200-seat theater-in-the-round. Positioned
above the large theater, within the addition,

are theater administrative offices, dressing
rooms, and dance studios under the vault.

Despite the building's glassy top, once
past its skin, opera patrons are plunged into
blackness. Through doors that evoke subma-
rine decompression chambers, a black granite
floor disappears into the black interior, creat-
ing a sense of vertigo. Stumbling into the
lobby, visitors are greeted by demonical
points of light that produce disorienting re-
flections from the polished black floor. As-
cending to the large theater, opera-goers ex-
perience relief in the restored salon, only to
approach the balconies through red-satin
vestibules that evoke bordellos.

In the main house, with its black-stained
wood floor and walls, discomfort appears to
have been the theme. Mounted in tubes along
the back of each row of hard, unstaggered
seats are tiny, fiber-optic spotlights that
blind opera-goers. A gold stage curtain, lit
by two giant spotlights, provides just enough
illumination to avoid accidents.

Nouvel, 48, who burst onto the French
architectural scene in 1987 with his high-
tech, stainless steel Arab Institute in Paris,
contends that he has exalted the "luxurious-
ness" of the opera houses through "different
textures of black." The traditional opera is in-
deed luxurious, but in the murk of Nouvel's
interiors, all possibility of a shared group ex-
perience is replaced by the anomie of watch-
ing television in a darkened room.

Although the Lyons opera's theatrical
purpose has been subverted by its sinister
artistic conception, the building is acousti-
cally successful and a marvel of stagecraft.
Whether or not the opera-going experience it
presents is worth it, a grand historic building
has been rejuvenated, and Nouvel's monu-
mental structure will doubtless carry on the
role of its progenitor, invigorating Lyons for
the century to come. —Barbara Shortt

Barbara Shortt is an architect and freelance writer
based in Paris and New York.
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Radhus
Reykjavik, Iceland
Studio Granda, Archttect



R adhus, Reykjavik's new city hall, is a
product of Iceland's sublime land-
scape and a new urban vision. The

concrete building protrudes into an inland
lake called Tjornin, excavating the ground be-
hind to form a shallow, protected pool within
the city. Surprisingly light-filled, the two
wings, housing ceremonial rooms and admin-
istrative offices, interweave with public circu-
lation. Interiors open up to views of sky, wa-
ter, and such abstractions of Icelandic habitat
as a mossy wall leading from pool to lake.

From the lake, 15 columns rise up on the
west side to screen four glazed modules un-
der an overarching metal roof. Above the
cavernous ground floor, these modules form
the offices of city government departments.
The council chamber within the neighboring
volume faces north to the pool; at night its
rear wall of glass becomes a bright lantern
toward the city. In this competition-winning
realization by the local firm Studio Granda,
the openness of democracy is intrinsically

ENTRANCE

CONFERENCE ROOM

3 CAFE

4 BRfOSE
5 CAFETERIA

6 MANMADEtAKE

7 OFFICE
8 COUNCIL CHAMBER

HIT
Eft.

FACING PAGE: Reykjavik's city hall, ex-
tending into lake, comprises two
wings separated by channel of water.
TOP: Council chamber seats 15 mem-
bers. Floor and table are fabricated ot
jatoba, a Brazilian hardwood.
PLANS: Council chamber and confer-
ence rooms are located in east wing.
West wing houses two floors of offices.
LEFT: Chamber lobby is finished in
sandstone walls and basalt floors.
ABOVE: Employee canteen features pan-
eled walls and porthole windows.

THIRD FLOOR

linked to the transparency of Modernism. Cit-
izens not only see into the building but can
promenade through it late into the evening.

Radhus ties into Reykjavik's pedestrian
fabric through a network of public paths. A
bridge takes visitors across the lake to an in-
terior spine of indigenous basalt and watery
light. Parking beneath Radhus, motorists as-
cend into the internal precinct to connect
with the Tjornin walkway and the formal
poolside entrance. Offices are then reached
by orthogonal stairwells lit by oval skylights.

Granda partners Steve Christer and Mar-
gret Hardardottir spent five years complet-
ing the Radhus. The building's crisp, well-in-
formed Modernity is a result of the architects'
education at London's Architectural Associa-
tion, but, more importantly, represents a de-
cision by the city of Reykjavik to prove itself
a progressive entity. —Raymimd Ryan

Raym/ind Ryan is an architect and ivriter based
in Dublin, Ireland.
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Portfolio of two buildings
Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners

Nicholas Grimshaw sees himself in
the mainstream of contemporary
British architecture, belying his rep-

utation for technologically experimental, in-
novative design. For Grimshaw, being main-
stream means continuing the 19th-century
engineering tradition typified by Joseph Pax-
ton's Crystal Palace and Isambard Kingdom
Brunei's bridges, railways, and ships. With
colleagues Norman Foster, Richard Rogers,
and Michael Hopkins, Grimshaw views him-
self as a true inheritor of this tradition.

Grimshaw formed Nicholas Grimshaw &
Partners in 1980 after a split with partner
Terry Farrell. Initially, Grimshaw's practice
comprised industrial and large-scale projects
such as sports halls, but in the mid-1980s,
the firm diversified. Commissions included a
printing plant for the Financial Times and a
store for the Sainsbury supermarket chain.

The architect avoided the massive specula-
tive building boom of the late 1980s, and his
practice has continued to prosper during the

1990s, while other firms are shedding staff.
Much of this work, such as the British Pavilion
at last year's Expo '92 in Seville and the Wa-
terloo International Terminal for the channel
tunnel trains (pages 82-83), is high profile.

Architecture is a combination of innova-
tion and pragmatism, according to Grimshaw.
He tries to establish the constraints of any
particular project—from site conditions to
the client's budget—-as objectively as possible
and relishes developing a program with the
client. In the Financial Times printworks and
the Western Morning News building (these
pages), for instance, the practical needs of
laying out a printing press not only deter-
mined the plan, but suggested an esthetic,
including glass walls enclosing the presses.
Function serves as a cue for visual expression.

Grimshaw selects materials based on their
esthetic and constructional logic and usually
employs steel, glass, and plastics. Structural
components are reduced to a minimum and
often appear to be stretched like a bowstring,



FACING PAGE: Office!, and printing
presto: arc \: through idass wall,
which wraps around the north, cast,
and south side? o! building.
FACING PAGE, BOTTOM: ( ' .lining our ward
to reduce glare, alass panels arc fixed
bv custom brackets and supported by
Steel columns, f ins , and rods.
LEFT: Cut into the hi l ls ide , building is
separated fivrn parking by a "moat"
and entered via a bridge.
BELOW: Nautical esthetics are encom-
passed in masts and cables.

implying a caged dynamism within the
buildings. Crafted junctions between the ele-
ments reinforce this impression; given the ir-
regular shapes of Grimshaw's structures, it is
not surprising that many must be specially
developed and designed within the office.

The 54-year-old architect cites his more-
catholic attitude to materials to qualify the
affinity between his designs and the work of
Norman Foster and Richard Rogers. During
the 1960s and '70s, Foster and Rogers pio-
neered strict ideology based on new construc-
tion and material technology. Being five or
six years their junior, Grimshaw did not feel
bound by the same urge to prove the near
universal suitability of, for instance, hanging
assembly, glazed walls, or superplastic alu-
minum alloys. Instead, the architect concen-
trates on the particular way the esthetic
might be applied to specific programs.

By the late 1970s, Foster and Rogers were
established enough to persuade clients such
as Lloyd's of London and the Hong Kong

Bank to spend huge sums of money on their
new buildings, while Grimshaw, whose prac-
tice was just starting, was constrained by the
reductivist values of low-cost sports halls and
industrial buildings. Through careful but re-
strained detailing and an imaginative ap-
proach to structure, buildings such as the
Oxford Ice Rink (1983) contrast with the
elaborate appearance of Rogers' Lloyd's of
London headquarters. If Rogers and Foster
proved that an esthetic of new materials and
construction was technically feasible, then
Grimshaw showed how it could be simplified
for less glamorous commissions.

Whether spectators see trains, offices, or
printing presses, a transparent wall revealing
internal activities is a familiar Grimshaw
theme, particularly developed at Waterloo
and in the Western Morning Neivs headquar-
ters. These projects also break new ground
for Grimshaw's office: They enclose the firm's
first major interiors. Both have a hard, almost
industrial esthetic: Waterloo because of the

volume of people who will use it, the newspa-
per office because half the building houses
genuinely industrial processes, and because
Grimshaw was keen to demonstrate that of-
fices do not need to conform to the prescrip-
tions of typical speculative norms. At Water-
loo terminal, much ingenuity was employed
to enhance passenger flow, minimizing ex-
pensive devices such as escalators.

Western Morning News is a tribute to pri-
vate patronage and to the vision of a major
employer in a depressed provincial city. Wa-
terloo International Terminal is inevitably a
higher profile project and possibly the last
major railway monument before British Rail
is privatized. Waterloo terminal, together
with the satellite and piers at Heathrow Air-
port, and the British Pavilion at last year's
Expo in Seville, push Nicholas Grimshaw
into the international league of Richard
Rogers and Norman Foster. —Jeremy Melvin

Jeremy Melvin is a London-based writer.
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Western Morning News
Headquarters
Plyinoiitli, England

In 1588, Plymouth was the setting
of Sir Francis Drake's legendary
game of bowls, which he insisted on
completing before turning his atten- ,
tion to the Spanish Armada, A gen-
eration later, the city was the Pil-
grims' last landfall before America.
Modern Plymouth, however, does
not match the romance of its past.
Virtually nothing of the historic city
remains. As a naval base, it was
heavily bombed during Wold War II,
and postwar reconstruction was crude
and brutal. Now it faces the further
difficulties posed to all military bases
at the end of the Cold War.

As an important city in the west
of England, however, Plymouth is
the logical base for a major regional
newspaper company, publisher of
the Western Morning News and
Evening Herald, which is proud of its
local commitment. Since the 1930s,
the papers had been housed in a
Neo-Georgian building in the city
center—one of the few to survive
wartime bombing raids. When the
company won the contract to print
100,000 copies of the Daily Mail, a
major national newspaper, it had the
means and incentive to move to a
new building, and an opportunity to
improve Plymouth's drab image.

In this regard, Grimshaw's new
headquarters for the Western Morning
News is spectacularly successful. Situ-
ated in a business park on the city
fringe, its outwardly curving
columns create an unmistakable
landmark. Its imagery, however, is
not entirely clear. Many observers
have noted the shiplike appearance
and interpret this as a reference to
Plymouth's nautical history, but
Grimshaw himself describes the
building as a grasshopper. The de-
sign, as ever for Grimshaw, proceeds
from an imaginative interpretation
of the client's needs and a wish to
make the paper's internal activities

visible from the exterior. Consider-
ing the fact that its 450 employees
work in shifts around the clock on
various editions, the new headquar-
ters building serves as backdrop to
an almost continual spectacle.

Grimshaw describes the Western
Morning News headquarters as a very
complete building, as it contains edi-
torial and sales departments of both
papers, management offices, and
printing presses under one roof. The
architect organized the eastern trian-
gular tip of the building with three
concentric office zones—a central
atrium, easily visible from the en-
trance and used for informal meet-
ings; an inner ring of enclosed offices
for executives, editors, and meetings;
and an outer ring with views across
open country for the editorial and
advertising departments. In a
Grimshaw flourish, the building re-
verses the typical office configuration
to place the more dynamic activities
near the perimeter. The newspaper
company's printing presses are situ-
ated in the building's western half.

The external wall is entirely
glazed, supported by tusklike
columns, delicate horizontal fins, and
brackets on the outside. From the in-
side, the wall is almost completely
smooth. As a transparent membrane,
it is successful—in one sense, too
successful, because sunlight has
caused high levels of glare, despite
the outward curving form that was
intended to act as solar shading.

Ironically, canvas now hangs
from the windows, until custom-de-
signed blinds are completed. The
draped canvas conceals a triangular
space created where the curved wall
peels away from the upper floors.
Although this area might be an in-
evitable product of the wall's curve,
it could only be constructed using
many specially cut and irregularly
shaped glass sheets. Here, perhaps,
the wish for spectacle has out-
stripped a command of practical
construction. However, Plymouth
is certainly richer for it.

1 ACCOUNTING

2 RESTAURANT

3 PAPER REEL

ROOM

4 PAPER STORAGE

5 ENTRANCE

6 RECEPTION

7 EDITORIAL

8 PLATE MAKING

0 PHOTOGRAPHIC

10 DISTRIBUTION

11 PRESS HALL

12 ADVERTISING

13 OFFICE
14 ATRIUM

15 MECHANICAL
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Waterloo International Terminal
London, England

ROOF PLAN

1 EXISTING STATION ROOF

2 ADDITION HOOF

Waterloo International Terminal's
distinctive steel and glass roof evokes
the great era of railway architecture.
Like the 19th-century London sta-
tions of Paddington, King's Cross,
and St. Pancras, the terminal was de-
signed to bring the glamour and ex-
citement of the trains' destinations-
Paris, Brussels, and beyond—into
the prosaic process of buying a ticket
and boarding a train. Completed on
schedule in May, it will be fully op-
erational when the channel tunnel
rail link, for which it will be the first
London terminal, opens next year.

As a port of entry into the United
Kingdom, the new terminal must
incorporate international-passenger-
handling facilities similar to those of
a medium-sized airport. Customs
and security checkpoints, separation
of incoming and outgoing travelers,
and shops are all accommodated be-
low the platform level. Where an
airport is usually built on an open
suburban site, however, the Water-
loo terminal is located on a tight,
awkwardly shaped parcel adjacent to
the existing station on the south
bank of the Thames.

The Waterloo terminal offered a
literal opportunity for Grimshaw to
demonstrate how to make architec-
ture out of the stark engineering
forms required for railways. Brunei
and the architect Matthew Digby
Wyatt relied purely on applied deco-

ration for the iron shed at Paddmgton
in the 1850s, but when St. Pancras
was built the Mowing decade, no at-
tempt was made to combine architec-
ture and engineering. A huge Gothic
Revival hotel shielded sensitive eyes
from the rude but impressive engi-
neering of the great ton shed behind.

Grimshaw's Waterloo terminal is
designed to be looked at and to pro-
vide a backdrop for sleek trains. The
design of the roof, the outcome of
close collaboration between Grim-
shaw and structural engineer
YSM/Anthony Hunt Associates, ex-
ploits its shape and complexity to
exude delicacy and finesse. A series
of asymmetrically arched steel
trusses stretch about a quarter mile
along the curving and narrowing
track. The structure snakes into the
distance, bending to block the view
from one end to the other and creat-
ing a continually changing view
from the platforms.

Cost and visual coherence de-
manded that each truss be con-
structed from a family of common
elements. To provide for trusses of
differing span, the main compression
members are telescopic, becoming
larger in diameter toward the mid-
dle*! Connecting pieces are tapered,
both for ease of repair, and to
smoothly join the slender tension
rods. Here, the collaboration of ar-
chitecture and engineering, esthetic
and pragmatic, becomes explicit.

A number of constraints helped
to define the design. The site bound-

aries were fixed by the extent of
British Rail-owned land, and the
plan was dictated by the form of the
five international service platforms.
British Rail wanted a strong land-
mark and, for security, decided to
roof over the platforms; a cleat span
was a logical choke. The width varies
from 35 to 50 meters, and it was
easier to provide structural support
at the edge than in the middle. The
steeper side of the roof gives enough
clearance for a train to ran close to
it, while the shallower slope acts as a
roof over one of the platforms.

The building presents a distinct
ftont and back. The lines of tension
and compression cross from inside to
out at the point where tensile and
compressive forces intersect. So the
tension rods under the shallower
slope articulate the underside of
what would otherwise be a large ex-
panse of roof. Outside, the rods
frame the spectacle of trains entering
and leaving the station through a
glazed wall, visible to passengers ar-
riving at the main road entrance.

If Waterloo terminal is the syn-
thesis the Victorians were trying to
achieve in their railway stations, it is
not surprising they did not succeed.
Ultimately, Grimshaw's design relies
on 20th-century technology—the
400-meter-long, curving terminal
would not have been possible with-
out extensive computet analysis of
structural solutions. Through this
late-20th-century medium, architec-
ture and engineering are fused.

PLAN: Terminal occupies tapering site
on west side of Waterloo Station.
RIGHT: Bending moments of asymmet-
rical trusses are reversed at point ot
contrallecture, where tension members
pass from the inside (left) to the out-

fight) of the building.
ABOVE: Combining tension ami com-
pression, the asymmetrical arch explic-

i t ly expresses lines of forte.
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National Academy of Dance
Marseilles, France
Roland Simounet, Architect

Roland
N

Under the constant sun of Marseilles,
a low, white building reminiscent of
a small Arab village sits in a verdant

park. Offering views of Le Corbusier's Unite
d'Habitation to the north, the National
Academy of Dance combines a dance school
for gifted children with the home of the
Roland Petit Dance Company. With great
economy of means, Parisian architect Roland
Simou.net has created an unpretentious and
serenely introspective environment, a kind of
monastery devoted to the worship of dance.

The parti of the three-story building is a
squared doughnut, with a two-level court-
yard ringed by concentric layers of offices and
administrative spaces; dressing rooms; and
dance studios along the perimeter.

Arranged on an east-west axis, the plan
curves along its eastern corner, creating an
apsidal effect. Visitors enter the dance acad-
emy at the courtyard on level two, where a
lobby and cafeteria give way to dance stu-
dios. Offices occupy a set-back third level.

1 ENTRANCE

2 GRAND STUDIO

3 DRESSING ROOM

4 BALLET SCHOOL STUDIO

5 MUSIC STUDIO

6 RECEPTION ROOM

7 COURTYARD

8 CAFETERIA

9 ADMINISTRATION

10 CONFERENCE ROOM

FIRST FLOOR SECOND FLOOR
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Simounet's great strength is his delicate
manipulation of light. The dance academy's
poured-in-place concrete facades are fractured
with height variations, reveals, and overhangs,
allowing light to produce a shadow play of
volumes. The esthetic of light and geometry
is continued within the building. Walls of the
dance studios are imprinted with geometric
patterns, reminiscent of Arabic motifs, or bro-
ken with setbacks, creating their own dance of
light and shadow. Light enters each of the
dance studios through a high, T-shaped win-
dow; an overhang blocks direct sunlight and
reflects indirect light into the interior.

Simounet, 65, born and educated in French
Algeria, is best known for his 1985 renova-
tion of a 17th-century Paris mansion into the
Picasso Museum. The National Academy of
Dance, grounded in the vernacular of his na-
tive Algeria, defies stylistic chic, not only in
its forms, but in its simplicity. As a result,
the complex achieves a timeless architecture
that can speak to all people. —Barbara Shortt I

FACING PAGE: Concrete volumes of
dance academy resemble Arab village.
PUNS: On first level (left), studios sur-
round service core; second level (cen-
ter) features courtyard; third floor
(right) reveals offices and roof terraces.
ABOVE AND BELOW; Ballet studio features
indirect lighting and punctured walls.
RIGHT: Apsidal wall at southeast is di-
vided into light-breaking surfaces.
LOWER RIGHT: Entry ramp passes under
arch to courtyard of dance academy.

THIRD FLOOR
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Kunsthal
Rotterdam, Netherlands
Office for Metropolitan
Architects
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FACING PAGE: Night view of principal fa-
cade reveals mixed-use section with au-
ditorium and restaurant (left) next to a
street passage under entrance ramp.
Seminar room and work space (right)
support top floor galleries and offices.
SITE AXONOMETRIC: Concrete ramp from
street to park passes through Kunsthal
to divide building into galleries (left)
and service spaces (right).
BELOW: Floating Miesian roof and
plinth is spiked by a vertical wall
supporting Kunsthal's marquis.

Upon first glance, the Kunsthal in
Rotterdam seems a correct exercise
in a Miesian vocabulary, discreetly

punked. Designed by Rem Koolhaas with
project leader Fuminori Hoshino, the foot-
print for this 39,000-square-foot building for
temporary art exhibitions is a nearly perfect
square, and its lean steel structure recalls
Mies's National Gallery in Berlin. But the
simplicity and clarity of what appears to be a
Miesian box prove deceptive. A concrete
ramp passes over a service street and angles
down through the building to a park at the
rear, cutting the Kunsthal into four unequal
parts. What seems to be a simple, rectangu-
lar plan emerges as both a bridge and a gate-
way: Mies's National Gallery mixed with Le
Corbusier's ramped Carpenter Center.

Halfway down the ramp on the left, the
entrance to the Kunsthal opens to an audito-
rium with a vast floor that inclines in the op-
posite direction. The entrance occurs at the
fulcrum where outside and inside ramps kiss

and shear. Visitors take, of course, the route
of least resistance inside and walk down the
slope on a path that leads to one of the two
main exhibition halls. At the back of the hall,
they travel up another ramp to a second
gallery directly above and realize they are
walking on a Mobius strip through the build-
ing. Unlike Mies's stratified gallery, the con-
tinuously turning promenade equalizes both
floors, so that the lower level does not merely
serve as a podium for the upper. The archi-
tects' scissor section of ramps undercuts the
clarity of the building and produces a coun-
terintuitive journey. With several reversals of
direction and slope eluding easy understand-
ing, the interior unfolds more as an experi-
ence than as an imaginable object or geo-
metry. Says Koolhaas, "It unfolds by stealth."

Koolhaas doesn't break or explode the
building envelope, but prefers, with minimal
means, to deliberately make the Miesian box
almost unknowable. From the street, the
Kunsthal appears to be a simple, one-story
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SECTION: Leaning columns are perpen-
dicular to slope of auditorium floor.
ABOVE: Auditorium is situated to east
of ramped corridor. Stairs (left) lead to
third-floor naileries and offices.
RIGHT: A grid of leaning columns
frames auditorium of Kunsthal.

exhibition pavilion; but the western facade
overlooking a plaza reveals a three-story, Z-
shaped section with a restaurant-cafe at plaza
level, a large auditorium above, and galleries
and offices in a third-story bar that spans to
the front of the building, where it rests on a
glass podium housing a seminar room above
a workshop. The service roadway intersects
and urbanizes the section, and the billboard
tower punctuates the Cartesian composition
with a vertical axis and a Pop banner. With
dining, theater, traffic, seminars, and galleries
all on view, the building's gregarious program-
ming reads like a terrarium. The architects
have invented a building that acts like the so-
cial condensers of the Soviet Avant-Garde and
the one-building archipelagoes in what Kool-
haas calls Manhattan's culture of congestion.

The architects engineered this seemingly
simple pavilion with three autonomous struc-
tural systems, including the leaning columns
of the auditorium. They also installed several
lighting systems—loops of neon lights in the
restaurant and irregularly placed fluorescents
in the first-floor hall. A richness results from
the multiplicity of building systems. The var-
iegated lighting alone reveals that the Kun-
sthal is not conceived as a universal Miesian
space, but particularized by the nature of each
function and its placement within the building.

Spatially complex and experientially in-
triguing, the Kunsthal is a brilliant synopsis
of Koolhaas's original observations about
conjuring vitality in a building and a city, and
stirring one into the other. An architect's ar-
chitect who eschews formalist design, Kool-
haas urbanizes his buildings by diversifying
program and stressing experience over com-
position. The Kunsthal is more somatic than
retinal, understood more through the body
than the eye. Its success helps confirm Kool-
haas's thoughts about the richness of urban
congestion, strategies of architectural and ur-
ban layering, and his continuing confidence
in the century's tradition of Modernism.
Notes the Dutch architect: "I thought there
was life in the box yet." —-Joseph Giovannini
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FAR LEFT AND BELOW: Koolhaas designed
a steel floor grate to separate side exhi-
bition spaces of the two main galleries,
veiling one from the other,
LEFT: Lighting in gallery on the park
level is irregularly spaced; columns are
laminated with trunks of trees.
PLANS: Circulation separates public
functions (left) from galleries (right).
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Hamburg Ferry Terminal
Hamburg, Germany
me di um & William Alsop, Architects

mediu LSOP
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ABOVE: Appearing like a ship on land,
die new ferry terminal brings life to
Hamburg's once derelict port district.
RIGHT: Two floors of speculative office
space are supported by a ptecast con-
crete frame that was manufactured in
Denmark and then assembled on site
with steel framing bolted in place.
FACING PAGE, LEFT: Exposed pylon-sup-
ported structural frame surrounds a
dramatic view from top-floor offices.
FACING PAGE, RIGHT: Walkway along
south facade is supported by steel
girders and nautical-themed tie bars.
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3 WAITINQ HALL

4 TICKET COUNTER

5 OFFICE

6 RESTAUF.ANT

FIRST FLOOR

Although severely damaged in the
war, by the late 1950s, Hamburg
had resumed its role as a vital trading

link. In the early 1970s, heavy shipping
moved further down the Elbe River, and
Hamburg's port underwent a difficult trans-
formation to light industry. In the 1980s, the
derelict seaport was skillfully transformed
with a mixture of housing, service-sector in-
dustry, and tourist attractions. Now, Ham-
burg is one of northern Germany's most liv-
able cities, and a new generation of architects
has emerged, rendering the city's longstand-
ing maritime tradition in 1990s technology.

The harbor's architectural potential is ex-
emplified by the ferry terminal designed by
local architects me di um and London-based
William Alsop. The building is a terminus
for Hamburg's small ferry fleet, which con-
nects Germany and England; it also serves as
a port for North Sea cruise ships. Topped by
two floors of speculative office space, the ter-
minal invigorates the port with its dramatic

building massing, welcoming transparency,
and an innovative structural system reminis-
cent of Hamburg's shipbuilding past.

Horizontally organized to resemble the
ferries and cruise ships that dock alongside
the building, the main spaces of the terminal
stretch along a two-story gallery on the
ground floor. From the northeast corner en-
trance, passengers proceed through passport
and customs controls in the waiting hall. The
structural system of the building, developed
with engineer Ove Arup & Partners, is based
on a series of concrete and steel frames that
recall the surrounding industrial architecture.

Me di um Architects emerged in the 1980s
as one of Hamburg's strongest new firms.
With William Alsop, me di um won the
1989 competition for the new ferry terminal,
which marks the beginning of new life for the
dilapidated port district. —Casey Matbewson

Casey Mathewson is a practicing architect living
in Berlin,



Gerona Court House
Gerona, Spain
Esteve Boned & Josep Maria Gil

&GIL
BELOW: Ribbon windows and eyebrows
on limestone facade reveal building's
roots in early Modernism. Glass-en-
closed booths are simple bay windows.
RIGHT: L-shaped building plan defines
edge of paved courtyard.
FACING PAGE, TOP: Sweeping glass wall
of main facade nods to Neoclassical
post office (right). Monumental stair
on end wall leads to wedding hall.
PLANS: Shared entry hall separates ad-
ministration and courtroom wings.

Esteve Bonell and Josep Maria Gil's
court house in Gerona is a study in ac-
commodation. Resolutely Modern, the

building responds in proportion and scale to
an adjacent Neoclassical post office. Appro-
priately monumental in profile, the building
crouches low to the ground to preserve views
toward a cathedral and landmark church in
the city quarter nearby. And its arrangement
of discrete parts resolves challenges of the
site, which is bordered by two streets, an ele-
vated railway, and a public square built over
an underground parking garage.

The building's L-shaped plan groups court-
rooms and administrative functions in two
wings that parallel the streets. The principal
facade, a sweeping glass curve, faces south
toward Calle Ramon Folch and picks up—
through its height, massing, and subtle cor-
nice line—the visual cues established by the
adjacent post office and a colonnade along
neighboring Independence Plaza. At ground
level, a gray limestone portico differentiates

the building's wings and announces the en-
trance. Contained in the main body of the
building are attorneys' offices, clerical func-
tions, and hearing rooms—as well as a wed-
ding hall that can be entered directly from
outside. The west wing is organized around a
four-story-tall central corridor whose cool,
rational design is warmed by wood-paneled
walls. A great staircase punctuates the void
to emphasize the civic nature of this space.

The east wing contains courts and meet-
ing chambers. Here, internal circulation faces
the square; spaces requiring direct public ac-
cess are placed next to the street. The two
wings of the building meet at an entrance
vestibule, a glass-faced hall rising the full
height of the building. Inside, the diversity of
public and private spaces forced the archi-
tects to clarify circulation and provide a logi-
cal grouping of activities. Bonell and Gil
have designed a building that fosters an ease
of understanding for newcomers, while reaf-
firming its nobility of purpose.—Vernon Mays
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Living Expo 2000
Stuttgart, Germany

RIGHT: Site A, the northern parcel of
the housing exhibition, was built with
six three- to four-unit townhouses ex-
hibiting a variety of forms that range
from traditional to organic.
FACING PAGE: Site B's multistory apart-
ment buildings direct their south-fac-
ing glass facades, enclosing vertical cir-
culation and greenhouses, toward a
heavily trafficked railroad.
PLANS: The two Stuttgart develop-
ments form a link in a U-shaped chain
of parks, bridges, and housing that
constitutes the 1993 International
Garden Exhibition.

Mies van der Rohe's mandate to the
16 Europeans commissioned for
the 1927 Weissenhof Settlement in

Stuttgart, Germany, called for flat roofs and
white exteriors, but the architects were other-
wise free to design as they pleased. Even with
so few stylistic constraints, the now-famous
housing development on a hill above the
German provincial capital was designed as a
showpiece for the virtues of Modern function-
alism, and the architects selected were largely
Mies's Berlin cronies who reliably reproduced
the Internationa! Style, proving its virtues for
humanity. "1 have the presumptuous idea of
inviting all the architects of the artistic left,
which I believe would be an unheard-of suc-
cess as an exhibition strategy," Mies ex-
plained to a local official.

Jt was not a political imperative but an
environmental one that drove the planners of
Stuttgart's Living Expo 2000, an experimen-
tal housing exhibition designed by 13 Euro-
pean architects from 11 nations. The residen-
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tial development accompanies the 1993 In-
ternational Garden Exhibition (IGA), a horti-
cultural fete that spurs housing construction
in a different European capital each decade.
Stuttgart's enlightened officials, determined
to discourage urban flight from the city of
600,000, saw it as an excuse to provide pub-
lic housing and showcase state-of-the-art en-
ergy-saving designs in the process.

Located on a triangle of land near a com-
muter rail line, the site includes existing
high-rise apartments and office buildings. In
1988, the city invited 27 international firms
to submit housing schemes for two sites, one
for apartment buildings and one for single-
family townhouses. The jury was composed
of Stuttgart's building officials; four local de-
velopers who would eventually build the
housing; and the local architectural firm of
Bidlingmaier, Egenhofer, Diibbers, overall
planners. Thirteen winners, including three
German firms, were selected. Because IGA's
theme is "Nature in the City," criteria in-

cluded innovative energy conservation, solar
heating, and gray-water recycling. Schemes
that included "green" elements—whether in
the form of courtyards or greenhouses, were
sought, as were those that reflected flexible-
social arrangements. Housing units designed
for an extended family, or apartment build-
ings with common interior play areas were
chosen over more conventional models.

Stuttgart straddles the Neckar River in
southwest Germany, and has long been home
to Daimler-Benz, IBM, and other manufac-
turing giants. Prosperous despite the reces-
sion that has settled over Germany since re-
unification, the region's industry and a
growing service and communications sector
attracts young home-buyers. Planners origi-
nally hoped to provide low-cost housing in
the city, but the innovative structures that
emerged from the competition proved costly
to build. The townhouses in particular have
emerged as high-price housing, and some of
their innovative spirit has been dampened by
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their construction costs. Nevertheless, the
majority of the 103 apartments and 6 of the
19 townhouses of Stuttgart's Expo housing
have been rented or sold, which attests to the
lively architecture the competition generated.
In fact, it is an architecture very different
from what would have satisfied Mies. "Com-
pared with Weissenhof," notes planner Hans
Egenhofer, "this housing is very pluralistic."

Unlike the uncompromising determinism
that influenced the Modernism of 1927, the
housing developed for Stuttgart's Living
Expo 2000 does not portray a common
therne nor a particular contemporary style,
but rather a surprising collection of inventive
forms, unusual mechanisms for introducing
daylight, and an attention to the sound-
dampening, air-freshening qualities of vege-
tation, "It wouldn't have been fair to choose
only those architects whose style fits to-
gether," Egenhofer reasons. "We wanted to
include all sorts of architecture—this housing
is, after all, an exhibition." —Heidi LanJecker SITE PLAN



SITE

As Stuttgart burgeoned in the last half
of the 20th century, housing devel-
opments of little architectural merit

pushed the city's borders ever farther from
the Neckar Valley. Hoping to refresh its 66-
year-old reputation for cogent planning and
progressive architecture while simultaneously
housing its citizens and attracting tourists to
the International Garden Exhibition, city of-
ficials envisioned Living Expo 2000, a devel-
opment that would create an additional 120
dwellings. Local architects Bidlingmaier,
Egenhofer, Diibbers, planners of the overall
project, designated two neglected areas near
the city's northwest train station as sites for
an international housing competition.

Site A, the northernmost of the two, com-
prises six buildings that contain three or four
single-family units each, for a total of 19
dwellings. As proscribed by the planners, the
dwellings range from 85 to 130 square me-
ters (915 to 1,400 square feet). They are ren-
dered in a variety of imaginative styles—-
from a traditional yet assertive stretch of
pitch-roofed, glass-fronted townhouses by
Britain's ECD Partnership to a barrel-roofed
building by Karla Szyszkowitz-Kowalski and
Michael Szyszkowitz of Austria that appears
to have been left behind by the setmakers of
a fantasy film about the future. "We left the
interpretation of the term 'experimental' to
the architects," confides Klaus Gruetzner, as-
sistant to Stuttgart's deputy mayor for plan-
ning, and what results is an eclectic mix of
photovoltaic panels, passive solar heating,
flexible floor plans, and unfettered forms.

The innovative designs of the Expo town-
houses add to their cost: At between 750,000
and 1.4 million deutsche marks ($429,000 to
$800,000), only 6 of the 19 units are occu-
pied or have been purchased. Gruetzner an-
ticipates that 40,000 more housing units will
be needed over the next two decades. Per-
haps Stuttgart's next phase of housing con-
struction will experiment with how to build
residences that are not only energy-efficient
but affordable as well. —H.L.

1 GREENHOUSE

2 ENTRANCE

3 LIVING ROOM

4 KfTCHEN

5 BEDROOM

FIRST FLOOR

Building 1
Elzbieta Muszynska, Krystof
Muszynski, Lech Baranski with
Bidlingmaier, Egenhofer, Diibbers

These simple, wood townhouses on
the northwest corner of the site are
the result of a design collaboration
between Bidlingmaier, Egenhofer,
Diibbers, local planners of Living
Expo 2000, and a three-person Pol-
ish firm from Lodz, Stuttgart's sister
city. Circular stairs that are housed
in round black-painted steel stair
towers at the building's east and
west ends provide access to the four
dwellings, which consist of two-story
end units that bracket two stacked
apartments in the center. Like the
architecture, the energy-conserva-
tion measures are simple: passive so-
lar hearing via south-facing green-
houses that provide a buffer against
noise from the nearby rail line.

Building 2
The ECD Partnership

The London-based design firm ECD
Partnership selected the gabled fa-
cade, a traditional style for Baden-
Wiirttemberg, the German state of
which Stuttgart is the capital. A
bowed south-facing window mod-
ernizes the residential trio and cre-
ates a curved balcony on the second
story of the building. The greenhouse
inside the bay window also functions
as an economical energy-saver. De-
pending on weather conditions, ven-
tilation ports either bring warm air
from the greenhouse into the units,
or expel it. The air-conditioning sys-
tem is designed to take advantage of
warm-air updrafts and requires no
additional mechanical support.
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5 VESTIBULE
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Building 3
Johannes Gunnarshaug

Glass-roofed houses arranged in a
row from north to south break with
convention on Site A, where the
other five townhouse ensembles are
grouped from east to west. The
three-unit rowhouses are constructed
in stucco-finished concrete. Norwe-
gian architect Johannes Gunnar-
shaug had hoped to incorporate
more wood in the design of the 150-
square-meter units, but was limited
by German fire-safety guidelines.
Gunnarshaug, a specialist in energy
conservation, brought daylight in
through the building's east and west
ends and added a greenhouse buffer
at the east-facing entry. A conven-
tional heating system is supported
by active and passive solar strategies,
with a stone slab floor for heat stor-
age. Double-glazed, low-e glass
boosts insulation and shading.

Building 4
Karia Szyszkowitz-Kowalski
Michael Szyszkowitz

A steeply curved, barrel-vaulted zinc
roof distinguishes a three-unit town-
house by Graf, Austria-based Karla
Szyszkowitz-Kowalski and Michael
Szyszkowitz, a husband-and-wife
partnership that heads a 25-person
firm. Occupants enter through a
south-facing courtyard under a brise
soleil, through a sloping glass wall,
to the first-floor living room and
kitchen. Ascending a curved stair,
they approach two floors of skylit
bedrooms tucked under the curved
roof. A third-story bedroom can-
tilevers over the courtyard, and a
second-story bedroom affords its oc-
cupant an eye-shaped window on
the rest of the experimental com-
plex. The eye, the sweeping roof,
and the curved stair are "for fun,"
explains Karla Szyszkowitz-Kowal-
ski, but the concrete, glass, and steel
units are also warmed by efficient so-
lar heating. Warmth from the sun is
collected by the greenhouse win-
dows, then forced down a chimney
in the center of the complex to a
black granite storage panel beneath
the floor. This arrangement provides
for about 15 percent of each unit's
heat; a traditional gas-fueled hot-
water system provides the rest.
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GREENHOUSE

LIVING/DINING

KITCHEN

VESTIBULE

BEDROOM

Building 6
Jourda & Perraudin

Shielded by a cantilevered, umbrella-
like steel roof, the three-unit com-
plex on the eastern corner of the site
comprises a main house and at-
tached greenhouse. The three-story
main house, which offers about 70
square meters of living space at the
rear of each unit, is the only part of
the structure that can be comfort-
ably occupied throughout the year,
It is set back from the greenhouse
and divided into a living room/
kitchen on the first floor, and three
bedrooms in the two stories above.
In warm weather, the living/kitchen
area opens to the greenhouse, which
is of equal size to the south. While
this scheme may work well in south-
ern France, where Jourda & Per-
raudin practice, Stuttgarters must
make do with 50 percent of the
available living space for several
months out of the year.

Building 5
HHS Architects

These Kassel, Germany-based archi-
tects created a three-bedroom town-
house that manufactures electricity
through its architectural design. In-
corporating new German photo-
voltaic (PV) panels, in which light is
concentrated via holography to min-
imize the number of panels required,
the architects crafted a long, sloping
glass roof. In Germany, the utility
"buys" the power created by photo-
voltaics, and residents are charged
for electricity they use minus the
wattage they generate on site.

A wedge-shaped foyer leads to a
living/dining area at the front of
each unit, where sliding glass doors
open to a greenhouse. One bedtoom
and bath are located in the rear of
the insulated brick building; two
more bedrooms are positioned in a
loft above the main living area.

1 ENTRANCE

2 KITCHEN/OINtNG
3 GREENHOUSE
4 TERRACE

FIBST FLOOR EAST-WEST SECTION
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SITE

The plan that won the Stuttgart firm
Bidlingmaier, Egenhofer, Diibbers
the title of overall planners of the

IGA's housing focused on a farmer's market in
the center of public housing. Although that
scheme did not survive, the firm's bulwark of
seven apartment buildings adjacent to a rail-
road embankment now completes a triangle
with existing structures, some of which were
built as early as 1910. The midrises enclose a
triangular courtyard, the site of the would-be
farmer's market, which contains a play-
ground instead. Rent for the 103 moderately
priced apartments is subsidized by the city at
a cost of 15 million marks per year.

The site, abutting a noisy commuter rail-
way, presented the architects with a double
challenge: how to design for energy efficiency
when the warmest, south-facing elevation
was also the noisiest. The solution is a green-
house on the southern facade that performs
the dual function of providing solar warmth
in winter while creating a vegetation-filled
buffer against railway noise all year long.

Michael Alder, whose Basel, Switzerland-
based office designed Building 12, relates
that many of the apartment buildings on this
site experiment more with flexible living
arrangements than with technological en-
ergy-savers such as photovoltaic panels. The
floor plans of his scheme, for example, can be
altered according to occupants' needs.

Even though the competition organizers
specifically sought to create an internation-
ally designed complex, some of the foreign
influences initially were resisted. The open-
ness of Delft-based Mecanoo's glass tower ex-
poses occupants' living quarters in a manner
natural to the forthright Dutch but less ap-
pealing to more private Germans. Michael
Alder's Italian-style courtyards, where resi-
dents can park their bicycles, were at first
considered too messy. Several architects com-
plained that they would have liked to have
incorporated more wood—especially valuable
for energy-efficiency—but were prevented by
German fire-safety restrictions. —H.L.

Building 8
Tegnestuen Vandkunsten

Though striking in its design, social
interaction generated this scheme by
the 22-year-old Copenhagen firm of
Tegnestuen Vandkunsten. The ar-
chitect had intended to incorporate
both active and passive solar heating
in the design, including a rooftop
greenhouse, but budget constraints
eliminated most of the environmen-
tal features. Instead, the architect
chose to explore issues of both pri-
vate and communal living. A glass-
enclosed community room on each
floor provides access to individual
units, while encouraging interaction
among occupants. This communal
area also insulates the individual
apartments from outside noise. Ac-
cess into the units from this commu-
nal area is through more open living
and kitchen areas. The architect
placed the bedrooms along the
perimeter of the building.

ELEVATOR

LOBBY

ENTRANCE

VESTIBULE

KITCHEN/DINING

LIVING ROOM

BEDROOM

GREENHOUSE

1 COMMON ROOM 4 VESTIBULE

2 KITCHEN 5 BEDROOM

3 LIVING ROOM 6 BALCONY

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

Building 7
Gullichsen Kairamo Vormala

The only building in Site B that does
not face the railroad embankment is
Helsinki-based Gullichsen Kairamo
Vormala's six-story structure, which
houses 15 apartments. Constructed
of insulating brick clad in stucco, the
building comprises maisonettes with
two-story living rooms and includes
a spiral stair for vertical circulation
within each dwelling. Sliding glass
doors in the living rooms give way to
greenhouse-porches that overlook
adjacent Storzbachstrasse. Glass
block clads the bases of the green-
houses and the internal fire stair, and
low-e glass brings light into the ele-
vator lobbies. Kristian Gullichsen,
who has been building award-win-
ning projects throughout Europe for
three decades, points out that the
original scheme included a number
of energy-saving features that ulti-
mately proved too expensive.
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Building 9
LOB ID

Glass towers that house subtropical
plants, an inner courtyard, and a
rooftop garden punctuate a steel and
concrete apartment building de-
signed by Tubingen-based LOG iD, a
firm with a reputation for inventive
architecture with solar technology.
The building comprises an east and
west wing housing 10 apartments
arranged in a variety of shapes and
sizes; a tower at the rear accommo-
dates two small split-level apart-
ments. Many of the units incorpo-
rate sliding glass doors that offer
access to the indoor courtyard and
greenhouses within the glass towers.
Carefully selected plants within the
building provide shade, purify the
air, and moderate internal tempera-
ture. The greenhouses and courtyard
do not require heating in winter.

1 ELEVATOR LOBBY

2 VESTIBULE

3 LIVING ROOM

4 KITCHEN/DINING

5 GREENHOUSE

6 BALCONY

7 BEDROOM

Building 10
Bengt Warne, Jo Glassel
Warne Naturhus

A large central atrium, open to the
street and surrounded by 13 apart-
ments, distinguishes the complex de-
signed by Stockholm-based Bengt
Warne and Berliner Jo Glassel, who
head the practice Warne Naturhus.
Warne and Glassel, both experi-
enced in ecological architecture, cre-
ated a sun-filled winter garden in
the atrium, which serves as both a
temperature moderator and commu-
nal, year-round living space. Insu-
lated, double-paned glass prevents
heat loss through the atrium and
glass facades. The irregularly shaped
atrium creates oddly shaped spaces
in the individual apartments, where
few walls meet at right angles.

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN 0
ATRIUM

GREENHOUSE

VESTIBULE

KITCHEN/DINING

LIVING ROOM

BEDROOM

Building 11
Design Group Stain
Institute of Architecture

For an architecture professor at an
institute in Weimar in the former
East Germany, noise reduction was a
primary consideration in designing a
12-apartment midrise facing
Stuttgart's railroad embankment.
Gardens on both the north and
south sides of the building act as a
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buffer zone for apartments on the
first and second floors, with trees
and other vegetation intended to
form a natural protective wall.
Greenhouses and balconies on the
middle two stories screen the apart-
ments on the south-facing, railway
side of the building. The top two
floors of the midrise apartment
building face an atrium, separated
by a glass wall from the noise of
passing automobiles and trains.

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

1 ELEVATOR LOBBY 3 VESTIBULE

2 ATRIUM 4 BEDROOM
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2 VESTIBULE

3 LIVINQ BOOM
4 KITCHEN

5 GREENHOUSE

6 BEDROOM
7 BALCONY

Building 12
Michael Alder

With moveable partitions, apart-
ments designed by Swiss architect
Michael Alder can be transformed
from one- to two-bedroom suites,
depending upon the needs of occu-
pants. Sliding doors also divide
kitchen and living room, so residents
can create an open plan or a separate
kitchen. Each unit has north- and
south-facing balconies with double
glass doors, and stairs and bath-
rooms are naturally lit. Alder's
scheme called for 50-centimeter-
thick walls for insulation, con-
structed of a newly developed Ger-
man brick that encloses air spaces for
better insulation. Walled courtyards
at the entrances reveal the Italian in-
fluence in Alder's work.

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

1 GREENHOUSE
2 LWINS ROOM
3 KITCHEN/DINING

4 BEDROOM

5 ATRIUM

o

Building 13
Mecanoo

This cluster of three slim towers by
Mecanoo, a 35-person Dutch office
in practice since 1984, provides flex-
ible apartment arrangements that
include attachable units for individu-
als or larger groups. The stairs are
positioned so that two stacked apart-
ments can be joined to form a spa-
cious maisonette. In response to en-
vironmental concerns, large glazed
porches face south to buffer noise
from nearby train tracks. The north
walls of each apartment tower are
covered in zinc sheeting and play-
fully articulated by slotted windows
on the east and west facades. The in-
dividual towers are connected by
bridges, and the composition is
punctuated by a single, glass-en-
closed exterior elevator. The result-
ing design is an updated version of
Miesian esthetics, infused with a so-
cial and environmental conscience.
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Linate Airport
Milan, Italy
Aldo Rossi, Studio di Architettura

A I
The recent modernization and expan-

sion of Milan's Linate Airport, the
city's main terminal for domestic and

intra-European flights, opened new territory
for Aldo Rossi. The commission required a
structure ever-changing in spatial organiza-
tion, technological evolution, and everyday
use. Furthermore, Rossi reasoned, an airport
is the modern-day gateway to a city—the
first, and perhaps lasting, image of that city.

And so Rossi designed two gates, one for
flights that originate in Italy and another for
planes arriving from elsewhere in Europe. To
avoid interruptions in service, the new addi-
tion was conceived as a wraparound and built
without closing the existing terminal. Grafted
to the side of the old terminal and facing the
runways and disembarkation areas, the addi-
tion incorporates a new restaurant, baggage
claim area, and arrival/departure gates.

Linate Airport's most prominent volume
is the departure waiting area, illuminated by
an expansive grid of glass framed by two 12-

foot-diameter columns and a large steel truss.
Projecting from the center of the grid and
other second-floor locations are new bright-
yellow bridges that lead directly to airplanes.
Yellow was selected for its visibility in the fre-
quently foggy conditions at the airport. In ad-
dition, the stucco facades of buildings in Mi-
lan are yellow, explains one Rossi associate.

For the national arrivals "gateway," Rossi
constructed two muscular towers of granite,
mined from nearby Lago Maggiori, which
support a steel canopy painted in the archi-
tect's signature green. The second "gateway"
for international arrivals comprises a low steel
canopy resting on eight simple columns, "ele-
ments of a long colonnade," notes Rossi. He
likens the airport to a symbol of the city's
progress and a stimulus to further growth. As
such, Rossi sought to capture the essence of
Milan in his design for the airport. Likewise,
in the vein of all Rossi's work, Linate strives
to interpret yesterday and today in a con-
glomerate image. —Vernon Mays
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FACING PACE: Sketch by Aldo Rossi re-
veals expansive column-framed glass
grid of departure waiting area.
RIGHT: New bridges funnel departing
passengers directly to planes.
BELOW: Broad steel canopy signifies the
international arrivals entrance. Bright
yellow portals frame service entrances
to baggage handling area.
BOTTOM: Towers constructed of local
granite anchor steel canopy over the
national arrivals entrance.
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Ost-West-Hof
Hamburg, Germany
MRL Architects

Arch i tec ts

WEST-EAST SECTION
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FACING PAGE: Offices are cantilcvered
from brick-clad volume.
PLAN AND SECTION: Six-story building's
glazed offices overlook atrium,
LEFT: Pedestrians are led around the
curved hull into a quiet sidestreet.
BELOW: Atrium is punctuated by open
ductwork and exposed steel-framed
staircases and elevators.
BOTTOM: Tinted south-facing windows
allow maximum transparency. Tiebacks
at top of window mullions project glass
wall away from ceilings and floor plates.

Located on Ost-West Strasse, a major
traffic arterial slashed through Ham-
burg's historic core in the 1950s, a new

six-story office building, Ost-West-Hof, now
sets the tone for development in the heart of
the city. Although civic buildings and Ger-
many's major publishing houses are located
along the boulevard, no real sense of urbanity
has developed; both public spaces and build-
ings lack appropriate human scale. Ost-West
Strasse forms an almost unsurpassable pedes-
trian barrier between an affluent neighbor-
hood and Hamburg's port district.

MRL Architects' dramatically curved glass
and steel structure dominates the tough
streetscape. The pervading concept of the
building is transparency—between exterior
and interior, and from one office to another.
The offices, located in a ship's-hull-like fron-
tispiece that cantilevers over the busy traffic
below, are oriented around a central atrium
with balconies that permit views into border-
ing suites. Low-emissivity glass on the south-

facing facade controls heat gain and screens
offices from direct sunlight. The building
leads pedestrians around its curved "hull" and
into a side street to the port district.

Once inside the atrium, an exhibition
space creates an informal, communicative at-
mosphere for the surrounding offices. Tran-
soms above office doors and cabinets admit
more natural light. In addition to a bank on
the first floor, the building houses a variety of
import-export firms.

MRL Architects, founded by Yugoslavia-
born Mirjana Markovic, is working on five
schools for the city of Hamburg and has
opened a new office in Berlin. The growing
firm's work is based upon the German Mod-
ernist tradition of transparency. "We wanted
a congenial building that would bring to-
gether a variety of workers," explains Mark-
ovic, "so we created glass offices with views
into a central atrium. The glass walls also cre-
ate a dimension of movement and dynamism
in the center of town." —Casey Mathewson
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There was a time when Norman Fos-
ter's architecture could be confidently
categorized as British High Tech. His

preferred materials were metal and glass; his
plans were simple and flexible; and his im-
agery bowed to 19th-century railway sta-
tions, palm houses, and exhibition halls, and
American precursors like the Eames house. A
Foster-designed building usually resembled a
high-quality industrial shed. The basic idea
was that architecture was a branch of engi-
neering; that the design of a building ought
to be no different from the design of any
other product of 20th-century industrial cul-
ture, like an airplane or a spaceship. Foster's
buildings were conceived as bolt-together as-
semblages of factory-made components.

Paradoxically, to convey the message that
High Tech buildings were purely functional
industrial products, structural rhetoric had to
be employed. In the late 70s and early '80s,
High Tech architects like Foster, Richard
Rogers, Nicholas Grimshaw, and Michael
Hopkins developed the habit of putting the
steel frame on the outside of the building
and painting it a primary color. In the Foster
oeuvre, the best example of this is the elabo-
rate tension structure of the Renault Auto
Parts Distribution Center (1982), painted
bright yellow. There may be some justifica-
tion for this expression in a single-story ware-
house, but in the Hong Kong Bank high rise
(1985), the frame had to be fireproofed,
which ruled out exposing the steel. Never-
theless, the bank's frame is displayed and

emphasized, its metallic quality preserved by
a complicated aluminum casing system.

But the late 1980s were a turning point
for the British High Tech style. Confidence
in the beneficial effects of industrial technol-
ogy was starting to wane, and the rhetoric
began to ring hollow. Foster's subsequent
buildings and projects display a new chaste-
ness. Century Tower in Tokyo (1991) is of-
ten thought of as "son of Hong Kong Bank,"
and there are similarities: the distinction be-
tween served and servant elements; the tow-
ers rising to different heights; the full-height
atrium; and, yes, an exposed frame. But the
Tokyo tower displays a new economy and
simplicity. Its austerity seems to owe more to
traditional Japanese architecture than to
Western heavy engineering.

Even in a ground-hugging building like
the Stansted Airport terminal (1991), the
umbrella roof is quietly efficient rather than
flamboyantly expressive. The treelike frames
that support the roof are miracles of mini-
malist structure, but the lightness of the
space impresses most. In the 1990s, space
and light have become more important in
Foster's work than structure and surface.

Foster's preference for the "kit-of-parts"
principle has also become less insistent. In
the Independent Television News (ITN) head-
quarters in London (1990), the architect set-
tles for a concrete structure rather than steel.
This is a workaday building of utter simplic-
ity, but its dramatic internal spaces and clean
external forms are powerful enough for the

headquarters building to feature prominently
in the titles of ITN's news broadcasts.

Foster's own headquarters (1990) on the
south bank of the Thames River is similarly
plain and simple but spatially impressive.
The main design studio is a single, high
room with a glass wall facing the river and a
row of freestanding columns to give it per-
spective. The long, straight staircase in the
entrance hall hints at what the other mon-
umental Foster building, the Carree d'Art in
Nimes (these pages), might have been like
had the materials not reverted from stone to
metal and glass during the design process.

Does Foster's new emphasis on space and
light, his acceptance of more traditional ma-
terials, and his tendency toward monumen-
tality mean he has abandoned his original
mission? Not at all, for Foster's architecture
has a new mission. Faith in technology must
now solve different problems—such as pollu-
tion and diminishing global resources. En-
ergy conservation is a new Foster theme, and
Duisburg Microtechnology Park (pages 112-
113) starts a new phase in Foster's develop-
ment. Its maturity may well be reached in
the proposed headquarters for Commerzbank
in Frankfurt, a naturally ventilated tower,
with landscaped conservatories stacked at
regular intervals. Foster's message for the
1990s is that nature and technology can co-
exist in harmony. —Colin Dames

Colin Davies is author of High Tech Architec-
ture (Rizzoli, New York, 1988).

FACING PAGE: Foster's glass and steel
cultural center echoes proportions of
Maison Carree, one of the oldest sur-
viving Roman temples. Louvers pro-
truding from roofline shield skylights,
LEFT: From a desolate parking lot, Fos-
ter created a new plaza in the heart of
Nunes, flanked by the cast-facing port-
ico of his 17,500-square-meter center.
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Carree d'Art
Ntmes, France

When the first scheme for a com-
bined art gallery and library in the
Provencal city of Nimes was pub-
lished in 1984, it seemed that Nor-
man Foster's architecture was about
to take a radical new turn. At the
time, his buildings were still being
categorized as High Tech, with all
the inventiveness, informality, and
openness to change that the label
implied. But here was a proposal for
a building whose chief characteristic
seemed to be monumentality.

The Mediatheque, as it was then
called, had a templelike exterior and
a high central courtyard filled with
flights of stone steps rising between
solid masonry walls. The stimulus
for this new monumentality was ob-
viously the proximity of a Roman
temple known as the Maison Carree.
The presence of this venerable repre-
sentative of the Classical tradition
just across the square in the center of

the old town encouraged Foster to
relax his uncompromisingly forward-
looking stance. He was now obliged
to engage with the past, increasing
his architectural repertoire to include
the more traditional virtues of solid-
ity and permanence.

Although Foster was moving
away from High Tech, the Carree
d'Art, as the Nimes building is now
called, has turned out to be less
monumental than originally in-
tended. It retains its resemblance to
a temple, with a full-width, full-
height portico in the form of a flat,
louvered canopy facing the square;
and its atrium is still filled by grand
staircases. But the massive stone
walls have been replaced by an ex-
posed concrete frame with light-
weight infill, and the staircases sup-
port glass treads with open risers on
white-painted steel carriages.

The Carree d'Art is an iceberg of
a building. Five of its nine stories,
housing a library, extend below
ground. Galleries occupy the upper

ABOVE: Cevennes limestone steps rise
from plaza to entrance, shaded by a
louvered canopy on steel colonnade.
RIGHT: Italian limestone floor and alu-
minum louvers distinguish lobby and
reception area, where cultural center's
simple concrete frame is revealed,
FAB RIGHT: In top-floor galleries, hous-
ing Nimes' Museum of Contemporary
Art, skylights are fitted with external
metal louvers and internal diffusers.
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floors, where they benefit from nat-
ural lighting. Top-floor galleries are
lit by skylights in metal-clad pyra-
midal roofs shaded by horizontal
banks of external louvers, visible
above the "cornice" line.

Service spaces around the
perimeter are screened by milky
glass walls infilling an exposed con-
crete frame. Most of the interiors fo-
cus on the atrium, which has an in-
dustrial, rather than a monumental,
quality. The purpose of the glass
staircases becomes clear in descent to
the lower levels. Daylight transforms
what would otherwise have been a
gloomy pit into a magical grotto. It
is like standing under a waterfall.

The atrium is the main event of
the interior, but not the only de-
lightful space. For example, from an
open restaurant terrace tucked under
the canopy, visitors can view the
roofs of the old town, the activities
in the public square below, and, of
course, the perfect Classical propor-
tions of the Maison Carree.

1 ENTRANCE

2 INFORMATION

3 BOOKSHOP

4 LIBRARY

FIRST FLOOR

SECTION; To align the art center's roof
with the Maison Carree, Foster located
five of the Carree d'Art's nine stories
underground, to house a library.

: Foster responded to his assign-
ment of revitalizing the city by creat-
ing a plaza surrounding the center.
ABOVE: Central atrium brings light into
the third-floor gallery and reception
level. Fabric ceiling diffuses daylight.
IEFT: Daylight cascades down a sand-
blasted glass stair that reaches two sto-
ries below ground, into the library.
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RIGHT; Silver-anodized aluminum
louvers screen sunlight and embrace
southeast-facing portico.
FAR RIGHT: Barrel-vaulted metal
decking curves over trusses sup-
ported by V-shaped beams on slen-
der concrete columns.
BELOW: Identical vaults create portico;
southwest and northeast elevations
are shielded by overhanging roof.



1 ENTRANCE

2 COFFEE BAR

3 SEMINAR ROOM

4 LECTURE HAIL

5 ARCHIVES

B STUDY CARREL

7 MECHANICAL

6 STACKS

9 OFFICE

10 MEETING ROOM

PLANS: The library is essentially a
three-story box comprising four bays,
one devoted to circulation.
LEFT; Glass insert within barrel vault
over entrance creates an atrium above
glass staircase, a Foster signature.
BELOW: Each of the four roof bays is
punctured by a continuous longitudi-
nal skylight with artificial lights sus-
pended beneath. Perforated aluminum
reflector filters sunlight within atrium.

Cranfield Library
Cranfield, England

In many ways, the new library at
Cranfield Institute of Technology
has all the typical Foster features: a
flexible plan; a simple umbrella roof;
a central atrium containing a stair-
case; and an elegant, lightweight
structure. It is typical also in its radi-
cal approach to a familiar building
type. Most modern libraries are
heavy, inward-looking buildings de-
signed for quiet, solitary study.

By contrast, Cranfield is enclosed
by glass walls, shaded by generous
roof overhangs and vertical screens
of metal louvers. Instead of the
usual, introverted study carrels, a
fully data-serviced workbench ex-
tends right around the perimeter so
that students are always aware of the
external environment. Daylight is
controlled, but not excluded. Shaded
linear skylights on the roof create a
bright and cheerful interior.

Externally, the composition is ba-
sically a three-story box, yet its ele-
ments combine in a relaxed, infor-
mal way. Despite the templelike
form, there is no rigid symmetry:
Atrium, staircase, and main entrance
are shifted off center. Neither is
there any attempt to give architec-
tural expression to the different uses
within the building. Book stacks,
study areas, seminar rooms, and of-
fices are all accommodated by the
abstract plan. Even the mechanical
plant at the rear of the building is
incorporated into the main volume,
with nothing more than metal lou-
vers in the walls to mark its pres-
ence. Similarly, though the roof
serves as a portico at the front, an
external shading device at the sides,
and a source of top light for the
atrium in the center, its form is un-
differentiated. Four identical barrel
vaults of metal decking curve over
trusses supported by slender, V-
shaped beams on concrete columns.

Detailing is simple and direct.
From the glass-tread staircase to the
unplastered, mortarless blockwork
partitions, all is lucid and legible,
with every component and junction
considered and resolved. The junc-
tion between side walls and roof is a
good example. The curtain wall sim-
ply butts up to the underside of the
barrel vault, and the horizontal bows
of the trusses pass through the glass.

But such details are not as effort-
less as they may seem. They depend
on a rigorous problem-solving proce-
dure that requires the specialized
knowledge of consultants, contrac-
tors, and manufacturers, as well as
the architect's own experience. This
collaborative creative process has
been developed over many years and
has become second nature to all of
the designers in the Foster office. In
fact, Cranfield was designed by one
of Foster's senior partners, Kenneth
Shuttleworth, but that does not
make it any less a Foster building.
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Duisburg Microtechnology Park
Neudorf, Germany

For more than a century, Germany's
coal- and steel-based industry was
concentrated in the Ruhr Valley.
That industry is now in decline. As
part of a restructuring strategy for
the whole region, a public-private
partnership in the city of Duisburg
initiated a project for a Microtech-
nology Park to encourage the devel-
opment of new high-tech industries.

Norman Foster was commis-
sioned to prepare a master plan for a
site in the residential district of Neu-
dorf, near the city center and univer-
sity. Of the plan's three main com-
ponents—the Business Promotion
Center at the site's entrance; the
Telematic Forum, providing com-
munication services; and the Micro-
electronic Center, providing 40,000
square meters of office space—the
first two are now complete.

The Business Promotion Center,
a seven-story, glass-clad building
with a lens-shaped plan and a curved
roof, sets the architectural and envi-
ronmental standards for the entire
Microtechnology Park. The center's
simple but striking profile signals
the presence of the development and
symbolizes the confident optimism
of the new industrial strategy. But it
is more than just a formal symbol.
Like the industries it is designed to
promote, the center is high tech and
environmentally friendly.
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LEFT: Striking profile of the seven-
story, lens-shaped Business Promotion
Center stands at the entrance to Duis-
burg's Microtechnology Park.
BELOW: Windows comprise perforated,
computer-controlled metal blinds
sandwiched between an outer glass
membrane and an inner wall of ther-
mally insulated, double-glazed panels.
Building is air-conditioned by a water-
based chilled ceiling system.

At first, its sealed, all-glass fa-
cades seem to indicate a standard
air-conditioned interior. The exterior
walls, however, are complex environ-
mental filters, with perforated, com-
puter-controlled metal blinds be-
tween an outer glass membrane and
an inner wall of operable, thermally
insulated, double-glazed panels.

Natural ventilation through open
windows was rejected because of air
pollution. The building is air-condi-
tioned, but in an unconventional
way. Temperature is controlled by
water-based systems, including a
chilled ceiling system developed by
the architect with project manager
Kaiser Bautechnik. Energy from a
gas-fired power station combines
with roof-mounted solar collectors
and photovoltaic cells. Heat from
these sources is chilled by absorption
cooling machines. The internal envi-
ronment is monitored and balanced
by an electronic management system
with a control panel in each room.

The Telematic Forum also has a
simple profile: a five-story cylinder
with a sloping roof. Internally, how-
ever, the cylinder is hollow; cellular
offices and open galleries surround a
central atrium. The well of this
atrium is a conference room.

These buildings have an impor-
tance far beyond the city of Duis-
burg as prototypes for a new breed
of energy-efficient buildings to su-
percede the gas-guzzling ground-
scrapers of the 1980s.



o
TYPICAL FLOOR

1 EXECUTIVE OFFICE

2 OFFICE

3 CONFERENCE ROOM

TOP: Top three levels of Business Pro-
motion Center overlook fifth-floor
conference room.
ABOVE: Top-floor office is tucked be-
neath highest point of roof.
PLAN: Lens-shaped footprint takes ad-
vantage of narrow site and maximizes
perimeter to individual offices.
SECTION: Curved roof responds to day-
light and shadow angles and respects
height of adjacent structures.

EAST-WEST SECTION
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Central Telephone Exchange
Barcelona, Spain
Jaume Bach & Gabriel Mora, Architects

BAG
ORA

LEFT: Ribbon windows and bands of
light emphasize the elliptical form of
administrative wing at night.
ABOVE: Public entrance is sheltered
within elliptical wing; continuous win-
dows illuminate reception area.
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TOP RIGHT: Bridge's ramps facilitate
communication between buildings;
observation deck offers views to sea.
CENTER RIGHT: Technical wing's stair-
well projects from canted stone facade.
BELOW: Two-part building is one of
four new landmarks at major intersec-
tions in the Olympic Village.
PLANS: Buildings withdraw from street
edge at ground level to give openness
to sidewalk; fourth floor of technical
wing connects via ramps to two floors
of elliptical office building.

Designated as a landmark in Barcelo-
na's urban fabric, Jaume Bach and
Gabriel Mora's telephone exchange

building came with the promise of special
status. One of four buildings in Oriol Bohi-
gas' Olympic Village master plan, the tele-
phone building both denotes a major inter-
section and creates a gateway by spanning a
side street where it meets a commercial
boulevard, Calle Joan d'Austria.

Bach and Mora are masters at distilling
building programs into their essential parts.
The telephone exchange building's formal
composition relies on the interplay of a rec-
tangle and an ellipse. Here, the architects
have forsaken literal symmetry for a more
fragile formal balance, creating a tension be-
tween the prismatic block containing the sta-
tion's automated equipment and the sensu-
ous cylinder housing administrative offices.

Granite cladding imbues the technical
wing with a fortresslike character, typified by
rough, chiseled surfaces on all but the south-
west facade, which is polished smooth to re-
flect the Mediterranean sun. There, a project-
ing two-story-tall window transforms an
interior stair into an element of immense vi-
sual power. This window is made more
prominent by the canted wall of the technol-
ogy block, which tilts over the sidewalk.

In contrast, the six-story oval tower across
the street gradually pulls away from the
street edge. The tower, marked by corru-
gated aluminum cladding and bands of rib-
bon windows with perforated metal eyebrows,
houses the company's administrative func-
tions. Its elliptical footprint is broken only by
the recessed northwest-facing entrance.

Linking the two buildings at the third and
fourth floors is a horizontal wedge that strad-
dles the side street. Inside, connecting ramps
and a great room offer views of the sea. As a
diamond in the rough of new housing blocks
that now constitute post-Olympics Barcelona,
the telephone exchange is a compelling
demonstration that infrastructure buildings
needn't be dreary. —Vernon Mays

FOURTH FLOOR
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Art and Exhibition Hall
Bonn, Germany
Gustav Peichl, Architect
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Germany's new Art and Exhibition
Hall in the affluent suburbs of Bonn
is a toy fortress, a refined citadel of

tectonic delights. Its political ambition is to
host and stimulate developments in art and
science in Germany's temporary capital, a
rninimetropolis seldom associated with the
avant-garde. In reaction to Bonn's small-
town reputation, the local and federal gov-
ernments have instigated a major program to
construct a series of cultural containers. Com-
missioned for the nationally funded hall is the
Viennese architect Gustav Peichl, a designer
whose architecture synthesizes glistening
technology with arcadian landscapes.

The exhibition hall sits within Bonn's
southern fringe, near the Rhine and Giinther
Behnisch's recently completed parliament
building. Peichl shares his plot on a tree-lined
thoroughfare with the new Bonn Art Mu-
seum, designed by Axel Schultes; the new
hall faces that museum across a narrow plaza
marked by an arbor and some topiary diver-

sions. On all four sides, the exhibition hall
presents immaculately tailored sandstone fa-
cades with autonomous rows of punched
windows. The pinstripes of polished granite
inlay over a chamfered base alert observers to
Peichl's particular finesse with details.

To direct the visitor with elaborate archi-
tectural maneuvers is not something this
building really needs to do. Stalking the side-
walk alongside the Art and Exhibition Hall
and plaza is a taut troupe of 16 rusty pylons,
representing each of reunified Germany's
constituent states. And above the plinth of
the hall, the roofline is punctured by three
tile-clad cones. Luminous and sharp, these
willfully exotic lanterns light the galleries be-
neath and at night serve as beacons in the
neighborhood. Symbolizing the three arts of
painting, sculpture, and architecture, they
become the graphic icon of the project.

Visitors enter the building through a ver-
tical gap in the massive perimeter, a crevice
in which hangs a shining torpedo of a light-

II

FACING PAGE: Screened by 16 columns
that represent the German states,
Bonn's Art and Exhibition Hall is en-
tered through a north-facing slot.
TOP RIGHT: Cones of tile, metal, and
glass, ranging in height from 16 me-
ters to 2 5 meters, dominate sculpture
lawn on roof of exhibition hall.
AXONOMETRIC: Museum is divided into
quadrants, surrounded by a perimeter
zone of offices, studios, and storage.
Galleries are illuminated by cones.
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ing fixture. With its placement of architec-
tural components and ornament, this thresh-
old is thoroughly Viennese, a clear signal of
Peichl's origins. Inside the gap, the visitor en-
counters an open, triangular forecourt,
framed on its long side by undulating glass
and, above, by mechanical vents that are care-
fully presented as high-tech talismans. The
foyer is a small marketplace of information
and sales kiosks, with a group of sharp metal
extrusions leading to the gallery circuit.

Peichl organized the Art and Exhibition
Hall into quadrants divided by smaller cham-
bers in which one encounters objects.
Through a stylized portico into the main
gallery, visitors approach the undercroft of
the largest of the three cones, a tempietto of
columns flooded with light. In the next
quadrant, to the southwest, is another tempi-
etto straddling a mezzanine over the exhibi-
tion space. Stairs spill down against a
secluded atrium, an introducer of light di-
agonally opposite the entrance court.

The fourth sector, in the northwest cor-
ner, is called the Forum, an expensively fitted
box for conferences and performances. In its
foyer, a narrow staircase ascends directly to
the bottom of the smallest cone, positioning
visitors at almost the exact center of Peichl's
play. The galleries of the Art and Exhibition
Hall afford a certain degree of curatorial flex-
ibility, as they are surrounded by a thick
perimeter zone that is subdivided into offices,
storage, and studios, allowing those small
rooms secondary access and daylight.

Guided to this orthogonal solution by an
inherited master plan, Peichl exploited the
existing situation by creating an ornate
sculpture garden on the roof. From the plaza,
a staircase of code-defying severity is usually
crowded with visitors to the terrace, with its
exquisitely detailed, conical skylights and
whimsical sculpture. Although inaccessible
from the galleries, on a sunny day, this sur-
real landscape of plants and cones is the most
popular attraction in town. —Raymund Ryan

ABOVE: Cones and undulating glass
wall of reception foyer glow at night.
RIGHT: Forum theater seats 500.
PLANS: Galleries and Forum are ringed
by smaller rooms for administration,
storage, and services.

1 ENTRANCE

2 FOYER

3 GREAT HALL

4 ATRIUM HALL

5 FORUM THEATER

6 GALLERY

7 EXHIBIT PREPARATION

8 OFFICE

9 RESTAURANT

10 ROOF GARDEN
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ABOVE: Cone-topped tempietto is lo-
cated in the southeast gallery.
LEFT: At top of stairs from foyer, red
vaulted exhibition room is Peichl's
homage to Viennese tradition.
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HurdlnS°'-8
windows use an
advanced glazing
system for
unsurpassed
comfort when
it's cold.

Hurd
InSol-88

windows have
an insulating value
of R8 (center of glass)?
The result? You can create
a much more comfortable
environment for your clients even when
it's 0° outside.

And Hurd gives you a choice of beautiful,
durable windows in hundreds of sizes and shapes
that offer you the option to fine tune a building
for the most energy efficiency possible.

Inside GlassTemperature Comparisons
7flo (0° Outside/70° Ambient Room Temperature)

60°

50°

40°

30°

44°

Insulated Glass Low E/Argon Hurd InSol-8

You can even reduce the HVAC investment
without compromising comfort and design.

Find out more. See your Hurd distributor
or call 1-800-2BE-HURD. Or write Hurd
Millwork Co., 575 South Whelen Ave., Medford,
Wisconsin 54451.

Circle 78 on information card

Hurd windows look good in fine print and even better up close. See for yourself- 'Calculations based on center of glass values for Hurd InSol-8 win

using the Superglass System with Heat Mirror Film in 1" thickness. Total unit value is 5.5 for commercial size units, 4.6 for residential size units. All 3af

were collected using the standard ASHRAE1989 calculation method and standard winter conditions of 0/70/15. Calculations using LBL Window 3.1

Computer Modeling Software. InSol-S is a registered trademark of Hurd Millwork Co. Supergbss System and Heat Mirror are trademarks of Southwall

Technologies. {.'-'1993 Hurd Millwork Company, Medford, Wisconsin 54451.

When^bu're Serious
About Windows™
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Intelligent
enough
to work on
its own. Classic™ is the first pen plotter that

can work unattended all day or
all night. Advanced electronics,

ink level sensing, and automatic cutting
and rolling provide reliable performance
- plot after plot. Classic has eight pens, and can
plot in color on A to E cut sheet or roll media.
Resolution is twice as fine as most pen plotters,

\\fedrawon
your imagination."

and over three times as fine as 600 DPI
inkjets. And now we've reduced the list
price to only $5,995!* Classic gives you
better value and more productivity
than other plotters costing thousands of

dollars more. See for yourself. For complete
information, or the name of the nearest CalComp
dealer, call 800-932-1212, ext.700.

A Lockheed Company Circle 80 on information card

*MSRP in U.S. dollars. Reduced price effective July 1,1993. Classic is a trademark application of CalComp Inc. Plot courtesy of AutoDesk, Inc. © 1993 CalComp Inc. All rights reserved.



USING ANDERSEN® WINDOWS FREED
AN ARCHITECT RE-CREATES THE Bn

"Our student center is a two-thirds replica of
Philadelphia's Independence Hall," said architect
Jim Booher. "We used Andersen® windows freely along
with solar control Andersen High-Performance Sun
glass. That gives the students great views through
20-foot-high windows but without excessive heat gain'.'

"In fact, the Andersen glass reduced air
conditioning tonnage by 30%'.'

'And with the brick, fiberglass tower and vinyl-clad
Andersen units, our 'Independence Hall' exterior is
virtually independent of upkeep'.'

Look into Andersen® windows for your next design.
They've been proven —in independent tests.

For the name of your Andersen representative,
call 1-800-426-7691. Or write Andersen Commercial
GrouprBox 12, Bayport, MN 55003.

1. MASONRY WALL
2. GYPSUM BOARD
3. INTERIOR WOOD TRIM
4. ANDERSEN"CIRCLE TOP

WINDOW UNIT
5. BRICK ARCH AND VENEER
6. ANDERSEN" HIGH-PERFORMANCE

SUN GLASS

7. STONE VENEER
8. ANDERSEN"VINYL

LAMINATED BOARD (OPTIONAL)
9. WOOD FRAMING AND BLOCKING

10. SlLICONE SEALANT
WITH BACKER ROD

11. ANDERSEN®AWNING
WINDOW UNIT



:E OF AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE.

JOHN G. MAHLER

STUDENT CENTER

DALLAS BAPTIST

UNIVERSITY

DALLAS,

TEXAS

ARCHITECT:

JIM BOOHER

BOOHER/McGEE

& ASSOCIATES, INC.

DALLAS,
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GROUP;
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LCN SENTRONIC®
CLOSER/HOLDERS
PROTECT LIVES
AND PROPERTY
FROM FIRE HAZARDS

Hyatt Hotel, St. Louis, MO; H.O.K., Architects, St. Louis.

These cross corridor doors are a life safety necessity in the St. Louis Hyatt Hotel.
Both the doors and their electronic contro s are in perfect harmony with the rich,
casual warmth of the architect's design.

The closer/holder combination is the LCN 4010 SED Sentronic, with a heavy duty
Smoothee® Closer. The SED features an adjustable, single point hold-open and a
built-in ionization detector. If smoke is detected, or eectric current is interrupted,
hold-open is released, automatically closing the fire and smoke barrier doors.

For complete information, on these and other LCN door controls to meet your
functional and aesthetic requirements, see Sweet's Section 8.

In U.S.A.: LCN Closers, P.O. Box TOO, Princeton, IL61356-0100;
(815) 875-331J.
In Canada: Ingersoll-Rand Door Hardware, Mississauga, Ontario LE5-1E4;
(416)278-6128.

Circle 84 on information card

LCN CLOSERS
Part of worldwide Ingersoll-Rand



Technology &
Practice

127 Info

131 Working Abroad

141 Negotiating International
Contracts

147 Computers Go to School

157 Glass Under Tension

Our Technology & Practice section this month addresses international de-
sign from the perspective of the American practitioner. Drawing on his
experience in the Far East and on current projects in Madrid, Frankfurt,

and Zurich, architect William Alisse investigates the strategies and achievements
of U.S. firms in three of the most competitive international markets—Germany,
Japan, and Mexico. San Francisco lawyer and member of the AIA'S growing Com-
mittee on International Practice Kenneth Natkin explains the legal ramifications
of working abroad, emphasizing the financial precautions that U.S. architects
should consider before undertaking foreign projects.

Five schools of architecture—New Jersey Institute of Technology, University of
Southern California, Mississippi State, University of Oregon, and Texas A&M—
have shifted studio work from drafting board to computer. As a result, instructors
and students have discovered new dimensions of interactive instruction.

Pioneered abroad, new tensile cladding systems of glass, stainless steel, and
composite materials defy the standard limits of span and transparency. Especially
given this issue's emphasis on trade between nations, it seems appropriate that the
structural systems in our cladding update were modeled after sailboat hulls and
rigging developed for transcontinental races.
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FOLLANSBEE
ROOFING METALS

responding to design needs around the world
Keishu Art Museum

Seoul, Korea
Housing Complex

* United States Embassy
^ Tokyo, Japan

— Architect: Harry Weese

Poudnere de I Esplanade
Quebec City, Quebec

Architects: Denis St-Louis &
Associes, Architectes

Arena
Stockley Park, Heathrow
Architects: Arup Associate

Dazaifu Treasures Museum
Tokyo, Japan
Architects: Satoh Total Planning
and Architecture

FOLLANSBEE® STEEL
Salegian Boys School Gymnasium
Tokyo, Japan
Architects: Sakakura Architects World Class Roofing

Epping Forest Civic Offices
Essex County, England
Architects: Richard Reed Architects

International Airport
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Architects: Tasso Katseias Associates

McClain Athletic Facility
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin
Architects: Bowen, Williamson, Zimmerman

T£RNE...the beauty of color
TCS?..beauty by mother nature

FOLLANSBEE
FOLLANSBEE STEEL • FOLLANSBEE, WV 26037

Call us toll-free 800-624-6906
Circle 86 on information card

MADE IN U.S.A.
and available

in the UK and in Europe
through

FOLLANSBEE UK, Ltd.
44-81-367-6463

and
BRODERICK STRUCTURES

44-483-750-207

in the Pacific Rim
through

SUMITOMO
(03) 3237-4134
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White House and U.S.
Department of Energy seek
architects' green expertise.

Workshop Focuses on
Energy Design Tools

A conference on energy and environ-
mental design resources sponsored
by the AIA and the Association of
Collegiate Schools of Architecture
(ACSA) was held recently in Wash-
ington, D.C., to chart high-tech ad-
vances in energy monitoring for the
Department of Energy (DOE).

Organized by Deane Evans and
Jane Willeboordse of the AIA/ACSA
Council for Architectural Research,
the Energy Design Tools Workshop
brought together architects, com-
puter programmers, builders, re-
searchers, utility executives, and
government officials to discuss com-
puter software for analyzing the en-
ergy efficiency of buildings. Over the
past 15 years, the DOE has devel-
oped the computer programs DOE-1
and DOE-2 to establish guidelines for
thermal- and light-efficient build-
ings. These guidelines have become
construction industry standards, but
not without controversy and compe-
tition from the free market.

The difference between private
and public sector investment in en-
ergy technology is sizable. The utili-
ties industry will spend $3 billion to
$5 billion this year on U.S. energy
production, while the DOE has allo-
cated only $2 million for research in
energy-saving technologies.

The two-day workshop addressed
such issues as thermal-efficiency de-
sign analysis and ecological impact
forecasting. Michael Totten, senior
associate for policy at the Interna-
tional Institute for Energy Conserva-
tion, argued that energy costs and
environmental conservation must be
seen in the same light: The World
Bank expects to spend $3 trillion per
decade on utilities in developing
countries, creating international in-
frastructures that could devastate re-
gional ecologies and economies with-
out accurately forecasting their
environmental toll.

Current energy-related software
is limited by lack of a common for-
mat. For example, few of the ther-
mal-efficiency and lighting tools that
professor Murray Milne and his stu-
dents at the University of California,
Los Angeles (UCLA), have developed
could be cross-accessed by engineers
and architects at Ove Arup & Part-
ners, where similar programs are de-
veloped in-house to meet the needs
of a particular building. This lack of
integration is due primarily to the
incompatibility between different

WHITE HOUSE: AIA volunteers devise plan to improve environmental quality.

• • - •

WIN-DOE: Analyzes building systems.

CAD programs and between CAD
and utility-analysis programs.

Although AutoCAD was praised
for its open-endedness by Loren
Abraham, advanced design research
manager at Andersen Corporation,
he lamented that many CAD systems
neither communicate with AutoCAD
nor with the systems being devel-
oped for building and environment
analysis. As noted at the conference,
ease of use and CAD interface are
prerequisites for marketing software.

Participant Stephen Selkowitz is
working at the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratories in Berkeley, California,
to reintegrate DOE-2. Selkowitz
oversees development of both Win-
DOE, an upgrade of DOE-2 for
PC/Windows, and Energy Design
Advisor, a simplified, CAD-ready
version of the DOE programs for
smaller architectural firms (ARCHI-
TECTURE, June 1993, pages 125-
127). He explained that as the DOE's
funding decreased over the past
decade, ease-of-use investment in
new software was the first area to be
cut; remaining funds were focused
on energy analysis complexities.

After 12 years of less than enthu-
siastic support at the federal level,
the Building Systems Division of the
DOE, led by Louis V. Divone, associ-
ate deputy assistant secretary of
building technologies, will turn the
recommendations of this workshop,
and a second, more policy-related
workshop planned for October, into
sound energy directives for the Clin-
ton administrarion. — Joe Day

DOE'S RADIANCE: Models lighting.

AIA Plans to "Green"
the White House

In a long tradition of service to the
White House, the AIA convened 80
architects and environmentalists in
the nation's capital in July who have
volunteered to undertake a "green-
ing" of the White House. Over a
two-day session, the group devised
plans to transform the Executive
Mansion into a "symbol" of a clean
environment, in response to Presi-
dent Bill Clinton's Earth Day pledge.

Architects and building experts
from across the nation worked in
teams on such issues as improving
the building envelope, air quality,
interior fixtures, and recycling. Par-
ticipants included Amory B. Lovins,
vice president of the Rocky Moun-
tain Institute; architect Randolph
Croxton of New York; and Omi
Walden, CEO of Advanced Photo-
voltaic Systems in New Jersey.

Kirk Gastinger, chairman of the
AIA's Committee on The Environ-
ment, says the purpose of the meet-
ing was to "develop pro bono strate-
gies and criteria for design." The
White House's Office on Environ-
mental Policy is steering the "green-
ing" process internally.

Meanwhile, Hillary Rodham
Clinton's staff is coordinating a
$400,000, privately funded redeco-
ration of the White House by Little
Rock designer Kaki Hockersmith,
independent of the AIA's efforts. The
AIA's "greening" plan will begin in
October.—Bradford McKee
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SPECSystem
is fast and
increases
productivity,
freeing hours
for design
or whatever
else you
want to do.

SPECSystem:
CreatedToPutMore

Time In Your Life.
For most designers, writing specifications is a time-consuming chore. That's why
SPECSystem is the growing choice of so many who want to cut the hours they spend
producing specs and gain more time for design. It's an interactive system with

tutorials which help you make the decisions that are right for your design. An audit
trail gives you a complete record of your decisions for future reference.

«sy%t SPECSystem's monthly updates mean accurate specs
.//%• f/i, every time. SPECSystem is on a compact disk — read only memory

/ ' '<~ f / / / X. (CD-ROM) and is updated monthly so you have timely information in
>/7 //v - your specs. Whether you're producing preliminary, short-form, or
=y ///. full project specifications, SPECSystem gives you confidence
ss^y?'. ' your project has the right specs every time. ;v«=

5§ SPECSystem is based on time-tested resources. ^
: Jointly developed by the AIA and the Sweet's Group of ^f 5?

McGraw-Hill* SPECSystem has more than 400 sections patterned ./\r MASTERSPEC. It's organized according to the CSI y>\. • '

MASTERFORMAT system and covers Divisions 1-16, with / ; ;
sections identified by the CSI system of five-digit numbers '"> /"
and titles. SPECSystem has automated editing, options for ^-;L

printing, and capability for producing customized notes, , - ; •
See for yourself how SPECSystem can create more time for

~^^- you. Use the coupon or call us toll-free at 1-800-424-5080,
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Mexico

American firms succeed in
Mexico by adapting U.S.
methods to fit local materials.

RIGHT: Tower will complete Parque
Fundidora, a 550-room hotel in Mon-
terrey, Mexico, by Arquitectonica.
FACING PAGE, TOP LEFT: The Urbano

Alameda, a 275,000-square-foot office
and retail complex in Mexico City by
RTKX Associates, capitalizes on local
building technologies,
FACING PAGE, TOP HMSHT: La Strada, a
40-building complex in Mexico City
scheduled to be completed in 1995 by
Kaplan McLaughlin Diaz, comprises
130,000 square feet of office and
street-level retail along a public paseo.
FACING PAGE, BELOW LEFT AND RIGHT:

Centre Commercial Santa Fe, a new
1 million-square-foot retail center in
Mexico City, will inaugurate HOK's
new offices in the capital, the firm's
fifth international satellite.
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American architects tread gin-
gerly in unstable Latin
American markets, but rene-

gotiated debts and increased au-
tomation in Chile, Venezuela, and
especially Mexico are attracting de-
velopment and reconstruction.

Ratification of the North Ameri-
can Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
in its present form would allow most
North American companies to ex-
pand freely across the borders. The
AIA and NCARB and their Mexican
and Canadian counterparts have
been preparing for NAFTA's passage
since 1991 by hosting a series of con-
ferences to discuss the potential for
trilateral professional accreditation.

Even without NAFTA, our Mexi-
can neighbor is currently in the
midst of substantial construction de-
velopment, reflecting an expanding
economy. For American architects,
success in Mexico could lead to fu-
ture opportunities within the largely
unventured Latin American market.

Mexico has a rich tradition of na-
tive building materials utilized and
scaled in ways unfamiliar to most
outsiders. Mexico's wide variety of
granite, marble, terrazzo, masonry,
and ceramic tile products, often in
rough-textured finishes and dazzling
color palettes, continue to be widely
used and a source of inspiration for
both local and foreign architects. The
quality of workmanship does vary in
Mexico, but lower labor costs allow
masonry and other labor-intensive
crafts to flourish. Finish plaster and
mortar work, while declining else-
where in the world, is considered
particularly well executed in Mexico.

Such traditional building prac-
tices can offer surprising advantages.
Wimberly Allison Tong and Goo of
Honolulu took advantage of local 6-
to 12-inch-thick masonry and stucco
partitioning to enhance acoustics in
a 2,700-acrc resort in Nayarit,

The major challenge facing
American architects working in

Mexico may well arise from at-
tempts to deviate from established
Mexican construction norms. Until
recently, reinforced concrete framing
was generally employed due to the
high cost of developing a local struc-
tural steel industry. Deviation from
such building and material stan-
dards usually requires importing for-
eign labor as well as products, and
although Mexico poses none of the
trading restrictions limiting impor-
tation in Japan, Mexican projects
that are dependent on imported ma-
terials generally prove to be lengthy,
more expensive, and subsequently
unattractive to clients.

The apparent trend is not to de-
viate, but instead to adapt to local
practices. This pragmatic approach
was adopted by Askew Nixon Fergu-
son & Wolfe to meet the schedule
for their Federal Express City Distri-
bution Station in Mexico City, a typ-
ical example of the growing market
for 20,000- to 40,000-square-foot

fast-track projects American compa-
nies are generating in Mexico. In this
warehouse renovation, block ma-
sonry and plaster construction re-
placed standard gypsum board parti-
tioning, which is virtually unused
south of the border,

Armando Gallardo of RTKL's
Dallas office further stresses that cul-
tivating personal relationships is an
essential aspect of working with
Mexican colleagues: "I found myself
dining with one client's extended
family after signing a contract."

It's too early to assess how Amer-
ican architects are faring in Mexico,
because the architectural market re-
mains relatively young, with few
participants from the United States.
But with many earthquake-dam-
aged cities undergoing reconstruc-
tion and hotels and commercial
buildings rising throughout the na-
tion, more and more opportunities
are predicted, adding to Mexico's
promising prospects.
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Germany

Germany's high quality of
workmanship offers American
architects opportunities to
showcase design talents.

RIGHT AND FACING PAGE, TOP RIGHT: Kohn

Pedersen Fox's London office is respon-
sible for a 900,000-square-foot, mixed-
use development in Frankfurt.
FACING PAGE, TOP LEFT: One of Murphy/
Jahn's German projects is a 236,000-
square-foot office complex for an insur-
ance company in Mannheim.
FACING PAGE, BELOW LEFT AND RIGHT:

Perkins and Will's 2.6 million-square-
foot, mixed-use development in Berlin
just won design approval. The firm's
German joint-venture office moved
from Frankfurt to Berlin last year.
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American architects marketing
in newly unified Germany
are discovering a notably ac-

tive construction industry despite the
pressures of a national recession.
While modernizing its eastern half,
Germany's highly skilled work force
also stands poised to help rebuild the
vast array of emerging Eastern Euro-
pean nations. Germany clearly offers
an important market, particularly for
infrastructure development in the
east. Yet even with its modern in-
dustry and progressive culture, Ger-
many is prone to unique regional
construction practices that essen-
tially prevent uniformity in the
building industry from taking root
across Europe. Typical of Germany
are the competitions that determine
the fate of commissions and an au-
thoritative system of confusing
building codes that American archi-
tects find frustrating.

German building officials, in re-
sponse to local public concern over

environmental issues, scrutinize con-
struction projects to ensure compli-
ance with guidelines for energy con-
servation, natural light, and noise
control that exceed American stan-
dards. For example, Richard Meier
and Partners' Daimler-Benz AG Re-
search Center in Ulm standardized
central fire-corridor planning in its
upper levels to provide natural light
to all interior spaces, as per German
natural light requirements, which
typically give rise to narrower build-
ing forms and interior courtyards.

Interior construction in Germany
is meticulously checked by the au-
thorities for fire safety compliance.
Local guidelines limit the use of non-
rated timber and glass products and
base most partitioning on 90-minute
fire-rated construcrion.

Nevertheless, building in Ger-
many is a solid opportunity to show-
case American design talent abroad
because German construction stan-
dards mirror American-quality work-

manship and precision more than
anywhere else in Europe. Moreover,
American architects soon discover
that viable technical alternatives of-
ten surface in local building practice.

Richard Meier and Partners, who
won its first European commission in
Germany in 1979, recenrly adopted
one such alternative for the Daimler-
Benz AG Research Center in Ulm.
The project's exterior metal panel
cladding was installed with a local
open-jointing method in lieu of the
surface-sealed procedure common in
America. By sealing ar the plane of
the concrete backing, a preferred es-
thetic effect was achieved.

Building materials familiar to
American architects are utilized
widely in Germany, and specialist
products such as elevators, lighting
systems, stonework, and metal
cladding are particularly well exe-
cuted. Material selection, however, is
strongly influenced by German fire
safety criteria. Pallas-Stuttgart, Mur-

phy/Jahn's new office project in a
fotmer industrial sector of Stuttgart,
responds to local guidelines by utiliz-
ing thick, fireproof glazing with
heavy framing, as well as structural
concrete construction in lieu of steel.
Sprayed fireproofing is not permitted
in Germany, virtually eliminating
the use of structural steel, which oth-
erwise is too costly to fireproof.

The German economy has be-
come less robust in recent times due
to the financial strains imposed by
reunification, as well as the effects of
shrinking markets all over the world.
For architects, this recession trans-
lates into a decline in commercial
construction, although housing and
urban development in eastern Ger-
many continue to grow. Neverthe-
less, because the local building re-
strictions are so challenging,
Germany serves as an ideal training
ground for American architects seek-
ing future opportunities throughout
the European continent.
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fter two decades of phe-
nomenal economic

.growth, Japan has finally
opened the doors to Western ar-
chitects. New trade agreements
have helped pave the way for
American architects, particularly
singled out for their experience in
designing coastal developments,
retirement communities, and
housing projects.

For years sogo-seikkei seido, the
local allowable setback, bulk, and
floor-area-ratio restrictions have
been so literally observed in
Japan that many building profiles
resemble setback diagrams. Nev-
ertheless, these restrictions allow
for negotiating bonus space. Ka-
plan McLaughlin Diaz's (KMD's) el-
egant Royal Washington Hotel in
Hiroshima, for example, achieved
additional floors through the
provision of an outdoor garden
area and a pass-through link be-
tween two streets.

ods have evolved in response to
Japan's challenging seismic re-
quirements, as evidenced by
HOK's Tokyo Telecom Center, a
mammoth telecommunications
office and equipment building.
One of its most striking features
will be the one-story-high, waf-
fle-slab-like grid foundation, de-
signed to resist seismic forces
within the landfill surround.

Success at the initial design
phase is critical in Japan, but can
be difficult for Americans be-
cause of tremendous cultural dif-
ferences. Practically every aspect
of business etiquette differs from
that in the West, further compli-
cating a design process that U.S.
architects generally judge to be
slow and philosophical.

During the planning stage,
Americans may be surprised to
find that the preferred .8-meter
module floor-planning grid is

based on the traditional Japanese
tatami floor-mat dimensions. Sim-
ilarly, the term tsubo, a uniquely
Japanese unit of measure approxi-
mately equal to 48 square feet, is
frequently utilized in lieu of
square meters. Another dimen-
sional difference is found in the
varying floor-to-floor heights ac-
ceptable in Japan, which tend to
be lower than in America and may
give rise to unexpected additional
stories in high-rise construction.

Mixed-use buildings are com-
mon in Japan, requiring Ameri-
can architects to confront detailed
and all-encompassing Japanese
project programs. KPF's Nagoya
Station Building features asym-
metrical towers that symbolize
Nagoya's prominence as a trans-
portation gateway city. The pro-
ject includes a typically Japanese
mixed-use program integrating a
train station, office, hotel, depart-
ment store, museum, and public

restaurant within well over 4 mil-
lion square feet of high-rise and
subterranean space.

The secret to a successful pro-
ject in Japan may lie in the cre-
ative knack that collaborating
Japanese and American teams are
showing in response to technical
criteria. For instance, KMD, which
recently opened a second Japan-
ese branch office in Nagoya (the
firm's Tokyo branch opened in
1991), responded to local setback
restrictions by sculpting the roof
of the Royal Washington Hotel—
to suggest a Samurai helmet.

Unfortunately, Japan's reces-
sion, while not as serious as in the
West, has slowed down the build-
ing industry. As in Germany,
commercial construction has de-
clined while infrastructure devel-
opment continues. Experts are
anticipating a strong recovery,
however, with a new building
boom emerging by 1995.
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T&P Practice

Negotiating
International
Contracts
American architects must

carefully consider the legal

and economic implications

of working abroad.
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differences in attitudes and

As the world's economies become more
interdependent, American architects
are increasingly seeking new oppor-

tunities to export their expertise. Interna-
tional projects entail a number of issues that
are unique to international contracts.

Contracts serve to define the obligations
and expectations of parties and to allocate the
risks accordingly. Certain contract provisions
and terms common in the United States may
be offensive or unacceptable in another cul-
ture. Services seen as customary in one coun-
try may be considered extraordinary in an-
other. Similarly, words and phrases may be
culturally susceptible to different interpreta-
tions. Thus, in undertaking work abroad,
American architects must develop a cultural
understanding and appreciation of the for-
eign country to be sensitive to its differences
in attitudes and customs, and to appreciate
its business and legal environments.

Consider law and forum
An architect negotiating an agreement to
provide professional services for a foreign
client must immediately confront an impor-
tant choice regarding the law which will gov-
ern the contract and the forum in which dis-
putes will be adjudicated.

The 1987 AIA edition of the standard B-
141 contract states that the agreement shall
be governed by the laws of the principal
place of business of the architect. Obviously,
such a provision may not be acceptable to a
foreign client; similarly, a provision specify-

**»!..•»

ing the law of the place of a project or the
law of the place of the business of the client
may be equally objectionable to the architect.
Before agreeing to such a provision, an archi-
tect should become familiar with the legal
system and local regulations of the country in
which the architect plans to provide services.

The choice of law involves a variety of
other important legal and statutory matters
such as lien rights, statutes of limitations,
employment relations, the possibility of arbi-
tration, and regulation of business activity.
The choice of language of the contract is sig-
nificant, since international construction pro-
jects are often negotiated and implemented
in more than one language. Ideally, the con-
tract should be written so that one language
controls the meaning of the contract. Often,
however, contracts stipulate that both lan-
guages control the meaning, presenting an
increased risk of a dispute arising out of dis-
parate translations and interpretations.

Throughout most of the world, there are
two main systems of law: civil and common.
A common law system applies generally in
the United States, the United Kingdom, and
some countries of the Far East. But in the
majority of countries, including France,
Spain, Germany, and most of South America,
a civil law system applies. In those nations
applying civil law, the law is highly and intri-
cately codified, and judicial determinations
are controlled accordingly. In contrast, the
courts in countries applying common law are
guided by judicial precedent.
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Foreign business practices
Just as the legal systems, laws, regulations,
and codes vary among countries, so, too, does
the design and construction process. Conse-
quently, methods of design and standards of
construction affect the role of the architect,
the services expected, and the relationship of
the architect to other participants in the de-
sign and construction process. In contrast to
the familiar U.S. tripartite process involving
owner, contractor, and architect, France, for
example, is characterized by a bipartite
arrangement involving only a contractor and
owner, who employs an architect solely as an
agent to produce designs. Contractually, the
architect has few, if any, responsibilities for
coordinating the work of the contractor or
supervising the contractor's work.

Procurement methods for public and pri-
vate clients significantly differ around the
world. Whether traditional, design-build,
turnkey, or build-operate-transfer, each
method influences the role of the architect.

It is imperative that architects carefully
define their role and tailor that role in accor-
dance with project delivery methods as well
as with the expectations of the client. The
American architect is commonly called upon
by foreign clients to provide design expertise,
with services limited to schematic design and
design development phases, although this
role is beginning to change. In any circum-
stances, the scope of the work must be pre-
cisely delineated in the contract. The distinc-
tion between basic and additional services is
important, especially in fixed-fee contracts, as
foreign clients often expect all design services
to be included in the fixed fee.

It is also common for American firms to
partner with local architectural and/or con-
sulting firms. Such an association involves
numerous professional practice issues such as
registration and licensing. These relationships
should be addressed contractually; the role of
each member of the design and construction
team should be carefully identified.

An international construction contract can
also be affected by U.S. law. The legitimacy
of payments made to someone in authority, a
common request in some countries, may be
questioned and considered in violation of the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. Payment
terms and fee schedules should comply with
all applicable law, foreign and domestic.

A common complaint of American archi-
tects practicing abroad is not getting paid for
services performed. Dealing successfully with
this economic risk is closely associated with
the currency, method of payment, and sched-

ule of payment for services rendered; all must
be delineated clearly in the contract.

Hedging against currency fluctuations is
complex and extremely risky. Because of this
uncertainty, most firms choose to be com-
pensated in U.S. dollars, and the contract
should so stipulate. If payment is to be made
in a foreign currency, the contract might ad-
dress the issue of currency fluctuations by fix-
ing the rate of exchange; risk (and benefit) is
then assumed by the architect's client.

Architects can contractually help to ensure
payment through several methods, including
obtaining a large retainer (recommended
minimum of two months' projected fees) to
be credited against the last invoice. Another
method is to establish a fixed schedule of
monthly payments, for a specified amount,
not necessarily related to the work per-
formed, but assuring regular payments.

Letters of credit
While not as familiar to architects, letters of
credit, everyday instruments of payment in
international commerce, are another method
of ensuring payment of fees for a foreign pro-
ject. The letter of credit is basically an under-
taking by a bank on behalf of its customer,
whereby the bank promises the architect will
receive payment if the architect performs in
accordance with certain stipulated conditions.
Basically, a letter of credit substitutes the
credit of the bank for that of the client. An
irrevocable letter of credit is most common,
as it can not be cancelled without the consent
of the parties and the issuing bank.

Letters of credit typically deal in tangible
items, covering shipment of equipment or
products. Because architects provide a ser-
vice, care should be given to specifying the
conditions obligating the bank to make pay-
ment. For example, the letter of credit can
call for a minimum number of documents; a
statement attesting to the completion of the
architect's performance authenticated by a
third party; or simply conditioned upon the
shipment of drawings or an agreement with
the client that the statement of project com-
pletion is acceptable evidence to the bank.
Progress payments are permissible, providing
evidence can be supplied that certain phases
of the project have been fulfilled during the
life of the letter of credit.

A standby letter of credit is basically an
undertaking by a bank to pay the architect
upon project completion, but with the addi-
tional advantage of requiring only that the
architect submit a statement attesting that
the work has been completed.
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Other contract provisions can also help.
The right to stop work in the event of non-
payment is a wise contractual provision.
Carefully drafted, such a contractual provi-
sion can be a powerful inducement for pay-
ment, particularly accompanied by the archi-
tect's right to withhold work in the event of
nonpayment. Similarly, properly drafted
ownership of documents and copyright provi-
sions can be of value to assure payment.

Tax ramifications
The tax ramifications of international practice
can be extremely complex; every country has
a different set of tax laws. U.S. treatment of
export revenues earned by an American com-
pany can differ depending on its Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) classification. American
companies with revenues from joint ventures
with a foreign company might face higher
tax rates, as might U.S. companies that set
up foreign subsidiaries, since foreign sub-
sidiaries of U.S. companies can be taxed by
both the host country and the IRS.

According to a recent survey, the United
States' effective tax rate on foreign income is
significantly higher than that of other coun-
tries. Combined with the tax surcharges some
foreign countries may apply to funds earned
in their countries, overall tax rates may be
even higher, making it clear that companies
in the United States must carefully plan to
control international tax bills.

These tax laws underscore the necessity of
seeking qualified tax advice to be certain that
contract provisions affecting both domestic
and foreign tax treatment are wisely ad-
dressed. Such considerations may determine
the selection of the legal entity through
which a firm enters into an international con-
tract. Tax advantages may inure to the bene-
fit of a joint venture with a local partner, say,
as opposed to equity ownership of a foreign
entity; or give tax advantages only to entities
in which foreign equity ownership does not
exceed a certain percentage.

The tax laws of different countries may .
not only exact income taxes, but business and
personal taxes, and value-added taxes, which
may be imposed on the architect's firm, ser-
vices provided, drawings prepared, and em-
ployees providing services. Such taxes should
be identified and, if possible, passed on to the
client through contract provisions.

While some countries (in Latin American
and the Middle East, for example) do not
permit arbitration of disputes between pri-
vate parties and governments, international
arbitration is gaining popularity and is the

preferred method of resolving international
construction disputes. Because such disputes,
more often than not, involve numerous par-
ties, a contract should specify whether other
parties can be compelled or permitted to join
in the formal arbitration proceedings.

Dispute resolution
Parties choosing to arbitrate should select the
arbitration forum and designate the arbitra-
tion institution. Several options may be con-
sidered regarding authority of the arbitrator
and the hearing procedure. Parties should
specify whether their case is to be heard be-
fore a single arbitrator or a panel of arbitra-
tors. Nationality of the arbitrator may be
designated. So, too, may the place of hearing
to provide for the convenience of the parties.
Neutral locations, such as London for Euro-
pean projects and Hong Kong for Asian pro-
jects, are often selected for such proceedings.
Choice of language should be specified and, if
necessary, translation services required.

Mediation is an alternative method of dis-
pute resolution, although, unlike arbitration,
mediation is not legally binding. Somewhat
more formal and structured, conciliation is
similar to mediation; the conciliator typically
takes a more active role in investigating the
dispute and proposing solutions, as opposed
to the mediator, who hears the facts pre-
sented by the parties. Conciliation is used in
China and other Pacific Rim countries.

Submission of disputes to a review board
established before the project commences is
another alternative. Typically, each party se-
lects one member and the third is chosen by
the two. Nonbinding recommendations are
made by the review board. An advantage of
this type of resolution is that disputes are ad-
dressed promptly as they are identified.

For architects working abroad, the cul-
tural, political, economic, tax, and legal as-
pects of the foreign country must be re-
searched and understood before wise contract
decisions can be made, and counseling on
these matters is advised. To meet the grow-
ing interest from U.S. firms, the AIA's Inter-
national Practice Committee has published
guidelines and checklists that thoroughly
clarify the process. Though the legal dimen-
sions of designing abroad require close atten-
tion, the rewards of building internationally
can be worth the risks.—Kenneth H. Nat kin

Kenneth H. Natkin, AlA, is a senior partner of the

San Francisco-based law firm of Natkin Weisbach
Higginbotham and a member of the AlA Interna-
tional Practice Committee.

For further reading

Overview:
International Practice Checklist (AlA,
1993)
Resource Guide for Practice in Foreign
Markets (AlA, 1993)

Choice of venue:
Survey of International Arbitration Sites
(American Arbitration Society, New
York, 1986)

Business abroad:
Global Architecture: New Markets, New
Opportunities (AlA, 1992)
International Trends in World Markets
(AlA, 1991)

International risks:
International Design and Practice:
Europe, Challenges and Opportunities for
the 90s (AlA, 1991)

Disputes and resolutions:
Getting Paid: Strategies to Insure Pay-
ment in Foreign Markets
(AlA, 1993)

The AIA-developed guidelines for
working abroad are available from:
9 Jay Gould Court, P.O. Box 753,
Waldorf, Maryland 20604. Contact:
800/365-ARCH or 800/678-7102.
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Hilton Head. Intense sun.High I
A beautiful place for prej

Hilton Head, one of the country's most
beautiful resorts, has some of the country's
most beautiful roofs.

And you can see them for yourself by
wandering over to the Ocean Palms Resort
at Port Royal, an interval ownership
development.

The roofs are eye-catching because the
architect in charge specified a roofing system
fabricated of Bethlehem's prepainted
Galvalume® sheet.

But instead of us telling you the story, we'll
let the architect in charge tell you. According
to Fred Geheber of Geheber & Lewis,
Architects, "A standing seam metal roof was
the only way to go. In choosing the roof
system, aesthetics was the most important
factor, life expectancy second."

Geheber continued, "Although the roof
design is very complex, we were confident
we could make it work. We looked for a

panel profile that had a narrow span, about
12" wide or less, to fit the scale of the
building."

After comparing a number of roofing
systems, the architect found the answer.
"We selected a roofing system manufactured
by Metal Building Components, Inc.
(MBCI). Specifically, their MBCI Craftsman
SB12 Polar White panels fabricated from
Bethlehem's 0.024" prepainted Galvalume
sheet. The panels are installed over 1/2"
plywood and a moisture barrier of 30-lb felt,"
stated Geheber.

He added, "With the moisture we have
here, due to the ocean and the abundance of
trees, materials such as wood and asphalt jus
wouldn't hold up. That's why the need for
a corrosion-resistant material such as pre-
painted Galvalume sheet was so crucial."
What's more, Bethlehem's stringent process
control program ensures that prepainted



T&P Computers

Computers
Go to School
For students at five schools,

computers are an integral

part of the design process.

RIGHT: Texas A&M student Tom Pear-
son's CAD model of a gateway for the
university's historic entrance.

Although much of an architecture stu-
dent's education occurs in classrooms,
the heart of the professional curricu-

lum is the design studio. Students spend most
of their time here, learning the skills and fun-
damental values they'll apply later in practice.
In most schools, the studio setting has not
changed for generations. Students continue to
work at drawing boards amid a clutter of
tracing paper and coffee cups; the instructor,
master of the atelier, visits with the students
at their desks to critique their drawings.

That traditional image is quickly disap-
pearing, however. In more and more schools,
paper is being replaced, at least in part, by

computers. These terminals and workstations
are not shared in a sterile, remote lab; they
are personal tools on students' desks. Each
school differs in how the equipment is se-
lected and applied to design. But all of the
schools encourage architecture students to
push the limits of digital media in their de-
sign explorations and presentations.

The survey of five schools that follows
shows that students now view computers as
a design tool, not a drafting tool. Unlike
many practitioners, these students assume
that the technology will be an essential and
integral part of the creative process and pro-
fessional life.—B.J. Nofitski
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3RD YEAR STUDIO: "Painted" hotel by Eric Trepkau. 3RD YEAR STUDIO: Hotel model by David Boyle.

NJIT: Variety in 2D and 3D media. 3RD YEAR STUDIO: Hotel rendering by Santo Barraco. 3RD YEAR STUDIO: Bird's eye view by Sergio Chavarria.

New Jersey Institute of Technology
The New Jersey Institute of Technology
(NJIT) is home to one of the most computer-
intensive schools of architecture in the U.S.
Since 1985, the curriculum has boasted com-
puter-integrated design studios, and every
freshman has received a tuition-funded per-
sonal computer. Beginning last year, the
computer studio was required for all third-
year students, and about 100 students
worked all year virtually without traditional
media. Professors Stephen Zdepski and
Glenn Goldman orchestrated this infusion of
technology and are working toward offering
computer studios for all five years.

The students begin with basic exercises
that teach them to apply "paint" and
"model," while demonstrating the differences
between traditional and electronic media. For
example, students model historic buildings
and then study them by manipulating color,
scale, and proportion. Design exercises al-
ways begin with a real context, such as a
scanned site photograph or a modeled urban
environment. The students work primarily in
3D and only occasionally project 2D plans,
sections, and elevations. To architects trained
in the tradition of studying spatial organiza-
tion in plan and elevation, this emphasis on
3D can be difficult. But those trained in
computer technology prefer to design their
projects in 3D views. "This is a new visual
language that takes getting used to," points

out NJIT's Zdepski. "It's only a problem for
traditionally trained architects because we're
in a temporary period of transition."

Whether students should learn to draw by
hand before they learn to model on a com-
puter is an ongoing debate among academics.
Some argue that traditional skills are an im-
portant prerequisite for any design thinking.
Goldman and Zdepski think that hand-eye
coordination can be learned as well with elec-
tronic media as with drawing and that work-
ing with computer-generated perspectives ac-
tually improves drawing ability. In any case,
until software succeeds in replicating the
"fuzzy" sketching architects love to do on
napkins, the need for paper and pencil will
remain. But after a design moves from a
sketchbook to an NJIT computer, there is
rarely a move back to paper. "The design
process is changing," notes Zdepski. "We no
longer start with the abstract and wind up
with the real only at the end." Because of the
ever-present context in the computerized
model, the evolving design portrays a reality
unlike that seen in most student work.

NJIT graduate student Michael Hoon par-
ticipated in two computer studios as an un-
dergraduate. He designs almost exclusively
on the computer now and finds that accurate
site information provides essential guidance.
But he hesitates to assert that the technology
will bring about better buildings in the near
future. "The translation between what's in
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3RD YEAR STUDIO: Rendered model by Mark Duffy. 3RD YEAR STUDIO: Music school by John DaCruz.

3RD YEAR STUDIO: "Painted" model by Cliff Horner. 3RD YEAR STUDIO: Rendered hotel by Rui Amaral.

designers' minds and what they get onto pa-
per," Hoon says, "is what the experienced ar-
chitect does well and what the student is try-
ing to learn. When the tools advance to
where they aid that expression, we'll see the
computer changing the final product."

In spite of shortcomings in the hardware
and software, the benefits of CAD are indis-
putable, according to Goldman. Students can
determine sooner whether their design direc-
tion is appropriate. Design skill becomes less
dependent on drawing ability and more on
the ability to generate and evaluate good
ideas. Goldman observes, "Computers won't
help someone think clearly, but they will
help the clear thinker do a better job." Zdep-
ski adds: "Students realize that human per-
ception of space is not an abstraction. In cre-
ating a perspective, they don't have to worry
about the mechanics of vanishing points, so
they pay more attention to how inhabitants
move, what catches their attention, and how
they respond. Now we can discuss more is-
sues than before, and that affects design."

Last year, Clemson University professor
Richard Norman visited NJIT and taught one
of the computer studios. Although he had
taught color theory with computers for years,
he was new to 3D modeling in a studio set-
ting. "As an outsider," Norman says, "I think
the greatest strength of the NJIT students is
that they maintain a focus on design rather
than on technology. I've developed a world of

respect for 3D modeling and the thought
process it introduces. I'll miss being able to
sit down with a student at a computer and
view a building from any direction."

Norman suspects that technology will al-
ter both the physical and psychological cul-
tures of the traditional studio. "The discourse
between two designers is changing into a me-
nage a trois," he says. When exchanging files
and sharing technical skills, he has noticed,
students increase their level of discourse.
When properly channeled, that increased in-
teraction enhances design dialogue. Norman
notes: "The design studio of the future will
be an entirely new sort of place. If we're
aware of the impending change, we can di-
rect its development in ways that are most
beneficial to education and to practice."

As far as NJIT has advanced in exploiting
electronic tools in the interest of design, the
school still faces major obstacles—many of
the same ones the profession confronts.
Zdepski says: "Schools and practitioners
aren't accustomed to these capital-intensive
investments, but if we don't constantly up-
grade our equipment, we'll be like an airline
that doesn't upgrade: We'll be out of business
because our clients will look elsewhere for
these capabilities." Goldman concludes:
"Movies and TV advertising have elevated so-
ciety's visual literacy. Now, CAD and com-
puter graphics can provide the architectural
profession with a way to rise with that tide."
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MSU: Designing on notebooks. 2ND YEAR STUDIO: A violinmaker's shop by MSU architecture student James Schumacher.

Mississippi State University
Sophomores at Mississippi State University
(MSU) are called "digital nomads." Beginning
last year, these MSU architecture students were
required to buy notebook computers. They
take them everywhere: to sketch historic
buildings, to take notes in lectures, and to
build electronic models in the design studio.
"Docking stations" in the library give students
access to school-supplied printers, plotters,
and scanners. They also have access to Inter-
net, an international network connecting uni-
versities and commercial information services.

Professor Michael Berk, who established
the program, asserts that placing computers
on studio desks reinforces the premise that
technological tools are compatible with, in-
deed beneficial to, design education. He also
believes 3D modeling capability has im-
proved the quality of student design presen-
tations. "Unlike the quick, abstract sketches
they did in the past," he observes, "students
now do careful perspectives with shade and
shadow. They understand the quality of the
spaces more." Plotted CAD perspectives are
seldom the final presentation medium but
are used as underlays for manual rendering.
Each student is encouraged to find a com-
fortable balance of digital and traditional de-
sign tools. Although about 25 percent of the
students have opted to buy color monitors
to attach to their notebooks, Berk prefers
monochrome displays. "Early in design," he

explains, "students can be seduced by color-
ful images and neglect spatial qualities."

At the beginning of the school year, Berk
and his colleagues gave the students a mini-
mal introduction to computers, then asked
that they learn the software on their own, as
they will need to in the future. Students who
picked up special skills have shared their ex-
pertise with others, extending the collective
knowledge of the class and improving the
group's camaraderie, notes Berk.

Michael Speck, a member of the pioneer
class, was nicknamed the "Internet guru" be-
cause of his extensive explorations of that
network. He found data on housing costs,
climate, and demographics and explored the
electronic version of the Avery Index for art
and architecture publications. By the time he
enters practice, Speck predicts, "gathering in-
formation from electronic databases will be
commonplace, and the ability for profession-
als to exchange CAD files will radically change
the way they work together."

The school pays little for maintenance or
security because students are responsible for
their own equipment. Surprisingly, Berk has
heard no student protest about the expense.
"They know that computers are a necessary
reality in their chosen profession," he notes.
"Their main concern is which machine to
buy." MSU's strategy for automating a design
curriculum on a low budget is a model that
other schools should investigate.
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1ST YEAR STUDIO: A community art center designed by University of Oregon student Larry Wright. OREGON: Mixing Macs and paper.

University of Oregon
Unlike most schools, the University of Ore-
gon offers most of its computer studio
courses in the first year. Freshmen buy their
own Macintosh computers and participate in
a two-term sequence that ties 3D modeling
with traditional media. The department pro-
vides lockable studios and printers, plotters,
and scanners. Students are encouraged to
move back and forth between media—to
draw, build physical models, or create com-
puter models—whatever seems most appro-
priate for the problem they are working on.

Begun six years ago, this format now ap-
plies to five studios, or about two-thirds of
the incoming freshmen. First-year students
were chosen because they require no "un-
learning" to master new design methods and
because they have four more years to refine
their skills and share them with the school.

Professor Kevin Matthews has been instru-
mental in developing the studios and teach-
ing an introductory skills course. He has also
authored the 3D modeling software, Design-
Workshop. "When students learn to see and
think three-dimensionally," he observes, "seri-
ous issues of form can be addressed even in the
first year. And these computer models elimi-
nate the situation in which the instructor and
student are speaking similar words but inter-
nally referring to different mental models."

Professor Charles Rusch, who created the
freshman computer studio concept at Ore-

gon, encourages his students to work with
manual methods until they have several
schemes. Then the chosen alternative may be
further developed on the computer. Even af-
ter a 3D model is under development, stu-
dents build physical models, which show light
qualities, textures, and materials. But the
computer model offers advantages in helping
students understand complex 3D forms.

Mark Garber, a recent graduate who at-
tended Rusch's first freshman computer stu-
dio six years ago, finds that the process of
transforming a schematic idea into a 3D
model facilitates detailed design develop-
ment. "The computer helps make sure that
issues are addressed," Garber says. "You've
got to have all the parts, whereas it's easy to
overlook things if you work only in plan."

"The benefit of designing with comput-
ers," Rusch notes, "is like the benefit of writ-
ing with computers. A word processor
doesn't turn out better writers, but it turns
out better writing because it's so easy to
make changes. Computer-aided design may
not produce better designers, but the tech-
nology will produce better buildings because
architects will understand them better."

Matthews has seen proof that the electro-
nic tools are being integrated successfully. He
maintains: "We know they offer substantial
benefits because outside reviewers no longer
comment on the computer methods. Instead,
they talk entirely about architecture."
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4TH YEAR STUDIO: Gateway by Hector Campbell. 4TH YEAR STUDIO: Museum by Tom Pearson.

TEXAS A&M: Focus on detail. 5TH YEAR STUDIO: Museum by David Hisanaga. 4TH YEAR STUDIO: Museum detail by Sam Poland.

Texas A&M University
You'll find no drafting tables in the three
computer-integrated studios in Texas A&M's
College of Architecture. Instead, the large
space is furnished with eight clusters of four
workstations each. The fourth-year students
who take this course each semester are en-
couraged to begin design ideas in sketch-
books but move to the computer as soon as
they can. Many of them never look back.

The studios are equipped with Silicon
Graphics Iris Indigo workstations running
Alias Sonata modeling software, a more pow-
erful combination than is typically found in
architecture schools. The speed of modeling
and rendering allows the students to experi-
ment more with details and light. According
to professor Valerian Miranda, who estab-
lished the studio, the material detailing is an
example of how the technology facilitates a
more informed design process. "There's little
doubt left in the minds of the students, or
the instructors," Miranda observes, "exactly
what that space or surface will communicate.
By accurately representing materials, struc-
ture, light, and transparency, the students
can analyze their design decisions more
quickly and easily than with normal media."

CAD techniques are taught in several stages
that increase in complexity as the semester
progresses. First, students are taught to ma-
nipulate simple 3D elements and assemblies.
No formal software instruction is provided;

students are encouraged to explore on their
own. Next, they study design features best
seen in 2D, such as spatial organization in
plan or facade composition in elevation. The
third stage emphasizes design communication,
and students manipulate color, texture, and
light, often creating polished renderings and
walk-through animations. Miranda notes,
"Our emphasis is on the quality of the design
solution. In that respect, there is no difference
from a more traditional studio format."

The students have learned that the ability
to visualize spaces enables them to challenge
design ideas they've learned and have taken
for granted. Recent graduate David Hisanaga
cites an example: "Does a double-height
space really look more important? When you
can see a building in 3D, you can test these
premises." Student Sam Poland emphasizes
the importance of treating the image and its
viewer with respect. "We've learned that de-
signers who are only interested in image have
the power to mislead. It's important that our
generation emphasize value in the design, not
in some image of the design."

At Texas A&M, the design studio is seen
as the locus of the analysis and synthesis of
ideas, techniques, and technologies. Now,
concludes Miranda, "we can simulate design
performance more accurately and predict the
effects of the built environment more credi-
bly. This is pushing the boundaries of what
can be addressed in a design studio."
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4TH YEAR STUDIO: Antarctic research station by Paul Geldbach won a prize in an AIAS competition. USC: Pushing the boundaries of CAD.

University of Southern California
Ever since the School of Architecture at the
University of Southern California (USC) began
offering computer studios in the mid-1980s
to fourth-year students, the demand for these
courses has grown. Most students enter this
studio with little computer experience, so the
beginning of each term addresses computer
fluency. Professors Douglas Noble and Karen
Kensek believe this focus will change as com-
petition for the course increases.

In this studio, computer media are tightly
coordinated with traditional. DOS-compatible
computers are housed in a lockable room,
with drafting tables in an open studio next
door. Macintosh computers are also used
throughout the semester. Typically, students
design on paper then enter the partially de-
veloped design into the computer. They re-
fine it further in 3D, then project perspec-
tives, apply traces over the plots, and continue
designing with pencil and paper. This process
continues until the students complete final
presentation drawings, which may be hand-
rendered with watercolor, air brush, or pas-
tels. "The only way you can tell these per-
spectives are from a computer," asserts
Kensek, "is that there are so many of them."

Recent graduate Corinne Shin finds her stu-
dio experience beneficial because the multi-
platform training will help her in the job mar-
ket and because of the positive attitude toward
technology she acquired. "The computer al-

lows you to study architecture in a different
way," Shin says, "bringing more ideas, imagi-
nation, and creativity into the design. But it's
still just a tool and will probably never com-
pletely replace sketching and modeling by
hand." She concedes, however, that the suc-
ceeding class relies more on the computer than
conventional media, enabling students to de-
velop their designs in greater detail.

From teaching over the years, Noble has
identified three kinds of students in the USC
program. Pragmatists use the computer to
produce more perspectives and better presen-
tations. Enthusiasts use the computer for im-
proving their designs. "And 'techno-oppor-
tunists,' " Noble explains, "push the envelope
of what the programs can do and explore the
computer as a design-generation tool."

He observes that visiting architects who
are curious about the influence of computer
technology on design are thinking more criti-
cally about their own design processes. In the
past, Noble has paired computer-fluent stu-
dents with notable practitioners for competi-
tion projects. The partnership requires the ar-
chitects to explain their thinking so the
students can get the ideas into the machine.
"This teamwork teaches the student about
that architect's design process, and it teaches
the architect about the power of the technol-
ogy," Noble says. "This approach has been
very successful. I don't think there's a case
where the designer didn't get converted."
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Don't even bother. Because with lamps ranging from 7 watts to 23 watts, nobody offers a more extensive line of energy
efficient compact fluorescent lamps, globes, and reflectors than OSRAM SYLVANIA.

Which is good news for those who specify lighting for commercial markets. It's also good news for those looking
to save money. That's because our DULUX® EL compact fluorescent lamps save over 70% in energy costs and last
10,000 hours. That's 13 times longer than ordinary 750 hour incandescent lamps.

And now that we're one company, OSRAM SYLVANIA has the most complete line of lighting systems solutions
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T&P Technology * i

Glass Under
Tension
With minimal structure,
tensile rods transform
conventional curtain walls
into transparent planes.

ABOVE RIGHT: Museum of Science and
Technology at La Villette in Paris is an
example of the transparency afforded
by a tensile steel structure.

Hardware traditionally machined for
racing yachts is now being architec-
turally applied to create curtain

walls that are more transparent than conven-
tional cladding. American architects are be-
ginning to take advantage of slim, stainless
steel rods and fittings to create tensile wall
systems that can support more with less.

Such technology was first considered by
Buckminster Fuller in the late 1940s and has
been applied to many structures in Europe,
especially in Britain and in France, over the
past decade. One of the most significant
glass-clad tension-supported buildings is the
1985 Museum of Science and Technology at
La Villette in Paris (above), designed by Rice
Francis Richie. Others known for their ten-
sion-supported glass-clad structures include
Nicholas Grimshaw (pages 78-83, this issue)
and Norman Foster (pages 106-113).

Reducing structure

Tensile systems reduce the size of structural
members by replacing the lateral load-resist-
ing structure of a curtain wall with an intri-
cate network of rods that measure as little as
l/4 inch in diameter. Conventional curtain
walls usually consist of aluminum mullions
up to 18 inches deep and backer steel trusses
comprised of bulky tubes and angles.

While both tension and compressive forces
are resisted by a single member in conven-
tional structures, tension members are de-
signed only to resist tensile loading from a
specific direction and are useless if thrown
into compression. Wind forces on an exterior
glazed wall, usually compensated for by a
structural member located perpendicular to
the wall, can be withstood by a pair of tension
rods separated by compressive struts, one re-
sisting inward forces and the other resisting
outward forces. Tensile structures are usually
built from rods, rather than cables, because

rods are stronger and smaller in diameter.
These rods consist of steel with a breaking
strength of 200,000 pounds per square inch,
about four times the strength of ordinary steel.

Advances in manufacturing

Tensile technology has also been advanced by
the development of the computer tools
needed to calculate the dynamic behavior of
tensile structures, enabling engineers to cor-
rectly size the members. Nonlinear systems
are especially challenging to design, because
the tension elements are left slack and are
tensioned only as needed to resist building
movement. Tensile structural systems have
also grown more sophisticated with the ad-
vent of computerized numerical-controlled
manufacturing, which facilitates the produc-
tion of a range of fittings with slight but es-
sential variations, such as those required to
create curved, glass-clad walls.

To achieve near total transparency, glass
can be attached to the tensile system without
mullions. In other applications, the glass is
held in standard mullions or narrow channels
that are fastened to structural members. Al-
ternately, the glazing can be adhered to the
tensile rods with structural silicone.

Tensile cladding systems have been slow to
catch on in the U.S. until now because Ameri-
can architects have not been well acquainted
with the technology. In addition, the high de-
gree of customization required of many
glazed tension structures has meant a high
price. But projects such as the Medical Cen-
ter Library at Vanderbilt University, with its
hybrid tensile system (following page), and
Pilkington and TriPyramid's standardized
systems promise to break down cost barriers.
Such developments will enable more archi-
tects to experiment with the lightness, deli-
cacy, and transparency inherent in tensile
cladding systems.—Virginia Kent Dorris
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Medical Center Library
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee
Davis, Brody & Associates

No commercially available curtain
wall system could economically de-
liver the lightness and transparency
envisioned for the north wall of a
new medical school library at Van-
derbilt University. So Davis, Brody
& Associates created a hybrid ten-
sion and compression system to sup-
port the glass, keeping its cost to a
minimum by employing as many
standard components as possible.

Working with Venice, Califor-
nia-based curtain wall consultant
Advanced Structures, the architect
developed a 49-foot-high, curved
wall of 1-inch-thick insulated trans-
parent glass to enclose the reading
rooms and circulation areas of the
86,000-square-foot, precast concrete
library. The glass wall, which faces
the small-scale, original buildings of
the campus, was conceived as a lacy
transparent veil between those
buildings and the modern hospital
structures to the south.

Gravity and lateral wind loads
are resisted by a steel tension struc-
ture that incorporates vertical trusses
spaced 14 feet on center. The outer
chords comprise vertical, 2-by-4-
inch painted steel tubes, while the
inner chords consist of 2-inch-diam-
eter steel pipe, with horizontal 2-
inch-diameter steel struts factory-
welded between them. Davis, Brody
substituted 3/8-inch-diameter, high-
strength, stainless steel X-bracing
within the truss for a heavier single
diagonal steel member that carries
both tensile and compressive forces.

A horizontal network of V^-inch-
diameter, stainless steel tension rods
transfers lateral forces resulting from
wind loading to the vertical trusses.
Two units of X-bracing are created
between each truss, supported at the
center by a king post perpendicular
to the glass plane. Vertical joints be-
tween the glass panels are filled with
silicone, while exterior pressure caps
create horizontal bands across the
curved wall. The wall is fixed at the
base and can expand vertically to ac-
commodate thermal movements.

When the curtain wall is com
pleted in late 1993, its stainless steel
tension rods, designed by Concord,
Massachusetts-based TriPyramid
Structures, will be prestressed and ad-
justed to resist anticipated loads. The
library, now underway, is expected to
be completed early next year.

NORTH WALL: Vertical trusses and a horizontal network of steel tension rods resist gravity and wind loads.

1 2X4-INCH STEEL TUBE

2 3/8-INCH STAINLESS STEEL X-BRACINQ

3 VERTICAL TRUSS

4 2-INCH STEEL COMPRESSION POST

5 1/4-INCH STAINLESS STEEL TENSION RODS

AXONOMETRIC: Horizontal and vertical stainless steel tension rods create visual lightness.

/» \\\\\'
DETAIL: Stainless steel fittings connect rods and tubes. VERTICAL TRUSS: Tensile steel X-bracing.
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WEST ELEVATION: Glass-and-steel structure is hung from a series of roof-mounted tetrahedron hangers.

r ill
DETAIL: Dichroic glass triangles. STRUCTURAL BAY: Trusses' center chords support laminated glass.

WALL DETAIL 1 GLASS COLUMN

2 LIGHTING

3 STAINLESS STEEL TRUSS

4 GLASS

5 DICHROIC GLASS

Commonwealth Edison
Transmission/Distribution Center
Chicago, Illinois
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill

For an electric power substation in
downtown Chicago, owner Com-
monwealth Edison created a civic
structure and a gateway element for
State Street. Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill designed the concrete struc-
ture and took advantage of the blank
canvas supplied by a solid concrete
wall to create a transparent, mar-
quislike glass-and-steel facade.

Design partner Adrian D. Smith
and engineer Hal lyengar developed
a stainless steel tensile structure to
deliver the thinnest framing possible
for the glass. The 56-foot-high,
west-facing window wall is divided
into three bays by four, 6-foot-di-
ameter glass columns, supported
from within by steel rods.

Vertical and horizontal steel
trusses comprise the structure for
these bays, which provide 32-foot-
wide clear spans at street level to
move transformers in and out of the
building. The compression elements
feature a brushed finish while the
tension rods are polished.

The substation's truss network
supports 8-by-8-foot modules of
laminated clear glass, visually di-
vided into smaller panels by a stain-
less steel grid applied on the interior
and exterior. The glass is held by
channels welded to built-up stainless
steel chords at the center of both
vertical and horizontal trusses. The
entire glass wall is hung from a se-
ries of roof-mounted, stainless steel
tetrahedron hangers. These tentlike
shapes, built up from triangular
stainless steel plates, are tied back to
the supporting concrete structure
with steel tension bars. The vertical
trusses transfer the window wall's
gravity loads to the concrete struc-
ture through the hangers; lateral or
wind loads will also be transferred to
the concrete structure by the pre-
stressed horizontal trusses through
connections at both ends.

The glass wall will exhibit
changing patterns of color through-
out the day. Sunlight will strike tri-
angular "sails" of dichroic glass that
hang from the vertical trusses in the
cavity between the two walls. A frit-
ted pattern of dots will cover the in-
side surface of the window wall to
reveal shadows and reflections from
the triangles. Computerized lights,
placed within the cavity, will also
animate the glass facade at night.
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Tokyo International Forum
Tokyo, Japan
Rafael Vinoly Architects

Highly transparent building
cladding is being stretched to new
heights in the 190-foot-high, 680-
foot-long glass hall now being con-
structed as part of Tokyo's new per-
forming arts and convention center.
The lens-shaped structure is designed
as the focal point and unifying ele-
ment of the 6.7-acre complex known
as the Tokyo International Forum.
The members of the wall were de-
signed to be as slender as possible to
avoid casting a shadow on the site's
interior plaza and garden.

Visual lightness was achieved by
transforming structural members
into functional elements, such as
pedestrian bridges or ramps. Al-
though the wall appears to hang
from the roof structure, all gravity
loads are brought to the foundation
by relatively slim structural mem-
bers. The structure was developed
jointly by New York City-based
Rafael Vinoly and Japanese struc-
tural engineer Kunio Wantanabe.

The wall's 81/2-by-81/4-foot pieces
of laminated transparent glass are
supported by unitized aluminum
frames that transfer both dead loads
and lateral loads to 11-inch-deep
steel beams located directly behind.
Those beams transfer the loads to the
17-inch-deep front chords of 8-foot-
wide vertical trusses located 35 feet
apart. The unitized frame system al-
lows individual panes to slide by al-
most 2 inches in response to wind or
seismic loading conditions. The
trusses are made more transparent by
curved, double strands of vertical
tension cable less than lV2 inches in
diameter. The cables that pass
through horizontal steel compression
struts help brace the wall.

Lateral bracing of the glass wall is
also provided by a pedestrian ramp
positioned within the truss that con-
nects the plaza on the lower level to a
restaurant and gallery above. Further
lateral bracing is provided by several
bridges rhar link the ramp on the
glass wall to conference rooms con-
tained within a rigid steel framing of
columns and beams at the east side
of the building. A second horizontal
truss is located near the top of the
glass wall and is tied across the hall
with steel pipes to the more opaque
structure on the east side. External
bridges connecr the glass wall with
theaters across the plaza, but do not
significantly support the wall. GLASS HALL: Ramps and bridges laterally brace 190-foot-high glass wall supported by cable-tensioned trusses.
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THEATER SECTION: Glass hall connects to theaters. EXPLODED STRUCTURE: Walls and roof are independent< 1 GLASS ROOF

2 LOUVER

3 ROOF STRUCTURE

4 GLASS WALL

5 TRUSS

6 CABLE

7 COLUMN

%v

HALL SECTION: Glass wall is supported by 8-foot-wide vertical trusses braced with thin, curved tension cables
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Come Alive
-Pavers

Turn those ho-hum roof and plaza decks into

more usable contemporary spaces.

Precast concrete

pavers from

Wausau Tile can

transform those

outdoor areas

and provide pro-

tection for roof and

deck structures, too.

Use Terra-Pavers for new construction or easy

renovation of failing roof decks. Pavers install on-

grade or with the patented Terra-System One*ele-

vated system for sloped and level surfaces.

Choose pavers from a variety of styles, colors,

and surfaces. Then add the finishing touches with

matching precast accessories: treads, risers,

planters, benches, or your own custom design.

I
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Find out more about the industry's finest com-

plete paving and roofing systems. Contact cus-

tomer service for samples, specifications, literature,

and technical assistance. We'll help you make

those open spaces come alive.
Division of Wausau Tile, Inc.

PO Box 1520 Wausau, WI 54402-1520
(800)388-8728 (715)359-3121 (715) 355-4627 FAX

Circle 104 on information card

yerra
aving
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Products

Curtain walls admit
natural light while
filtering the sun's heat.

TOP: Kawneer's 1600 curtain wall is
adaptable to curtain wall requirements
for most low- and high-rise applica-
tions. The systems can accommodate
various types of glazing or opaque in-
fill panels, concealed ventilators, and
doors. The 1600 line features shallow
reveals on the mullions to simplify
trim and interior closures. Optional
vertical covers emphasize the mullions
and create a projected appearance.
Rectangular mullions with a flush
profile accommodate 90 degree and
splayed corner applications. The cur-
tain wall system is also offered as an
inside glaze and structural silicone
glaze, with a concealed vent option.
Alternate perimeter channel details
simplify installation. The 1600 curtain
wall system is available in several an-
odized finishes, such as clear, bronze,
black, champagne, and burgundy.
Circle 401 on information card.

CENTER LEFT: Technical Glass Products
offers FireLite, a clear, ceramic glazing
that is wireless and fire-rated, and
functions like wire glass. The '/16-
inch-thick glass can be installed in
standard fire-rated frames. FireLite is
certified by the Underwriters' Labora-
tory and Warnock Hersey Interna-
tional. Its fire rating ranges from 45
minutes in sizes to 3,325 square
inches, to 60 minutes in sizes to 2,721
square inches, to 3 hours in sizes to
100 square inches, as approved by
local fire codes. FireLite is available
in sizes up to 36-by-96 inches and can
be applied in fire-rated locations.
Circle 402 on information card.

BOTTOM LEFT: PPG Industries' Azurlite
float glass is designed for solar con-
trol. It allows visible light to enter a
building while keeping out infrared
heat energy. The aqua-tinted glass
measures 6 millimeters thick and of-
fers 72 percent light transmittance
and a 0.62 shading coefficient.
Circle 403 on information card.

ABOVE: Pilkington's Planar System of
glazed tension structures employs an
engineered countersunk hole-and-bolt
combination to offer uninterrupted,
flush glazing. The structural glazing
system is flexible enough to accom-
modate a variety of design options, ei-
ther for specific features or an entire
building's skin. The company's Planar
System is specially tempered and can
incorporate a range of tinted, reflec-
tive, and laminated glasses in single-
and double-glazed form.
Circle 404 on information card.
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AMERICA'S FIRST I I

AND STORAGE SYSTEMS

3 P A £ II
Double filing/storage
capacity—or handle client
needs in half the space.

Spacesaver systems can give
you room for more offices,
terraces, atriums—whatever.

And give your clients more
efficiency, accuracy, security...
with fewer steps and faster file
retrieval.

From archives to active filing,
the ideal choice.

You can customize systems to
store virtually any type of
material, and for the full range of
business needs: massive records
retention, central filing areas—or
compact modules, handy for each
department.

Exclusive Nationwide Local
Area-Contractor Network.

And only Spacesaver brings
you a coast-to-coast Area
Contractor network.

Local installation.
Local service.
Two more reasons why we're

America's first choice in Mobile
storage systems. And why you
can specify Spacesaver with
confidence.

For more information, circle these
Inquiry Card numbers:
Free Spacesaver Design Library Subscription 106
Spacesaver Systems for...
Business Offices 108 Libraries IIP

Law Firms 112 Museums 114
Health Care Facilities \\

The Spacesaver Group, 1450 Janesville Ave., Ft. Atkinson, WI 53538
1-800-492-3434. In Wisconsin, call 414-563-5546

Government Facilities 118
Floor Loading Solutions 120



Metal wall panels
NAT Industries introduces Square-
line (above), a new line of profiled
metal wall panels that are installed
using a concealed fastener system.
Squareline provides a vertically
ribbed appearance incorporating ei-
ther 2-inch or 5-inch ribbing and
standard 12-inch panel width and
1 Vz-inch depth. Panel width and
rib spacing may be custom-specified.
Squareline may be applied to exteri-
ors, soffits, or fascias, as it is offered
in 24- to 18-gauge steel or alu-
minum. The line may serve either as
a single-skin application, or be inte-
grated into a composite wall system.
Circle 405 on information card.

Argon-insulated windows
Andersen's casement windows offer
high energy efficiency, while allow-
ing maximum daylight to enter. The
space between the panes is filled
with argon gas for insulation. An-
dersen claims the system is 35 per-
cent more energy efficient than con-
ventional double-pane windows
during winter months and 13 per-
cent more effective than double
panes in the summer. For warmer
climates, Andersen produces its
high-performance Sun glass.
Circle 406 on information card.

Structural glass block
Week glass blocks from Glashaus
are available in a variety of structural
shapes for either exterior cladding
applications or for interior partitions.
The AllBend Block, curved at 22.5
degrees, allows formations of circles
and curves with as tight as a 12-inch
radius and is available in clear or dis-
torted patterns. DoublEnd Blocks
link open tops with open sides and
allow creation of step-down designs.
Right-angle Corner Blocks have
bullnosed corners. Week's blocks
offer 45-minute fire ratings.
Circle 407 on information card.

Stippled glass block
Pittsburgh Corning (PC) introduces
Cirrus (above), a new glass-block
pattern named after the highest type
of clouds. Cirrus incorporates PC's
Decora pattern on its interior face,
combined with a new stippled tex-
ture on the exterior to produce
greater translucence while transmit-
ting more daylight. Cirrus is avail-
able in 8-by-8-inch and 6-by-8-inch
blocks, each measuring 3 Vs inches
thick. PC recommends Cirrus for a
variety of partition and window ap-
plications. The block carries a sound
transmission value of 31, an R-value
of 1.75, and an impact strength of
40-50 inches per pound. The block

meets the 1991 Uniform Building
Code for nonstructural seismic de-
sign. PC's Cirrus glass block can be
installed as a prefabricated unit, us-
ing either S or N type mortar mix,
or PC's silicone system.
Circle 408 on information card.

Cedarlike siding
Georgia-Pacific introduces a new
wood-grain vinyl siding called Cedar
Lane. The line was developed from a
patented color-fusion process in
which color pigments are blended
into the vinyl, rather than coated on
the outside of the product, so the
color lasts longer. The series is avail-
able in five profiles: double 4-inch
and double 5-inch traditional lap
siding; double 4-inch and double
5-inch Dutch lap siding with
shadow lines; plus a double 5-inch
vertical siding for specialty applica-
tions. Cedar Lane siding, which is
also covered by Georgia-Pacific's
lifetime limited warranty, is avail-
able in four wood-grain colors: oak,
gray, brown, and redwood. The
company soon will offer a new line
of matching wood-grain accessories
in conjunction with Cedar Lane.
Circle 409 on information card.

Hit your target with
ARCHITECTURE SALES ACTION CARDS
and increase your response.

ARCHITECTURE Sales
Action Cards build direct re-
sponse by delivering your mes-
sage directly, effectively and
economically.

That's because Sales Action
Cards reach over 65,000 prime
targets by name and title.
You'll hit key targets — pro-
fessionals in a specifying
capacity — from ARCHITEC-
TURE'S select circulation list.

Incredibly, Sales Action
Cards hit each target for a lit-
tle more than two cents. That's
a fraction of the cost of your
own mailing in postage alone.

Look at the ways they work
for you. Use them to: Generate
sales leads • Announce new
products and services • Con-
firm existing research data •
Build your own customized
mailing list • Sell directly by
using them as purchase orders
• Test product acceptance

ARCHITECTURE Sales Ac-
tion Card decks are mailed
four times a year: February •
May • August • November.

Closing Date is the 5th of
the month preceeding date of
issue.

For more information,
contact the ARCHITECTURE
Sales Office nearest
you. Or call
215-254-9868

Architects Love ARCHITECTURE
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IF THEY'D CALLED THEIR NATIONAL GYPSUM
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE, IT MIGHT HAVE

TURNED OUT THE WAY THEY'D PLANNED.

To help keep all your plans
straight, call your National
Gypsum technical representative.
Your representative knows the
local building codes and has
access to current Gold Bond
gypsum product information.
And all National Gypsum
representatives are trained on
the latest construction systems
at our Buffalo Research Center -
one of the foremost research
facilities in the country.

The Leaning TowerOf Pisa- Pisa. Italy

Tlois technical service is just
one example of how National
Gypsum works to make your
job easier. Others include live
manning of our 1-800-NATIONAL
service (USA/Canada) weekdays
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:45p.m.EST
- with 24-hour/day answenng
capability. We've also consolidated
all our product literature into
a user-friendly comprehensive
140-page guide, along with CAD
details and specifications on disc
- all yours free upon request.

So call your National Gypsum
technical representative or
1-800-NATIONAL today. For
designs that always turn out the
way you planned.

National mi
Gypsum

COMPANY
GOLD BOND®BUILDMB PRODUCTS

Circle 122 on information card



Panelized wall system
Eastern Exterior Wall Systems of-
fers its prefabricated Cygnus wall
system (above), a galvanized steel
deck substrate supported by light-
gauge steel-stud framing. Individ-
ual panels are anchored by horizon-
tal clips welded to the building's
frame. The system purportedly
lightens the building's structure,
and each panel arrives ready to in-
stall. The steel panels measure 12
inches square and are available in
three colors. From design consulta-
tion to installation, Eastern Exterior
Wall Systems promises complete re-
sponsibility for the exterior envelope.
Circle 410 on information card.

Vinyl siding
Symmetry from Wolverine Tech-
nologies, a vinyl siding available in
40-foot panel lengths, eliminates
seams and overlaps typical of conven-
tional 12-foot panels. The siding is
installed with a patented slide-on clip
system rather than a nail hem. Sym-
metry features a low-gloss finish re-
sembling the look of freshly painted
cedar and is available in white, off-
white, silver, gray, and tan. The vinyl
siding is compatible with a variety of
architectural demands and requires
little maintenance. The Symmetry
line is backed by Wolverine Tech-
nologies' limited lifetime warranty,
contingent upon proper installation.
Circle 411 on information card,

Accordion partition
Modernfold offers the Audio-Wall
Guardian 60, a U.L.-classified fire
door combining the safety of a fire-
rated partition with the flexibility of
an accordion wall. The Audio-Wall
Guardian can span openings up to
50 feet long and 27 feet high, but
weighs just 4 pounds per square foot.
Steel trolleys and spacing chain are
concealed in the installation.
Circle 412 on information card.

Screening systems
Construction Specialties' refacings,
grilles, sun controls, and sightscreens
(above) afford function and decora-
tion in a broad range of situations.
Medallion grilles are custom-fabri-
cated from extruded aluminum in
various configurations, such as round,
square, or rectangular rosettes. Para-
linear grilles may be specified in a
variety of diamonds, triangles, or
squares. Several patterns ofVert-a-
cade provide sight screening in utility
areas. Econoscreen offers low-cost in-
stallation and "maintenance-free" de-
sign. The company's Alumatex grille
fastens in lengths up to 30 feet.
Circle 413 on information card.

Vinyl soffit
Rollex introduces new, heavy-duty
vinyl soffit panels that are engi-
neered to resist the sagging common
to soffits. The Designer Collection
5-inch system is designed to hold its
shape over long expanses, such as
porch and carport ceilings, and the
undersides of balconies, where thin-
ner soffits sometimes droop. The 5-
inch panels resemble two 5-inch-
wide boards and measure 0.048
inches thick for rigidity. A deep,
flat-bottomed groove between the
two halves of the board profile adds
strength to the soffit panel. Installa-
tion of the new soffit is speedier be-
cause of its interlocking panel edges
that are easy to align and fasten to-
gether. The system also provides
panel-to-panel locking to withstand
high winds. Panels are available in
solid or vented designs to meet ven-
tilation requirements. Seven colors
of soffit, including sand, gold, and
pale blue, are offered to match or
complement the company's siding.
Rollex's vinyl soffit also can be ap-
plied as vertical siding. The material
is sold in cartons of 20 12-foot pan-
els, equalling 200 square feet.
Circle 414 on information card.

Woven Wire Partitions

(IT'S HIP TO
BE SQUARE!)

I rankly, we've never understood
the industry's infatuation with diamond wire mesh partitions.
And yet architects and engineers alike continually spec
diamond... and ignore our woven wire partition. We think it's
merely a habit — a bad habit.

Spec WireCrafters' woven wire partitions. They are stronger,
50% faster to install, and require 50% fewer parts to assemble.
Plus our nationwide distributor network allows us to ship stock
orders within a matter of hours. Try Us. We're square, but
we're better.

WireCrafters
6208 Strawberry Lane
Louisville, KY40214

1-800-626-1816 • 1-502-363-6691
Fax 1-502-361-3857

Circle 124 on information card

LIQUID COPPER
MAKES ALL JOBS AFFORDABLE

APPLIES TO

EXISTING OR NEW

STANDING SEAM & BATTEN SEAM

SHEET METALS, GUTTERS,

DOWN SPOUTS, FLASHING,

GATES, RAILS, GARDEN ORNAMENTALS, ETC.

PATINA "ANTIQUE" FINISHES
APPLIES TO OUR LIQUID OR SHEET COPPER

GREEN (VERDIGRIS) BLUE, BLACK, BURGANDY

FREE BROCHURE 800-882-7004

(619) 689-9322

Circle 126 on information card
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King City, Ontario LOG 1KO CANADA

Italy (02) 58.31.02.19
Cesare Fiorucci
Viale Sabotino, 9
20135 MILANO
Fax: (02)58.31.57.10
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ARCHITECTURE is the leading publication in
the profession—and independent research

by Simmons* proves it!

55%
A/T

55%
A/T

70%
A/T

41%
A/T

45% 50%
A/T

15%
7%

15%
22%

8%
16% 16% 20%

9% 10%

49%

: !

41%

Preference
of a vast majority of
architects for useful
technical information

Choice
of a majority of architects
for useful professional
practical information

Leader
for useful design
information

Most helpful
magazine to a majority of
architects in their work

Most respected
and valued magazine in
the industry

Best read
"with the greatest reader-
ship among a majority of
U.S. architects

A/T-ARCHITECTURE/Technology AR-Architectural Record PA-Progressive Architt

ARCHITECTURE continues to build excitement by providing editorial coverage of both the design, practice,
and technological aspects of architecture to a degree unequalled by any other magazine in the architectural field.

ARCHITECTURE

* Based on the results of the Sixth Annual Study of U.S. Architects conducted by Simmons Market Research Bureau, Inc., an independent research company.



Last Chance

Did you miss valuable
information offered by
advertisers in last month's
issue of ARCHITECTURE?

The manufacturers listed below were
advertisers in last month's issue.
They are anxious to provide you
with their latest product information
and literature for your planning
needs. To receive this information,
circle the appropriate numbers on
the self-addressed, postage-paid re-
sponse card. For product literature
from advertisers in this issue, circle
the appropriate numbers shown on
the advertisements.

Advance Lifts
Write for information on our Ad-
vance Superdock. Circle No. 59

Andersen Corporation
In today's designs, it's the brand
that helps architects take value to
new heights.

Armstrong World Industries
Send for a free color catalog on Cas-
settes'" Metal Ceilings. Circle No. 3

Armstrong World Industries
Send for more information on new
Cirrus® Wood Accents. Circle No. 7

Bobrick Washroom Equipment
Introducing Centura"; A new di-
mension in the washroom.
Circle No. 33

Calcomp, Inc.
Announcing the new E-size Design-
Mate—Get the facts today.
Circle No. 29

Calcomp, Inc.
Introducing the intelligent plotter
that feeds, draws, checks, cuts, rolls
and stacks. Circle No. 69

Certainteed Corp.
Send for a brochure on our Carriage
House Shangle™. Circle No. 49

Chicago Faucet Co.
Our faucets are engineered to last . . .
and made to order. Circle No. 41

CYRO Industries
Send for our abrasion test kit and
compare for yourself. Circle No. 27

Dover Elevator Systems
Find out how we can help you turn
any project into a success story.
Circle No. 47

Forbo Industries
Call or write for details on our vinyl
flooring. The new standard in vinyl.
Circle No. 51

Georgia-Pacific
Send for a free brochure on Dens-
Glass Gold. Circle No. 67

Haws Drinking Faucet
Our new Hi-Lo drinking fountains
help you meet ADA requirements.
Circle No. 55

Hewlett Packard
Get the facts on our DesignJet 650C
color inkjet plotter. Circle No. 25

Hurd Millwork
We offer a choice of beautiful,
durable windows in hundreds of
sizes and shapes. Circle No. 45

Intergraph Corp.
Find out how we're opening win-
dows to a world of solutions.
Circle No. 43

Kim Lighting
Write for more information on our
new Compact Bollard Series.
Circle No. 9

LCN Closers
Plan to make your buildings accessi-
ble to people who are disabled.
Circle No. 61

Louisiana Pacific
Write us for information on our less
expensive joist system.
Circle No. 35

Ludowici Celadon
Get the details on our fired-clay
roofing tiles. Circle No. 39

Manville Roofing Systems
Get important information about
Phenolic Foam Roof Insulation and
possible steel deck corrosion.
Circle No. 37

Monsanto Chemical
We're changing the way you look at
the world of colored glass.
Circle No. 63

Neste/Thermo
Our technologically advanced
roofing systems are more reliable
than ever. Circle No. 53

OSRAM SYLVANIA

Find out why we're setting a new
standard in lighting technology.
Circle No. 5

Pemko Products
Introducing PemkoHinge™—con-
tinuous geared aluminum hinges.
Circle No. 23

Schlage Lock Co.
Specify Primus and add ultimate key
control and security solutions to
your project. Circle No. 31

Sloan Valve Co.
Find out more about our Optima
Plus Retrofit Kit. Circle No. 11

SPI Lighting Inc.
Find out about Lightruss—For
optimum illumination that goes the
distance. Circle No. 65

Spiros
Write for our illustrated brochure on
space saving techniques.
Circle No, 57

Technical Glass Products
Get the facts on Fire-Rated Glazing.
Circle No. 76

Weather Shield Mfg. Inc.
The end of washing windows is
finally in sight. Circle No. 17
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W A L L C O V E R I N G

GET HOOKED ON
THE LOOK THAT WON

THE GOLD*

-v ' * , . '
. -;:<:;. •>
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• :»: >

*• » ' >

' •'*•'.

* THE BEST OF
NEOCON1993

When everything else looked like "just
vinyl", Vicrtex from Forbo embraced a

whole new school of thought in &*-^-
wallcovering and won a 1993 Gold •:&'.-

B Neocon. If you've been fishing around for •
innovation and excitement, here's some "f:**

Vicrtex patterns and textures from Forbo ts,•'"•?.'>
you shouldn't let get away: Taos, a three-
color sandstone texture in 35 tones, and a
nice new twist on the spatter effect,- Raku,

a natural look some see as rice paper,
others as pottery/ Prism, a subtle play on
cut gems, it captures and reflects light,-

Botero a natural fresco texture that evokes £
the sunwashed patinaed stucco of the

•

1_
Mediterranean. You choose the venue,

you choose the pattern and texture. '--".* • -
Go for the Gold.

Get hooked on
VICRTEX

WALLCOVERING
Forbo Industries Incorporated

Hazleton, Pennsylvania

*Cosponsored by Facility Design & Management
and International Facility Management Association

FORBO
V I C R T E X W A L L C O V E R I N G S

CONTRACT
F O R B O F L O O R C O V E R I N G S

SURFACES
Circle 128 on information card



Project Credits

VITRA FIRE STATION
WEIL AM RHE1N, GERMANY

ARCHITECT: Zaha Hadid, London—Zaha
Hadid (principal); Patrik Schumacher
(project architect); Patrik Schumacher,
Signy Svalastoga (detail design);
Nicola Cousins, David Gomersall,
Edgar Gonzales, Kar-Hwa Ho, Craig
Kiner, Simon Koumjian, Maria Rossi,
Cristina Verissimo, Olaf Weishaupt,
Voon Yee-Wong (design team);
Daniel Chadwick, Tim Price (models)
CONSULTANTS: GPF & Associates, Freie
Architekten BDA, Roland Mayer with
Jiirgen Roth, Shahriar Eetezadi, Eva
Weber, Wolfgang Mehnert (project
management/construction drawings/

building supervision)
GENERAL CONTRACTORS: Glanzmann,

Hoch-und Tiefbau
COST: §1.5 million
PHOTOGRAPHER: Paul Warchol

LYONS OPERA HOUSE
LYONS, FRANCE

ARCHITECT: Jean Nouvel, Emmanuel
Cattani & Associates, Paris—Eric
Maria (project architect); Marie France
Baldran, Francoise Raynaud (design
team); Said Farhat, Arnold Lee,
Viviane Morteau, Stephane Robert,
Lea Thirode (construction team)
ENGINEERS: Societe Kephren (structural);
HGM (mechanical)
CONSULTANTS: Sabine Rossant (graph-
ics); Antoine Assi, Chaouki Chawan
(computer systems); Babel, Ducks,
Jacques Le Marquet (theater);
Isometrix, Yann Kersale (lighting);
Scry Bertrand (cost estimating); So-
cotec, Apave (client supervision);
Peutz & Associates (acoustics); Casso
Gaudin (life safety/security)
COST: $87 million
PHOTOGRAPHER: Paul Raftery/Arcaid

RADHUS
REYKJAVIK, ICELAND

ARCHITECT: Studio Granda—Steve
Christer, Margret Hardardottir
(principals); Johann Einarsson, Haral-
dur Helgason, Steinar Sigurdsson
(design team)
ENGINEERS: Almenna Verkfraedistofan
(structural/mechanical); Rafhonnun
(electrical)
CONSULTANTS: J. Roger Preston & Part-
ners (mechanical/electrical concept/co-
ordination); Verkfrzdistofan Onn,
Tim Smith (acoustics); Mat (site su-
pervision); Linuhonnun (concrete/wa-
terproofing); Booth Muirie (roof
cladding); Alstod, Fedhaus Fassaden
& Fenster (curtain wall/windows)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Istak

COST: $45.8 million
PHOTOGRAPHER: Dennis Gilbert/Arcaid

WESTERN MORNING NEWS
PLYMOUTH, ENGLAND

ARCHITECT: Nicholas Grimshaw & Part-
ners, London—Nicholas Grimshaw
(principal); Christopher Nash (project
director); Lindy Atkin, Eoln Billings,
Paul Grayshon, Andrew Hall, Duncan
Jackson, Jonathan Leah, Nicola Mac-
donald, Christopher Nash, Julian

Scanlan, Matthew Seabrook, Mike
Waddington, Martin Wood (design
team)
ENGINEERS: Ove Arup & Partners (struc-
tural); Cundall Johnston & Partners
(mechanical)
CONSULTANT: Davis Langdon & Everest
(cost estimating)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Bovis Con-

struction

COST: §21.8 million
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Jo Reid/John Peck, ex-
cept as noted

WATERLOO INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL
LONDON, ENGLAND

ARCHITECT: Nicholas Grimshaw & Part-
ners—Nicholas Grimshaw (principal);
Rowena Bate, Ingrid Bille, Conal
Campbell, Garry Colligan, Geoff
Crowe, Florian Barnes, Alex Fergus-
son, Sarah Hare, Ursula Helnemann,
Eric Jaffres, Doug Keys, David Kirk-
land, Chris Lee, Colin Leisk, Jan
Mackie, Julian Maynard, Ulriche Self-
utz, Neven Sidor, Will Stevens,
George Stowell, Richard Walker,
Andrew Whalley, Robert Wood, Sara
Yabsley (design team); Paul Fear,
Steve McGuckin (site office)
ENGINEERS: Cass Hayward & Partners,

HOW TO R E A C H TOP DECIS ION M A K E R S IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY

ProFile™
The Directory of
U.S. Architectural
Design Firms
For 10 years ProFile has been the best, most complete source of

information on architects and architectural design firms. An easy-to-

use reference for prospective clients, architects, and professionals in

allied fields, ProFile has been completely revised and updated.

Organized alphabetically by region, professional interest area, and firm

name for easy cross-referencing, ProFile is the resource for the archi-

tectural industry.

This invaluable 1,200-page resource is still just $175 hardcover

($145softcover).
or fax

AIA members and libraries receive a 10% discount: $157.50 hardcover 8OO.6"78_"7"I O2-

($130.50 softcover). Please mention code number X103 when ordering.

To order your copy today, call
eOO.3©5.A.ROH

2 7 2 4

or fax
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Tony Gee & Partners (terminal
viaduct); British Rail Network Civil
Engineer (approaches viaduct); J.
Roger Preston & Partners (mechani-
cal/electrical)
CONSULTANTS: Ove Arup & Partners
(fire); YRM/Anthony Hunt Associates
(roofing/glazing); Lighting Design
Partnership (lighting); Henrion Lud-
low Schmidt (signage); Davis Langdon
& Everest (cost estimating); Alexander
Gibb & Partners (flow planning/exter-
nal works); Montagu Evans (planning)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Bovis Con-
struction
COST: $190 million
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Jo Reid/John Peck,
except as noted

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DANCE
MARSEILLES, FRANCE

ARCHITECT: Roland Simounet, Paris—
Roland Simounet (principal); Eric
Guerrier (associate architect)
ENGINEERS: Laupies (structural);
Groupement d'Etudes et Conception
(mechanical); CEGEF (electrical)
CONSULTANT: Val Conseil (acoustics)
GEMERAL CONTRACTOR: Bruno Rostand

COST: $10 million

PHOTOGRAPHER: Paul Raftery/Arcaid

KUNSTHAL
ROTTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

ARCHITECT: Office for Metropolitan
Architecture—Rem Koolhaas, Fumi-
nori Hoshino (principals); Toni Adam,
Isaac Batenburg, Leo van Immerzeel,
Herman Jacobs, Jo Schippers, Ron
Steiner (design team)
ENGINEER: Ove Arup & Partners;
Gemmentewerken Rotterdam
CONSULTANTS: Petra Blaisse (roof gar-
den/curtain wall); Centrum Bouwon-
derzoek, Tno-Tue (acoustics); Gunter
Forg (restaurant); Rem Koolhaas, Yves
Brunier, Petra Blaisse (museum park)
PHOTOGRAPHER: Hans Werlemann,
except as noted

HAMBURG FERRY TERMINAL
HAMBURG, GERMANY

ARCHITECTS: me di um Architects, Ham-
burg; William Alsop Architects, Lon-
don—Peter Wiesner, William Alsop
(senior designers); Holger Jaedicke,
Gabriela Langosch (project architects);
Pierre-Andre Bohnet, James Brearley,
Barbara Jentz-Koska, John McCarthy,
Katrin Wolke (design team)
ENGINEERS: Ove Arup & Partners (struc-
tural); Sellhorn Engineers (struc-
tural/mechanical/project management)

CONSULTANTS: Hochtief (concrete); Mag-
nus Miiller (facades); Licht und Gestal-
tung (lighting)
GENERAL CONTRACTORS: Oskar Neilsen,
Hojgaard & Schultz
COST: $19.3 million
PHOTOGRAPHER: Klaus Fralim

GERONA COURT HOUSE
GERONA, SPAIN

ARCHITECT: Bonell & Gil Architects,
Barcelona—Esteve Bonell, Josep Maria
Gil (principals); F. Kuhn, J. Llobet, T.
Lussi, D. Mas, A. Mee (design team)
ENGINEERS: Brufau, Obiol, Moya y
Asociados (structural); Enric Rego
(mechanical); CIAT (electrical)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: CubiertaS
and Mzov
PHOTOGRAPHER: Ferran Freixa

LIVING EXPO 2000
STUTTGART, GERMANY

ARCHITECTS: Elzbieta Muszynska,
Krysztof Muszynski, Lech Baranski,
with Bidlingmaier, Egenhofer, Dub-
bers (Building 1); ECD Partnership
(Building 2); Johannes Gunnarshaug
(Building 3); Karla Szyszkowitz-
Kowalski, Michael Szyszkowitz (Build-
ing 4); HHS Architects (Building 5);

Jourda and Perraudin (Building 6);
Gullichsen Kairamo Vormala (Build-
ing 7); Tegnestuen Vandkunsten
(Building 8); LOG iD (Building 9);
Warne Naturhus (Building 10); En-
twurfsgruppe Stahr, Hochschule fur
Architecktur und Bauwesen (Building
11); Michael Alder (Building 12);
Mecanoo (Building 13)
DEVELOPERS: Stuttgarter Wohnungs-
und Stadtebau-Gesellschaft; Landesen-
twicklungsgesellschaft Baden-Wiirt-
temberg; Siedlungswerk
gemeinniitzige Gesellschaft fur Woh-
nungs-und Stiidtebau und FLUWO
Bauen und Wohnen
PHOTOGRAPHER: Andreas Keller/av
Studios

LINATE AIRPORT
MILAN, ITALY

ARCHITECT: Aldo Rossi, Studio di Ar-
chitettura, Milan, Italy—Aldo Rossi
(principal); Giovanni Da Pozzo (pro-
ject architect); Marco Brandolisio,
Michele Tadini (designers)
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT: UNIPLAN,
Milan-Virgilio Vercelloni (principal)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Fratelli Dioguardi
PHOTOGRAPHER: Stefano Topuntoli

ARCHITECTURE"
Technology & Practice Editor

,osition now open at ARCHITECTURE mag-

azine. Job responsibilities include as-

signing, reporting, and writing articles on

materials, methods, and business; monthly

and long-term planning of T&P section; and

attending industry events. Architecture de-

gree and journalism experience required.
'
Must relocate to Washington, D.C.

Send resume and
writing samples to:
ARCHITECTURE

1130 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Suite 625
Washington, D.C. 20036

"THE DISAPPEARING DOCK"
Replaces dangerous concrete ramps

The hard way The safe way

You can avoid accidents
and the high cost of ramps
by using a versatile
Advance Superdok. Call
1-800-THE DOCK for
FREE information.
We're here to help.

Circle 130 on information card
ADVANCE LIFTS

Advance Lifts, Inc., 3575 Stern Avenue, SI. Charles. IL 60174 (708) 584-9881
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OST-WEST-HOF
HAMBURG, GERMANY

ARCHITECT: MRL Architects, Ham-

burg—Mirjana Markovic (project

manager); Bianca Holscher, Beatrix

Meyer, Darko Milocevic, Achim Nie-

mann, Aleksander Ronai, Manfred

Voss, Use Walter (design team)

ENGINEER: Sellhorn Engineers

CONSULTANTS: Dirling Memmert

(facade); Dirling Andres (lighting)

COST: $9.6 million

PHOTOGRAPHER: Michael Wortmann

CARREE D'ART
NJMES, FRANCE

ARCHITECT: Norman Foster and Partners,

London—Norman Foster (principal);

Ken Shuttleworth (project architect);

Arthur Branthwaite, Sabiha Foster,

Wendy Foster, Max Neal, Robin Part-

ington, Tim Quick, Alex Reid, John

Small (design team)

ENGINEERS: Ove Amp & Partners, OTH

(structural); OTH (mechanical/electrical)

CONSULTANTS: Thome Wheatley (cost

estimating); Claude Engle (lighting);

Commins (acoustics); Jolyon Drury

Consultancy (maintenance systems);

Casso Gaudin (fire/security); Algoe

(project management)

CONTRACTORS: Merdionale de Travaux

(concrete); Compagnie Francaise En-

treprise Metallique (cladding); Le Ny

(roofing); Sitraba (steelwork); Otis (el-

evators); GMG (stairs)

COST: $38.8 million

PHOTOGRAPHER: Paul Raftery/Arcaid,

except as noted

CRANFIELD LIBRARY
CRANFIELD, ENGLAND

ARCHITECT: Norman Foster and Part-

ners—Norman Foster (principal); Ken

Shuttleworth (project architect); Sean

Affleck, Nigel Greenhill, Robin Part-

ington, Adele Pascal, Graham Phillips,

Charles Rich, Tracey Stoute, Hugh

Thomas, Rodney Uten (design team)

ENGINEERS: Ove Arup & Partners (struc-

tural); J. Roger Preston & Partners

(mechanical/electtical)

CONSULTANTS: Davis Langdon & Everest

(cost estimating); George Sexton Asso-

ciates (lighting)

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Taylor Woodrow

Management Contracting

COST: $71.5 million

PHOTOGRAPHER: Timothy Soar, except

as noted

DUISBURG MICROTECHNOLOGY PARK
NEUDORF, GERMANY

ARCHITECT: Norman Foster and Part-

ners—Norman Foster (principal); Ste-

fan Behling (project architect);

Christopher Allercamp, Claudia Ayaz,

Sandy Bailey, Mary Bowman, Mark

Braun, Glennis Fan, Matteo Fantoni,

Brian Frank, Georg Gewers, Helen

Goodland, Serina Hijjas, Jutta Kim-

merle, David Nelson, Thomas Kroger,

Petra Latour, Andre Poiter, Achim

Weinmann (design team)

ENGINEERS: Reinhold Meyer (structural);

J. Roger Preston & Partners, Kaiser

Bautechnik (mechanical/electrical)

CONSULTANTS: Kaiser Bautechnik (en-

ergy concept); ITA Ingenieurge-

sellschaft fur technische Akustik

(acoustics); Claude Engle (lighting)

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Hodltief

COST: $7.3 million

PHOTOGRAPHER: Dennis Gilbert/

Arcaid, except as noted

CENTRAL TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
BARCELONA, SPAIN

ARCHITECT: Bach & Mora Architects,

Barcelona, Spain—Jaume Bach,

Gabriel Mora (principals)

ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT: Joan Ardevol,

Miquel Fibla

ENGINEERS: Brufau, Obiol, Moya &
Associates (structural); J.G. Associates

(installations)

CONSULTANTS: Josep Ma Domenech;

Carles Folch; Manuel Pares

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: DragadoS y

Construcciones

PHOTOGRAPHER: Lluis Casals

ART AND EXHIBITION HALL
BONN, GERMANY

ARCHITECT: Gustav Peichl, Vienna, Aus-

tria—Gustav Peichl (principal); Martin

Kohlbauer (project manager); Rudolf F.

Weber, Jo Giith (design team)

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: E.L. Sommerlad

and Giers

ENGINEERS: Stefan Polonyi + Partner

(structural/mechanical); Lichtdesign-

Ingenieurges, Robin Uber (electrical)

COST: $74.8 million

PHOTOGRAPHER: Richard Bryant/

Arcaid, except as noted

These Back Issues of ARCHITECTURE
are now available for just $6:

1989
May
June
August
October
November
December

1990
January
July
August
November
December

1991
January
March
April
May
July
September
October
November

1992
all issues
available
except

Order the issues you've been missing Today!

ARCHITECTURE back issue order form
To order send check or money order for $6 per back issue to:

ARCHITECTURE Back Issues, 1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

Name

Address

City, Stale, Zip

Issue(s) requested*
DBK21-5Check or money order enclosed for $

Please check here if you would like to take this opportunity to renew or start a
subscription to ARCHITECTURE: Q Renewal Q New Subscription (I yr. $42)
LI Subscription payment enclosed Q Bill me

• For back issue information please call 212-536-5083 I
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THE PLAN

AIR VENT RIDGE VENTS
A CERTAINTEED COMPANY

CERTAINTEED
VINYL WINDOWS

A SATISFIED CUSTOMER

Ahese days, clients aren't just asking for better
value, they're demanding the very best value their
money can buy—quality, great looks, durability
and a guarantee of performance.

That's why it's important to know more about
Exterior Solutions™ from CertainTeed. Our
collection of asphalt roofing shingles, Ludowici
clay roof tiles, ridge vents, vinyl siding, decorative
millwork, vinyl windows and fiber glass insulation
offers a combination of innovative engineering,

CERTAINTEED
ROOFING

CERTAINTEED VINYL SIDING
& DECORATIVE MILLWORK

InsulSafeM
Blowing mmfati<xi _

CertaMtedH emm

-»

1
CERTAINTEED

FIBER GLASS INSULATION

style, coordinated designs and colors, and
long-lasting perf ormance. And all from a
single, reliable manufacturer.

But our value doesn't end there.
CertainTeed also provides you with
design support, and in-depth material
and product specifications. All designed
to make your job easier and give your next
home breathtaking aesthetics that last.

When you add it all up, only Exterior
Solutions from CertainTeed gives you the kind of
quality parts and accompanying warranties that
make your home designs an outstanding value.
And an outstanding value equals a client sold on
you. Discover why architects have made
CertainTeed part of their plans since 1904. S7^
Call 1-800-233-8990
for more information
i ,./-. j_ • m j,about CertainTeed s

Exterior Solutions.

CertainTeed El

The value of a home
is equal to the qualityof its parts.

Circle 102 on information card



T&P Neat File

No excuses after this
information exchange

FRIT: Pattern determines light.

Glass and Glazing
CSI Section 08800

Fritted glass
In three recently completed projects,
we have specified fritted glass to
meet a variety of needs. Frit is a par-
tially fused mixture of sand and flux
(substances aiding in vitrification,
such as borax) from which glass is
made. Through a ceramic process,
layers of powdered frit are applied to
sheet glass, adding shade, pattern,
and color to glazing systems.

By varying the density and pat-
tern of the frit, the treatment may
be tailored to different ranges of
transparency. For the U.S. Holo-
caust Memorial Museum in Wash-
ington, D.C. (ARCHITECTURE, July
1993, pages 54-65), for example, we
decided to inscribe the names of citi-
zens, towns, and villages victimized
in World War II on the glass
sheathing of the bridges crossing the
complex. We lightly fritted the let-
tering to be almost transparent, so
that the names of the communities
and individuals read clearly when
one is close to the glass and as a to-
tality as one moves away.

The Kirklin Clinic, at the Uni-
versity of Alabama in Birmingham,
employs a denser fritted pattern to
create translucent privacy between
the exterior wall and interior perime-
ter spaces. The glass is screened with
fritted lines that act like Venetian
blinds, allowing views out of, but
not into, certain workspaces.

In Los Angeles, our new conven-
tion center expansion incorporates
exterior glazing with both a white
frit and a neutral reflective coating
on blue-green glass. This combina-
tion allows a single frit pattern to of-
fer two different readings—teal
green from the exterior and warm
silver from the interior.
Michael D. Flynn, AIA
Pei Cobb Freed & Partners
New York City

1 LEAD FLASHING

2 TACKS
3 CRIMPED EDGE

1 BUTTRESS
FRAME

2 OUTER FACE

BUTTRESS DETAIL: Flashing seals edge. BUTTRESS: Simplified outline.

Flexible Flashing
CSI Section 07650

Cupola buttresses
In 1938, a hurricane destroyed the
cupola atop a three-story school
built in 1854. Our client, a local
newspaper company that had owned
the building since 1952, was willing
to rebuild the cupola from historical
building documents, but only within
a predetermined budget.

The roof could not support solid
wood buttresses, so we investigated
the options of duplicating the but-
tresses in lightweight fiberglass and
laminated wood, but both were too
costly. So we decided to create
lighter weight, boxed buttresses. We
first simplified the outline of the
piers, then scroll-cut the silhouette
from pairs of pressure-treated 2-by-
12s, secured together by blocking.

To unify and protect the scrolled
outer edge of the buttresses, we
specified lead roll-flashing. The
flashing was applied to the scroll-cut
2-by-12s, and bent, tacked, and
crimped at the curves. Edges of the
flashing were then tapered into the
wood, so that the buttresses could be
finished and painted. Viewed from
the ground, the buttresses look like
the monolithic originals.
Fred Vogt
Noyes Vogt Architects
Guilford, Connecticut

Project Coordination
CSI Section 01040

Wood and steel connections
I take issue with the Neat File writ-
ten by Joerg Hensel (ARCHITEC-
TURE, June 1993, page 136). Hensel
points out that his client experienced
problems with a steel beam installed
in the joist space of a conventional
wood floor and blocked solidly to
the floor deck above.

When the floor joists shrank and
the beam did not, the steel beam

created a hump in the floor. Hensel
blames the client's radiant heat sys-
tem for causing unusually intense
shrinkage of the floor joists.

Steel beams should never be in-
stalled in a conventional wood floor
joist system with the top of the beam
placed flush against the underside of
the floor deck. Although the heating
system may have exacerbated and ac-
celerated the shrinkage, conventional
wood joists will always shrink, due to
loss of moisture after interior installa-
tion. I have inspected several such in-
stallations, involving steel beams and
wood products with a low moisture
content, such as laminated veneer
lumber. The floor joists will reach
their final size based on the relative
humidity of the house, and this
shrinkage will vary according to re-
gion, season, ventilation, as well as
environmental control systems.

Hensel's recommended flush
beam detail, in which a void is left
between the beam and the floor deck
above, could be an acceptable design.
Unfortunately, this detail does not
allow the beam to take any of the
floor load. Wood Frame House Con-
struction, published by the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture, has many
common details and recommenda-
tions for various framing conditions.
For example, some types of engi-
neered floor joists can be installed
with the beam blocked solidly to the
floor deck above, because these joists
do not shrink after installation.
Dave Huebner
Sbeppard Engineering
Troy, Michigan

Architects are encouraged to contribute
their practical suggestions about specifica-
tions and detailing, including drawings,
for publication. Send submissions to:
ARCHITECTURE
1130 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
or by fax (202) 828-0825
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WHO WE ARE
The Steel Deck Institute
is comprised of
manufacturers of steel
floor and roof decks
concerned with cold-
formed steel products.

SDI PURPOSE

Develop steel decks engineered
for structural soundness and consistent

quality, that adapt to a wide range
of designs and systems,

and are economical in initial and
life-cycle costs.

• Initiate design and installation
procedures that conform to good

construction practices and that meet
cost requirements.

• Prepare, review and distribute
literature, refer inquiries to appropriate

sources, coordinate research and
testing, and liaison with other

construction industry associations
on matters of common interest.

• Maintain a full time Executive Director
who supervises the programs

developed through the combined efforts
of the total membership.

for more information contact the

WHAT WE DO
Since 1939 the Steel Deck
Institute has provided
uniform industry
standards for the
engineering, design,
manufacture, and field
usage of steel decks.
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"Your Wood IBeant'is going to allow
me unsupporteaspans up to
how many feet?"

G-P: Wood I Beam joists have more load-bearing and
spanning capabilities than dimensional lumber, so you
can design with up to 48' spans*.

YOU: ...without cluttering up open space with support
columns. It'd be ideal for a great room, a bonus room
over a garage, a finished basement.
G-P: Speaking of basements, Wood I Beams allow higher
ceilings because you can pass utilities and duct work
through the beams.

YOU: What about floors? Does it help avoid squeaks?
G-P: Absolutely. G-P Wood I Beams are built to resist the
warping and twisting that create those squeaks.

YOU: Will I be able to use Wood I Beams if I spec conven-
tional lumber in the flooring system too?
G-P: Yes-G-P Wood I Beams are compatible with standard
dimensional lumber sizes. And you can get long lengths,
even up to 60,' for just about any design you can dream up.

YOU: Of course, I wouldn't know how to design with it

after using dimensional
lumber for 15 years...
G-P: We'll help with that, and we can do take-offs for you.

YOU: Well, anything that expands my design options
solves some big problems for me.
G-P: So-no more questions? Come on, I'm just getting
warmed up...

For more information about G-P Wood I Beam joists and
headers, call 1-800-BUILD G-P (284-5347), Operator 730.
(Ask about G-P Lam® laminated veneer lumber, too.) Or
check Sweets Section 06190/GEO.

Solve it with G-ESM

Georgia Pacific

_ , .ding on space, loading and beam size.
"Wood I Beam" is a trademark, "Solve it with G-P." is a service mark and "G-P Lam" is a registered trademark

of Georgia-Pacific Corporation. 01992 Georgia-Pacific Corporation. All rights reserved 36 USC 380.

Circle 136 on information card


